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The "Quality Box." By Percy W. Harris, M.I.ILE.
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Valve sockets cnd
springs locked
together by a
mechanical pro-
cess, makirg a
definite and
permanent con-
nection. Bake!ite
mouldings,silver

springs
nickel

phosphor bronze
valve sockets,
nickel plated.

PRICES :
Valve Holder without
terminals .. 2 /3
Valve Holder with
terminals ... 2/6
Combination Grid
Leak and Terminal
Val e Helder.. 3/9

APROMINENT place is given to
Lotus Valve Holders amongst

the components advised for the
highly successful circuits described
in "Radio for the Million," the
interesting booklet issued by the
makers of the famous Mullard
Master Valves.
These circuits are designed to get
the best results from Mullard Valves.
Lotus Valve Holders are, therefore,
an obvious choice.
They absorb shock, protect the
valves and eliminate all microphonic
noises. Rigorous tests at the factory
ensure that they will give satisfaction
under any conditions. That is why
they are best for any set.

tams
BuOYANc

VALVE HOLDER

Made by the makers of the famous Lotus
Yernier Coil Holder

GARNETT, WHITELEY
AND COMPANY, LIMITED
LOTUS WORKS, BROADGREEN RD.

LIVERPOOL

J.C. S.
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High and Constant Amplification
HIGH and uniform amplification over the whole range of

vocal and musical frequencies is the outstanding feature of
B.T.H L.F. Transforrners. In this respect they can

challenge comparison with far more expensive transformers.
The illustration above is full-scale and indicates the small and
compact design of the B.T.H. Transformer. There is no waste
space and the laminated core is of ample proportions, and is able
to absorb, without measurable loss, the whole of the effective
fields.

The windings are robust and perfectly insulated, and are
guaranteed against premature breakdown.

Guarantee. A definite guarantee is given with each B.T.H. Transformer, either to repair
or replace, free of charge, any transformer which fails within a pe;iodof six months due to
defects its the windings, providing these have not been subjected to imprdper treatment.

Fit a B.T.H. Transformer in your set
and give your valves a better chance.

MADE IN
TWO RATIOS
2 : 1 and 4 : 1

TRANS
752

PRI

RMER
The abo'ke price is applicable in Great Fehtain @lakCs7 ethern Ireland onli

(-9
Bruish Thonsonlionston Co. Lad
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The WIRELESS CONSTRUCTOR
April Number Now On Sale

WHAT

TIME

IS

IT?

TIME YOU

BUILT

THE

"RADIANO"

SILENCER!

Don't waste time when you have " a good thing." Make the most of it.
That is the advice we would offer amateurs when drawing their attention to
Mr. Percy W. Harris's " Radian° " Silencer-a new and effective wave-trap-
easy and economical to build. Full constructional details are given in the
April issue of " The Wireless Constructor " now on sale, price 6d.
The issue also contains many other features of wide interest- for example,
"The Life of the H.T. Battery "-" Grid or Plate Rectification ? "-" Within
the Vacuum "-" More About the 'Radian° Three ' "- " Short -Wave Adventures."
A feast of good things-so don't waste time, but buy your copy NOW.

........... .
7. Now

/ on Sale

no' 177, /AI

I le ft GI,

1;

4

Special Items for the Constructor.

THE "RADIANO" SILENCER
The Wave -Trap you have always wanted to build.

By P. W. Harris, M.I.R.E.
"THE BABY GIANT"

A Three-Valver which would have made Goliath envious.

By S. G. Rattee, M.I.R.E.
THE "ANYVALVE FOUR"

A set designed to give first-class results when any combina-
tion of valves is employed.

By L. I. Leslie.
...... SISCIIELSCCO ..... CM.CCC1211CLE.CteZIE.C.012.CISCCEt..111101Er,,
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THE "RESISTOR" AMPLIFIED

INPUT -SIAS LT +
tOONITE STRIP 7.,1 Y A5

CONDENSER &
2 megohms

R2. 2 megohms

4

HT:- KT+ OUTPUT
LT -

AND + BIAS

RESISTANCE VALUES
25 ohms

uF.

vAl Nr NrRir wrNir NW Nliv NI 'WNW' 'V' 111,4
A

A

A2-Stage;
Amplifier

10Ar (or less)
4

Important to Crystal Users(
AS a user of a crystal set you obtain a degree of purity in reception

PO
which is unsurpassed by any other method of rectification. You have 4

ili
perhaps wished for sufficient volume to work a loud speaker, but have
been loth to lose the crystal set purity. With the introduction of the B.T.H.
BS Valve, you can retain the purity, obtain the volume, and construct the
necessary amplifier for a few shillings. How to do this is explained hi the 4
"RESISTOR " Booklet- a copy of which will be sent you if you fill in and 4

11 post the coupon on this page.
The diagram for a two valve amplifier shown above is taken from
the " Resistor " Booklet, and its amazing simplicity is immediately 4
apparent. No transformers are used in this or any " Resistor "
circuit, thus combining maximum purity with minimum cost. Nor
is there any loss of volume iii consequence.
The " Resistor " Booklet contains all necessary details for the con-
struction of this amplifier. Full details are also given for building
2, 3, 4, and 5 valve " Resistor " receivers. Theoretical and working

_ diagrams are included, with photographs of the complete receivers,
lists of components and point-to-point wiring schedules.

Characteristics of the B.8 Valve.

4

Fir. tours Fn.. Axes. ANODZ VOLTS
AMPLIIIC'A VON

FACTOR IMPEDANC1

I 1.8 to 2.8 0.1 at 2 v. 150 50 180,000 ohms.
It will be noted that the filament is rated at x.8 to 2.8 v. The B.8. will function perfectly
throughout this range. It can be used directly from a 2-VOU accumulator, or from a

4 or 6 volt accumulator with suitable resistance.

Price 1 4s. Od.
The above price is applicable in Great Britain and Northern Ireland only

FOR RESISTANCE CAPACITY COUPLING

68 VALVE
COUPON

The British Thomson -Houston Co., Ltd., Name
Publication Department, Rugby . Address

Dear Sirs,
Please send ass a copy of your " RESISTOR"

Booklet of Resistance -Capacity Coupled
Receivers. PLEASE WRITE IN BLOCK LETTERS

2773 C

NW,

4
4

1
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COMPLETE AMPLIFIER as
'shown PRICE post Free

38/
'Fb.eN_ON-VALVE MAGNETIC

MICROPHONE BARAMPLIFIER

GIVES REALLY Coop ANY
LOUDSPEAKER RESULTS CRYSTAL
FROM CRYSTAL RECEPTION SET
0 FAVERAGE STRENGTH
W1THOuTANY ACCESSORIES
EXCEPT A VOLT DRY
BATTERY

AID

"No cRrsTAL, SET COMPLETE warHouTTHis WoN.DERFULATTACHMENT"

4-2CAUS CAND

'EFFECT'
NOT a 1/ha-ethane Button

LOUDSPEAKER .

't
BAR
AMPLIFIER

Full 11ZitiClitATS 1:1`0111. IJOLLT Deate-rp- direct from Sole Manufacturers k Patentees.
NEW WILSON ELECTRICAL MANUFACTURING CO., LTD., ILsdriiii3--z11.1sTRis-rh,0EnustsTiosNum

$974
RoAD

MODERN WIRELESS
HAVE YOU PURCHASED YOUR COPY

OF THE
SPRING DOUBLE NUMBER YET?
Do not forget that it contains a free book describing
the construction of the " Combine " Five, a set about
which everybody is talking.
Additionally, this greatly enlarged number of " Modern
Wireless " includes some thirty or forty full length
articles covering every field of radio interest-construc-
tional, theoretical and broadcasting.

Secure your Copy before the fatal edict "Sold Out ' is issued.

PRICE 1 /6 SPRING DOUBLE NUMBER PRICE 1 /6
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RADIO COMPONENTS

Mean BETTER Radio.
From the moment you install a "Cosmos " Component into your set
the difference both in appearance and performance is remarkable.

"Cosmos" Anti -Vibration Spring Valve Holder.-The shock -absorbing
element in the " Cosmos " Valve Holder is not a stiff flat spring or
sponge rubber which absorbs moisture, but a separate spiral spring
for each leg. This construction gives maximum elasticity.

Price for Panel or Baseboard Mounting 2/9 each,

The " Cosmos " Rheostat.-The principal features of the " Cosmos "
Filament Rheostat are its sturdy construction and reliable, smooth
movement. The contact arm cannot easily be damaged, having
its movement on the inner side of a porcelain bobbin which carries
the windings. Other pleasing features of this Precision Rheostat
are the handsome knob and dial, ONE HOLE fixing, and the small
space it occupies.

Made in foisr types, two of which are double -wound for
DULL or BRIGHT VALVES and one a Potentiometer.

Description . Ohms. Current. Price.
s. d.

Single Wound .. 6.o 1.o amp. 4 8
Double .. 20 .4 .,

. 2

5 0
5 0

Potentiometer... 13J; - " 6 0

Permaeon is ideal condenser,
in weight, of guaranteed accurate capacity,' and having the lowest
possible losses.
The dielectric is mica and each condenser is tested at 50o volts
during inspection. Nickel -plated cases give them a particularly
neat appearance.

.0001 mfd. 1'6 .601 mfd. 1/8

.0002 1/6 .002 1/10

.0005 1/6 .005 2/8

.0008 (with clips for grid leak) 1/8 .01 310

The  Cosmos " Resistance 'Coupling Unit.-Real purity of repro-
duction can only be obtained with resistance capacity coupling.
The " Cosinos " Coupling Unit with a suitable valve, is as effective
as an .ordinary transformer coupled stage. It avoids all distortion
and effects considerable economies in first and operating costs.
Designed primarily for use with the " Cosmos " S.P. Blue Spot
Valves, it can be used successfully with any valve having an ampli-
fication factor of 3o or. more. Special attention is directed to the
following advantages of the " Cosmos " Coupling Unit :

(t)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)

It takes up little space in a set.
It is not lial:le to be broken.
It has permanent resistance values.
It allows for simplified wiring.
It is economical in L.T. current (S.P. Blue Spot Valves

consume 0,09 amp.).
(6) It is economical in H.T. Battery consumption (less than

1/2o normal).
And lastly, its use results in purity of reproduction without, loss in
volume.

Type "0 " the Unit lone 8'6
Type " V," the Unit incorporating spring valve holder (as illustrated), 10/6.

Suitable valves for use with this unit are " Cosmos " S.P.18,B
and " Cosmos " S.P. 55/B.

METRO-VICK SUPPLIES LTD.
(Proprietors : Metropolitan -Vickers Electrical Co., Ltd.)

Metro -Vick House, 155, Charingi`Cross Road, LONDON, W.C.2

S

cos07401,10".
The Valve

R

/1
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The music of the drums
-Let the new Cossor R.C. Valves

bring out their full, mellow tones
EXPERTS in sound reproduction have always

admitted the shortcomings of Radio. They
have known that, owing to technical

difficulties, the elusive low notes, more often than
not, have been entirely lost. This is why wire-
less music is so frequently thin and colourless-
the lower registers are missing.
But now Cossor-by another stroke of genius-
has evolved a far better valve for Resistance or
Choke coupling which ensures an equal ampli-
fication of all notes-from the deep rolling chords
of the organ to the shrill pipe of the flute.

Cossor !LC. Valves
THEIR outstanding success is, in great measure,

due to their Kalenised filmaent. Although
glowing almost without heat this fi'amcnt emits

such a torrent of electrons that Cossor R.C. Valves
possess an amplification factor much higher than
that of any other make of valve. Whilst-due to the
patented method of construction-microphonic
noises are definitely abolished.

For Two Volts
210R.C. Impedence, 70,000 ohms Ampli-
fication fa tor, 40. Consumption 1 amp. 141 -

For Four V aka s
410R.C. Impedence 80,000 ohms Amplifi
cation factor 40. Consumption 'I amp. 14/ -

Far Six Volts s
610 R.C. Impedence 80,000 ohms. Ampli-
fication factor 50. Consumption '1 amp. 14/ -

These wonderful new Cossor R.C. Valves herald
the dawn of a new era. With their aid it is now
possible for wireless to be practically indis-
tinguishable from the original. Every inflection
of the voice and each varying shade of tone is
faithfully recorded by the Loud Speaker.

Get acquainted with these wonderful Valves to-
day-there is a great musical treat awaiting you-
such volume and grandeur of tone that you must
be thrilled at the heights to which Radio
has now risen.

Other Cossor Valves
HERET is a complete tang?. of Cossor
Valves available for 2, 4 and 6 volt
accur.u'ators a!1 consuming '1 amp.

There are also tne famoas Cor,sor Stentor
Power Valves-Stentor Two, 215P (Con-
sumption '15 amp.) 1816; Stentor F-,ur
411P (Consumption 1 amp.) 18,6;
and Stentor Six, 610P Super Power
Valve (Consumption -1 amp.), 22/6
From all Wireless Dealers

Cossor Valves are
100% British

Cos s or 29 4 Li 6 -volt Valves
Advert. of A. C Cozsor, Lid., Itighbuir v Grove, London, N. 5. Giiben; ii., 6.3: 6.
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Better Late Than Never New Zealand Starts-The Die-Hard-The Super Fee --Rugby
Telephony-A Brand New Profession Jo'burg Again-The Experimenter.

Better Late Than Never.

A LONG-STANDING reproaeIt against
the country will be eliminated by the
institution of the time signal service

from Rugby, which is being arranged. For
many years British mariners have had to
check their chronometers by foreign
stations.

New Zealand Starts.
TWO powerful broadcasting stations have

been erected at Auckland and Christ-
church, and other's will "1-Ee built at

Wellington and Dunedin. There is your
meat, you glob e -
listeners. Who will
be first with Aus-
tralia or N.Z. ? May
it ' be -a. "P. W."
reader and a " P.W."
receiver.

The Die -Hard.
SEE by the news-] papers 'that our

old friend 'Mr.
R. M: Ford has issued
yet another mighty
counterblast against
the Post Office's an-... .

thorny in 'the matter
of wireless licences.
He has no licence
and declares that lie
will not get one till
the P. M. G.'s a u-
thority is made good.
Well, the P.M.G. is
authorised enough
for Most of us ;
meantime, pending
the fall of the axe,
so long as Mr: Ford
does not interrupt wireless
kind, nobody cares !

The Super Fee.

IT is
reported that the famous tenor, John

McCormack, has asked the B.B.C. for
a fee of, £2,100 for half an hour's broad-

casting. Seven tenners a Minute for a tenor !
Surely, if silence is golden, singing is plati-
num. Mr. McCormack, it is said, gets such
a fee in America.'

Rugby Telephony.
THE long-distance teleph6ii e service front

Hillmorton has been extended to
Cuba, at £2 per " number engaged,"

or £17 8s. for the first three minutes. It is
a sensational arrangement, but of doubtful
commerdalvaluetto the Post Office. There
is going to be a fine old bill for we taxpayers
to foot for P.O. wireless.

A Brand New Profession.
SPECIAL training for speaking before the

microphone may. now be had iii a new
section of the Royal Academy of

Jo'burg Again.
Till, station at Johannesburg having

failed financially underbfficial manage-
ment, mere low, common, money-

grubbing private enterprise has had the
pluck to take on the job. African
Theatres, Ltd., is to try and carry on the
good woik. The station is to be moved to
Bloemfontein and replaced by a bigger one.
In order to reduce the number of " pirates,"
no sales of sets or parts are (legally) to be
made to persons without licences. Here's
wishing luck to the new enterprise.

The Experimenter.
AFUNNY story

emanates from
the Post Office

of a lady who took
out a receiving li-
cence and, having
tried several sets
without getting
satisfaction, wrote
and asked whether
she could exchange
her wireless licence
for a dog licence in
respect of a dog she
bad. on a month's
trial. The question
now arises as to
whether the adven-
turous .lady will
next ask for a gun
liet'll:1c6.with a view
to disposing of the
dog.

COMmunity Laughing.
The model of

signals of any

the 2 L 0 control room which was on show at the Ideal Rome Exhibition.

Dramatic Art which -has been started in con-
junction with the B.B.C. As broadcasting
develops there . will be an ever-increasing
demand for, persons with_ good
pliobevoides." How little it was foreseen in.
1922 that wireless telephony would make
such a stir, with newprofessions, revolutions
in the concert -world and Presidential
speeches from Washington dinning in the!
ears of the descendants of the men' who
fought and lost at Bunker's Hill.

AFTER having
poked fun at

the American attempt it has come as a blow
to me to learn that the B.B.C. is planning
to 'spread the infection of risibility on a
large, scale, by oganising chain laughter.
As the " stunt " is sub judiee,' so to speak, I
propose to bob down until the verdict has
'been announced, but I will not conceal the
fact that I fear the laughter will be forced.
'The result is a gambleand the idea footling,'
-

(Continued on next, page )
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NOTES AND NEWS.
(Continued from previous page-)

especially in a Corporation with such exag-
gerated notions of the dignity and sublime
functions of broadcasting.

" Peelers " and Progress.
THE rapidly increasing interest of the
1- pollee in the employment of radio in

their work is specially gratifying to
yours truly, because on a sweltering day in
1922 I had the honour and agony of lecturing
on radio as applicable to police work, in the
old L.C.C. Council Chamber at Spring
Gardens, before most of the Chief Constables
of the country.

My Worst Ordeal.
MY surviving impressions are of the

intense interest exhibited in my
remarks and the abominable acou-

stical properties of the Chamber. Also, as
usual, the demonstration receiver decided
to quit just at the critical moment. The
maurais quatre d'heure which followed, and
the final success of the " show," is yet
another story.

More " Liberty " in Ameriea.
THE U.S.A. generally seems to let things
j get to the point of " Inferno with the

lid off " before it decides to act, but
when it does act-oh, boy ! Take radio,
for example. We all know what a mael-
strom of coal -black mammies, ukulele
babies, and Kentucky homes the American
ether has become, and now Washington has

begun to get in
some of its fine
work on the pro-
blem of untang-
ling it alL

The Pay-And the
Prospects.

FIRST, five
Commission-
ers at £2,000

for the first year's
service and £6 per
day's service
thereafter. As the
appointments are
for six years the
total pay they
will draw is a

matter of simple arithmetic. These officials
are to be censors, classifiers of stations,
assigners of wave bands, power and
transmission times, and regulators of " the
purity of the transmissions." In short,
these five radio dictators are going to have a
busy life and I should think that their
fingers will have become spatulate with dial -
twisting, and their ears elephantine, by the
time they have served their six years,

Miss Isabel Jenkinson, of
Messrs. Muller*, is engaged

to Mr. Nevill Maskelyne,

Chitos Again.
ENTHUSIASTIC adherents to the

" Chitos " circuit continue to write
in its praise. Jack M. (Morayshire)

rolls up with the usual tribute-and a
real fine letter, full of meat. A red-hot
fan, believe me, is this Scot. He has prac-
tically all Europe under his dial fingers,
and when he has more siller to play no
" uncle " this side of the Red Sea will be
safe from Jack's critical mind.

Telling Them Off.
MR. M. got thirty-two stations on his

Chitos, and also heard a friend order-
ing a taxi per line telephone. He is

intrigued about the power of WG Y, which
is variously reported to be 50 kw. and 3.5
kw. What's the odds, Jack ? Get his signals
and let the lave go by ye. Aberdeen is badly
heterodyned by Zurich, and the- Spanish
stations are very naughty altogether. I
believe you. They are no good for testing
wave -meters with. Jack is sitting waiting for
the high -power Jap to start up That will be
telegraphy, 1 a d
D'ye ken thelforise?
Write again, for I
like ye fine.

The Early Riser.
NM. (E. Finch-
. ley), using the

Simmonds'10-
metre panel, rises
in the small and
early to listen to
KDKA Excellent
going on two valves.
Try the "Arm-
strong Super," and
see what can be
done on one valve.

Jan Kiepura the young
and famous Polish tenor,
who was recently broad-

cast.

It will open your ears. Say ! What is the
earliest milkman you have picked up ?

A Generous " Ultra."
MR. I. T. VANNER, Sutton Waldron,

near Blandford, Dorset, who writes
in no uncertain tone of eulogy about

SHORT WAVES. =

= Mr. T. A. Edison deer; not think that radio E:
F--- will ever oust the phonograph. Then we can =
= only say that the value of radio has been over- === estimated.-" Pinch."

--. . . .
= Inhabitants of a cartain island are very E.
L- superstitions about wireless. We understand
= that they consider it unlucky to break a valve on =
= a Friday. E- * E.
F.-. LUST AS GOOD.

It is suggested that all new houses to be built
should be fitted for wireless and refrigerators

= as a matter of course. And, of course, if one =
E got the plugs mixed, some of these improving =
= lectures would freeze the ice-cream just the =
= same.-" Sunday Pictorial." ==

* « E.
"2 Warrant issued in a wireless cage.-(Daily E

Paper). -== We hope this won't cause a shortage in cat's-
= whiskers. == . E
-a " What has the criminal to be afraid of these
E days P " asks a reformer. There must always =
= be the haunting fear of being sentenced to a =
= long term of jazz bands, wireless programmes =
= and amateur concert parties.

-" London Opinion." =.a .
The noise of the Niagara Falls has been :#.-

= broadcast.-News Item. =,_
E A noise, no doubt, but not a very Big Noise
E for America. _
E -" Birmingham Gazette & Express." -. * '- =S "Longest radio 'phone call. San Francisco =
= rings up London," runs headlines in the " Daily
= Herald." An exasperated reader affirms that =
= this is impassible ; he says the longest 'phone
= call occurs when his secretary's fiance rings her
= up during office hours. E

* *
*=

Programmes of the kind are not accepted if
= they are of a sufficiently high standard.- E
= Reported statement of the B.B.C. A cynic
E-- says he has long suspected this. -

-" Birmingham Daily Mail." T.."

= * *
= " Can't make out what's wrong with my 7÷.-
= set," exclaimed Jones. "I've heard nothing =
= from it for the last half hour." =
= Friend (consulting programme) : " It's all Z.-
= right, old chap. They're just broadcasting the =
= moves of the big chess match."
= -" News of the World." =
,:1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111;12...

the " P.W." Ultra crystal receiver, has
almost a complete set of " P.W." for the
past three years, and anybody who will pay
carriage, including cost of carrier to station
(five miles), can have them as a gift. New
readers will probably compete fiercely for
such a prize, for it contains one complete
year's spare -time occupation and enjoyment.

More Back Numbers Going.
MR. S. A. HOOKER, 156, Hainault

Road, Leytonstone, E.11, has " P.W."
Nos. 2 to 100, for disposal gratis to

anyone sending adequate postage.

" P.W." Continental.
MR. R. J. JACKSON, College Cottages,

Old Hall Green, Ware, Tlerts, is
languishing for " P.W." No. 143, as

his life will be insupportable useless he con-
structs the " P.W. Continental set. He
should write to Mr. Vannes., whose offer
appears above. - -

"
APOIGNANT cry comes from Mr. C. S,

Richards, 2, Windsor Road, Torquay,
whose receiver is more successful with

trams than B.B.C. stations. Mr. Richards
appears to have tried every remedy except
moving to some tramless paradise. If any
reader has solved the problem for himself'he
would be positively brutal to withhold the
answer from the distressed fellow -fan who*,
address Igive. If all comes out right at last,
I hope " Ariel" may be let into the secret.

" Ham -Handed " Henry.
PROFESSIONAL garageurs are reported

to be very peeved because of a recent
advertisement . of an accumulator,

which was headed, " Ham-handed Henry at
the garage down
the road cannot
ruin this accumula-
tor." Bless me, no
one ever pulled off
a mild joke yet but
what some highly
irritable fellow
thought - the cap
fitted him. I suf-
fered grievous
wrongs from gar-
ages before I con-
nected the house to
the mains, though
I don't brand all
Ford lodging -
houses as cell
ruiners. But I have
met, in the flesh,
Ham-handed Henry with his dud volt-
meter. Haven't you ?

Mr Martyn C, Webster, cne
of the announcers

at Glasgow.

" Howlers."
THERE has appeared lately the usiral

annual collection of schoolboy
" bowlers," so I beg to append a few

of my own gleaning :
" Ether is a soothing smell that fills all

space even when you empty it."
" Electric currents are what take place in

wires. They are measured in hampers and
shock you if you touch it. This is known
as high voltage."

" Broadcasting programmes were in-
vented by Marconi in a valve set, thus being
made a senatter in Ittaly, which is the
same as a consirvative at home."

ARIEL.
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AT the present time it is quite the
usual practice amongst wireless en-
thusiasts to judge the performande

of their receiving sets by the 'number of
broadcastina stations that can be tuned in
on the loudspeaker. Of course, this does
not necessarily imply that all the stations
are heard at full loud -speaker strength,
but as long as the respective programmes -
can be listened to with comparative ease,
this represents the aim of many listeners.
Now, one might ask, quite justifiably, why
the 'receiver is not credited with the total
number of stations heard, without adding"
the phrase " on the loud speaker." Is it
just to lend weight to the argument that
this or that particular set is par excel-
lence," or is it a sign of the times that we
'are reaching the state where loud speakers
arc becoming the accepted means of repro-
ducing signals, and telephones are out-of-
date ?

Relafive Coits.
I feel that every good purpose will be

served if we review the Whole situation in
an impartial manner, for many arguments
are heard with the subject of telephones
and loud speakers as the basis. From
queStions of first cost the palm is naturally
;awarded to the telephones, but this will
bo negatived somewhat in large families
. where the number of people who demand
to be in a position to listen to the pro-
grammes, at any time, necessitates the
purchase of three or four pairs. Listeners
having in their possession only a simple
crystal set must perforce resort to the use
of telephones, for the strength of the
resulting signals is insufficient to work the
loud -speaker mechanism to produce really
audible signals. The addition of L.F.
valve amplifiers puts a different com-
plexion on the situation and, of course, sets
having two or more valves will give the
required signal strength for loud -speaker
work on one or more stations.

Let us then continue to cite the
advantages and disadvantages of the two
instruments in an effort to arrive at some
definite conclusions. After wearing a pair
of telephones over the ears for some time
they are inclined to become uncomfortable,

Telephones or
Loudspeakers?

ti SI
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t The newcomer to wireless is always faced with the problem denoted by the title
 of this article. In these pages our contributor discusses the question and

presents the pros and cons of the two methods of reception in a straightforward
and concise manner.

By H. J. BARTON CHAPPLE,
Wh.Sch., B.Sc. (Hons.), A.C.G.I., D.I.C., A.M.I.E.E.

while the continual pressure of the ear -
caps against the head in many cases pro-
duces headaches. In addition, beads of
perspiration.accumulate on the caps and

diaphragms, and unless wiped off are liable
to cause the metal diaphragm to oxidise.
This rusting can be guarded against if a
very thin layer of vaseline is, however,
spread over the diaphragm surface. Unless
recourse is made to shouting, speaking
between individuals is almost impossible,
but if pleasure is being derived 'from the
particular items broadcast, outside in-
terruptions are undesirable, so this can

A representative collection of telephones and horn -type loud speakers.

hardly be looked upon as an objection,
unless the signals are so faint that any
-form of external noise is barred. The last
mentioned fact has -formed a favourite topic
for cartoonists and humorists in illustrating
exaggerated situations:

The length of the cord between the head
receivers and the set, of necessity, restricts

movement, but the desire to forsake the
comfort of one's easy chair does not fre-
quently arise. Owing to their portability,
pairs of telephones are apt to become the
victims of carelessness, being dropped on the
floor or left in odd corners, a procedure
which does not add to their useful life, for
the delicate reproducing mechanism is
damaged by rough usage. It is a very
good plan to make provision for hanging
the 'phones in convenient positions So that
they are to hand when wanted. Many
listeners have adopted the practice of
running a length of extension wire round

the floor skirting or
chair rail in the dining -
room, so that it ter-
minates in two pairs
of terminal plugs, one
on each side of the
fireplace, hooks being
fixed for, accommo-
dating the telephones.

Efficient
'Phones.

This array of facts,
if examined with care,
cannot be said to con-
stitute formidable ob-
jections to the use of
telephones, and - to
counter them we have
the generally accepted
fact that the repro-
duction of speech and
music, with telephones
of reputable make, is
better than with many
types of loud speakers.
This is perhaps to be
expected w hen we
realise the number of
years that have been
devoted to the per-
fection of the tele-
phone receiver, as
compared to the num-
ber given to research

in loud -speaker problems. Manufacturers,
however, are now producing particularly
good instruments, as a result of the natural
impetus given to the trade by the rapid
growth of wireless as a source of enter-
tainment. The problems that have to be
overcome in the design of the loud speakers

(Continued on next page.)
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LOUD SPEAKERS
(Continued from previous page.)
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themselves, and the cognate subject, the
correct reproduction of sound, are manifold,
and this, of course, has retarded somewhat
the perfection of the instrument.

As is the case with the ordinary telephone,
the basis of most loud speakers -is an
electro-magnetic system consisting of a
permanent magnet, shaped according to the
type of container, which attracts a metal
diaphragm or reed connected to a
diaphragm. Small coils are added to the
magnet limbs, and _the speech currents in
passing through these coils produce a
varying magnetic field, which is super-
imposed upon the existing one. The design
of this system must be such that the
movement of the diaphragm is proportional
to the magnetic field producing it, or
distortion will make its presence felt.

Suppression of Low Notes.
It will also be appreciated that the natural

frequency of any vibrations of the dia-
phragm must bo outside the acoustical
range, otherwise certain notes will be
amplified out of proportion to their correct
values, producing ringing effects. This
property -is utilised with advantage in
some cases. Owing to the variation of
impedance with frequency, in the case of
transformer or choke coupling on the L.F.
side, the low notes of the musical scale
are apt to be somewhat lost in repro-
duction, but- the natural frequency effects
just mentioned can be employed to bring
them up to the desired strength, though
the details of design are very intricate.

The type of horn utilised has a great
influence on the reproduction of sound,
for if the horn fails to possess the correct
shape, interferences will occur due to
reflections and the resulting sound will be
distorted or partially annulled. Damping
effects due to the materials employed in
construction also have a marked bearing on
the final results. The low-pitched notes
suffer if the air -length of the horn is
insufficient, and this is very marked in
the small types of loud speakers. Questions
relevant to the influence of the horn
naturally do not arise in the many forms of

cone loud speakers now on the market,
for the air column is directly influenced
by the large diaphragm, which must be
coated with or made from some non-
absorbent material. -

More Power Required.
With the idea of appealing to the artistic

tastes of potential customers, great skill
and ingenuity is being brought to bear on
many of the loud -speaker models now on
sale. What to some people is an unsightly
horn is concealed by being shaped com-
pactly, bid unless extreme care is taken
they are liable to suffer from acoustical
defects. The objections previously men-
tioned in connect -ion with telephones do
not hold with loud speakers, viz., restriction

A popular modern type of cone foul speaker.

of movement, liability to damage by sudden
movement, discomfort from pressure on the
head, absence of conversational facilities,
etc. On the other hand, however, sound
reflections from the walls and ceiling of a
room, which are not present with telephones,
are apparent with loud speakers.

To get all stations at full loud -speaker
strength demands a very efficient multi -
valve receiver, whereas for telephone
strength one, or perhaps two, of the valves
on the L.F. side could be dispensed with,
thus effecting a definite saving in receiver
first costs and battery running costs. It is
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IMPORTANT POINTS SUMMARISED.

TELEPHONES.
1. Restriction of movement.
2. Liable to be carelessly handled.
3. Unpleasant effects after long wear

on head.
4. Conversation between individuals

difficult.
5. Sound wholly concentrated.
6. Splendid reproduction.
7. No disturbance to neighbours.
8. Low first cost.
9. Reduction in number of L.F. valves

to hear desired stations.

LOUD SPEAKERS.
1. No restriction of movement.
2. Seldom necessary to touch the in-

strument when once installed.
3. Absence of these effects.
4. Household routine unaffected.
5. Sound reflections from walls and

ceiling often troublesome.
6. Improvements in reproduction still

necessary.
7. Disturbing to neighbours unless

volume is controlled.
8. High first cost..
9. Efficient multi -valve receiver gen-

erally necessary.
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inevitable that there should be different
standards of loud -speaker strength amongst
the wireless fraternity, but after all this is
solely a matter for personal judgment.
Provided the individual concerned is satis-
fied with the volume and quality of sound
emanating from the loud speaker, that is
all that really matters. Much will depend
on the musical tastes coupled with the size
and type of room where installed, and the
resulting sound reflections.

A Brief Summary.
For the purpose of making initial tests .

on a receiver, or when searching the ether
for new stations, telephones arc generally
to be preferred, but care must be taken
when passing the tuning point of the local
station or the ear drums will experience an
unpleasant shock from the large volume of
sound. Of late much has been said about
people who operate their loud speakers in a
thoughtless manner, and thus give annoy-
ance to neighbours by the unnecessary
volume of sound, frequently of a quality
leaving much to be desired. This error of
judgment is overcome readily by a reduction
of power, the resulting decrease in volume
generally giving improved quality, and
after all it is quality not quantity that
should be the criterion of working.

Now what is, . the result of these de-
liberations on the problems connected with
preference for telephones or loud speakers ?
We find that each has its respective
advantages and disadvantages fairly evenly
balanced, and it would bedifficult to find
sufficient reasons for one or the other to be
wholly dispensed with. In such an em-
bracing
for and against the methods adopted for
reproducing the sounds, emanating in the
first instance from the transmitting station,
must be weighed up in conjunction with
individual tastes and requirements. (See
tabular summary). Both telephones and
loud speakers have their spheres of useful-
ness, and, personally, I feel the situation
is best met by using each as occasion
dictates.

TESTING CRYSTAL
- SETS.

FOR the listener who uses a crystal set,
or a set employing a crystal detector,
a simple buzzer is extremely useful.

Special high -note buzzers can be obtained,
and these are really the best for the purpose.
They give an especially high and clear
note in the 'phones. If, however, an old
electric bell is at hand, this may be used
as a substitute for a buzzer. The gong and
hammer should be removed, making quite
certain that the buzzer contacts are not
damaged in the operation. By placing a
piece of cardboard or. folded paper between
the heavy iron armature and the contact
spring, and then stretching a rubber band
round the whole mechanism, a fairly high
and even note results. The buzzer is then
connected in series with some form of
switch-an ordinary bell -push button is
one of the most convenient-and one or
two dry cells. One end of a wire is now
joined to the small screw which adjusts
the vibrating mechanism, and the other
end of this wire is connected to the earth
wire of the receiving set.
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An easy -to -make
instrument which
will help you to
obtain first-class
loud -speaker re-

production.

WITH the use of modern
power valve's, high anode voltages,
and moreparticularly the super -power

valves, which are lightly becoming increas-
ingly popular, the current flowing in the
plate circuit of the last valve reaches a much
higher figure than it is advisable to pass
directly through loud -speaker windings.
'This current, it will be remembered, consists
of a steady plate current, superimposed
upon which are the audio -frequency modu-
lations producing the sound we desire to

COMPONENTS REQUIRED.
One ebonite panel, 6 by 6 by in.
Six terminals.
Four 1 mfd. Mansbridge condensers of

any reliable make.
:=_ One 20 -henry choke coil. (That shown
E is R.I. Ltd. Other suitable makes are also

available.)
Suitable box to,take unit.
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hear. All loud speakers utilise some forin
of magnetic  movement, and the steady
current in the plate circuit when passed
through the windings usually holds the
diaphragm in a state of tension. ObviouSly
there is a limit to the travel of this diaphragm,
and -if the steady current is high, the amount
of additional diaphragm movement possible
is limited by the strength of the steady
plate current. If, now, we remove the direct
current component, either with a trans-
for/her or a filter, leaving only the modu-
lated current to pass through the loud
speaker, we increase the useful load that
can be given to the instrument, at the same
time protecting our windings from the
possibility of .a burn -out.

Protecting the Loud Speaker.
While transformers or filter units are

built into many receivers; such units are
often identical, and one can be made to
serve for several sets; thus effecting con-
siderable eeonomy. The filter unit I am
describing is in regular use in my laboratory,
and is invariably attached to the output
side of the receiver, the loud -speaker leads
being taken to the output terminals on the
filter rather than -to the set itself. Frequently,
too, considerations of space make it awkward
to place Mansbridge condensers inside the
receiver, and for this reason two 1 mfd.
Mansbridge shunting condensers are in-
cluded in the unit.

Examination of the photographs and
drawings will shoiv you that there are six
terminals, two for connection to the loud-
speaker terminals of the receivers, two for
the loud speaker itself, ono terminal for
H.T. positive 1, and the other for L.T.
negative.

It is becoming increasingly common to
use only two high-tension tappings on a
receiver, and as each tapping needs its own
Mansbridge condenser, two are therefore
required-one for connection from H.T.
positive 2 to low-tension negative, and the
other from H.T. positive 1 to L.T. negative.
H.T. positive 2, however, is connected in
the set directly to " loud -speaker positive,"
and as there is a L.S. positive terminal on
the filter unit, the H.T. positive Mansbridge
condenser is connected up within the unit
itself. The other side of each Mansbridge
condenser is connected to the "low-tension

By P. W.
HARRIS,
M.I.R.E.

negative " terminal of the filter, which is
joined to low-tension negative on the set.
H.T. positive 1 of the filter is connected
to this particular tapping on the set.

The filter itself consists of a 20 -henry
choke coil connected directly across the
loud -speaker positive and Ibud-speaker
'negative terminals, thus allowing the high-
tension current to flow from H.T. positive 2
to the plate of the last valve. Joined to
the two ends of this choke are two I mfd.
Mansbridge condensers, the other side of
each of Which goes to an output terminal
for the loud speaker. It will thus be seen
that the steady plate current goes through
the choke winding, and the alternating
differences Of potential set up across the
ends of the choke by the modulated cur-
rent cause audio - frequency currents, to
pass through the lotid-speaker windings,
as the two Mansbridge condensers Offer
negligible impedance to these alternating
frequencies.

(Continued on next page.)

The construction of the "Quality -Box" is perfectly simple and straightforward, as this photo shows.
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THE " QUALITY BOX." I

(Continued from previous page )

Constructional work and wiring up is
simplicity itself and requires no explanation
other than that given in the wiring diagram.
In the case of sets where Mansbridge con-
densers are already fitted, the additional
Mansbrid,ze condensers in this unit simply

go in parallel, and thus add to the ad-
vantageous effect of the existing cpn-
densers.

Neither box nor panel are standard sizes,
and, as a matter of fact, the panel was cut
from waste ebonite and the box made up
of odd pieces of wood. The arrangement
of components in the unit is unimportant,
so that variations of layout can be made
with no sacrifice of efficiency. This will
enable many experimenters to use up
suitable boxes they may have handy.

The use of two condensers in the filter
unit, while not novel, is less usual than the
use of one, but has the distinct advantage
that neither lead to the loud speaker itself
is " live." With the more usual method of

NTH

a choke coil and one condenser, one of the
loud -speaker leads is connected to H.T.
positive, and the earthing of this lead may
be the means of ruining your H. T.
battery. In the present filter unit, either
lead can be earthed with impunity, the
only effect being the complete absence of
signals in your loud speaker.
* -is -4- *

t
MUSIC IN EVERY ROOM.

From a Correspondent.

SOMETIMES the loud speaker is wanted
in one room, sometimes in another,
and the problem of providing for

music in every room is not always found
easy to solve.

One excellent method, which has given
long and satisfactory service, is to use
ordinary coil -plugs in every room, mounted
inconspicuously upon a wall or' skirting
board. The loud speaker is provided with
a corresponding plug and socket on its lead,
and then it is plugged into the holder where -
ever it may be required as easily as a coil
is inserted.

The extension wires to the different
sockets should be kept apart and not run
side by side, a good plan being to have one
lead under the carpet or round the floors, and
the other one over the picture rail or doors.

The actual wire for the extensions should
not be of fine gauge, but should be as stout
as is 'conveniently possible. No. 18 D.C.C.
is a handy size to use, as it is easily bent
and inconspicuous, but strong enough to
stand all necessary mechanical strains.

When the coil holder in each room is
joined across these wires, all the " points "
will be in parallel," and all are con-
tinuously ready for service.

NIR/NG D/AGRAM OF &TER ONIT.

MAKING THE MOST
OF A SMALL

LOUD SPEAKER.
By HUMPHREY PURCELL.

WHILE it is quite true that a small
loud speaker will not give the same
results with a moderately powerful

set as a full-sized instrument, it is neverthe-
less surprising how much some of them will
stand without overloading. If, however,
the horn is small and has a relatively narrow
flare, the reproduction may lack roundness
and sound thin when the loud speaker is
asked- to give a little more volume than
usual.

In such circumstances it is worth while
trying the effect of placing the loud speaker
in a corner of the room with the horn
facing the junction of the two walls. This
will sometimes have a quite surprising
effect on the tone and on the volume of the'
reproduction.

Another experiment *worth trying is to
disconnect the horn altogether and connect
the base to the tone -arm of a gramophone.
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HAVE YOU PURCHASED

your copy of the

WIRELESS CONSTRUCTOR

yet?
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If a suitable adaptor is not to hand, one
may be improvised by rolling a piece of
stiff paper into a tube, securing the edge
of the paper with either seccotine or gummed
paper tape. - Alternatively, the rubber
portion of an " anti -splash '! device raided
from a kitchen tap may be found to fit.
Used in this way, an Amplion " Dragonfly "
movement gives splendid tone. -

Some Tips on Tone.
In the case of large diaphragm loud

speakers, users will no doubt have dis-
covered for themselves that the repro-
duction is appreciably affected by the
position ofthe instrument in relation to the
walls of the room and large pieces of furni:
tare. Purest results are usually obtained
when the loud speaker is placed at least
one foot away from a wall, and then with
its diaphragm parallel to the wall. How-
ever, " purity " is a somewhat relative
term, and is in fact largely a matter of
taste. Some listeners, therefore, may prefer
to take advantage of the increased volume
to be obtained by standing the loud speaker
in a corner so that the angle of the walls
provides a reflector in much the same way
as the bowl of a " Decca " gramophone.

If, in spite of various experiments, the
loud speaker refuses to satisfy your demands
for purity of speech and music from a set
which is not obviously too powerful, and
in which reaction is not being pushed too
far, do not conclude at once that the loud
speaker is at fault. It is a good rule to sus-
pect batteries first, valves next, transformers
third, and loud speaker last.
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LOW LOSS AERIALS.
THE article on the question of low -loss

aerials, in POPULAR WIRELESS, No. 242,
will interest all who are trying to

obtain the utmost economy of working
consistent with satisfactory results in their
receiving sets, as well as those who are
interested in efficiency for efficiency's sake.

Living in Bristol, I have tried to obtain
satisfactory loud -speaker reception (Day --
entry and Cardiff) in an ordinary dwelling -
house, using a two -valve set (det. and
1 L.F.). This result I have now attained,
but not before I had obtained the utmost

efficiency from my aerial_ possible under
the circumstances.

Both in height and general lay -out of the
aerial, an outdoor one, I have found it
impossible to conform to conventional
practice, but by experimenting with the
lead-in, I have considerably improved the
volume and strength of the signals received,

The ideal aerial, according to Mr. Dowd-
ing, should be ". . . . suspended in
space, touching nothing but the aerial
terminal of the set, and being yards away
from anything else."

*-41.-.0-11.-0--40-
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A short article of general interest.
By E. C. H. JONES, B.Sc.

This I had set out to achieve as far as
possible, and because of the satisfaction
derived from greater efficiency the manner of
achieving it may be of interest.

The problem is a simple one, but in face
of a variety of lead-in tubes. etc., offered to
the wireless amateur, one that is apt to be
overlooked. All that is necessary is to so
insulate the last five or six feet of the
aerial wire itself that it may be attached
directly to the aerial terminal of the receiv-
ing set, thus dispensing with a number of
connections which often act as leak paths
for the aerial current,

An Efficient Lead -In.
I am using a single length of 7/22 stranded

copper wire (bare) 75 ft. in length from
the farthest insulator to the aerial terminal
of the receiving set. All strain on the
aerial is taken on the length suspended
between the two posts, and the down lead,
although straight, is not taut.

This is arranged by a twist of the aerial
wire as it leaves the insulator (Fig. 1).

The last six feet of the down lead I
insulated by first cutting off six feet of
ordinary black insulating tape and winding
it round the wire longitudinally, keeping it
securely in position by winding thread
around it. (Previous to winding on the
tape, I passed the wire through some good

rubber tubing, in. in diameter, purchased
from a chemist's, and pushed it along the
wire to give sufficient room to .wind on the
tape and thread.)

It was then easy to draw the rubber
tubing down over the tape, the one fitting
closely over the other. The end of the
rubber tubing exposed to the weather was
protected from rain by a wrapping of
insulating tape.

This insulated portion of the aerial was
carried through a glass tube of appropriate
diameter obtained from a chemist, an
ordinary spade terminal was soldered to the
end of the wire, and this fitted to the aerial
terminal of the set. Fig. 2 shows the
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insulated portion of the aerial with the
layers exposed for the sake of clearness.
_Atimarthing, plug and wire, similar to the

one described by Mr. Dowding in the article
referred to above, may easily be fitted if
desired. Personally, I content myself by
attaching the spade terminal to the earth
terminal of the set when switching off.

This arrangement of the aerial gives
surprisingly better results than any I have
tried, and is inexpensive and easy to adopt.

A TELEPHONE TRANS-
FORMER TIP.

*
TO those readers who possess telephone

transformers of approximately 10 to 1
ratio the following may appeal.

The idea is to use the primary as an
L.F. choke, so that it may be employed
for shunting the windings of a high -resist-
ance loud speaker to prevent the H.T. pass-
ing through it. The transformer can still
be used for its original purpose, namely,
coupling loud speakers of low resistance
to the'sets.

A sketch is given below of the suggested
arrangement.

As will be,seen.a .5 mfd. fixed condenser
is used in series with one high -resistance
loud -speaker lead, so as to prevent the -11.T.
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passing through the winding of the laud
speaker. The action of this arrangement
is now well known, and therefore will not
be entered into here.

The transformer and condenser can be
fixed permanently in the set, and two pairs
of loud -speaker terminals provided on the
panel, one pair for any low -resistance loud
speaker, and the other having the condenser
in series with one lead inside the set 'for
the high -resistance loud spe'aker.

With this arrangement the telephone
transformer serves a dual purpose, with
the additional advantage that both loud
speakers have their windings fully pro.
tested against breakdowns due to heavy
H.T. bilirrehts.
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CURRENT TOPICS.
By THE EDITOR.

Success of the "Beam "-Day of the High Power Station Over-More
About 2 H D-Further Developments Expected.

OUR readers will be interested to know
that the trial of the Beam wireless
system between England and Aus-

tralia, which concluded last week, has
proved successful, and has demonstrated
that the Post Office requirements could be
fulfilled.

One of the, clauses of the Post Office
contract is that the Beam stations have to

One of the B.B.C. exhibits at the Ideal Home
Exhibition was the scale model of 5 X X shown

on the left of this photo.

be capable of communication at a speed of
one hundred words each minute during a
daily average of seven hours. The fact that
during the tests with the Beam system
between England and Australia these very
difficult conditions were observed is a
feather in the cap of the Beam system,
and of Senatore Marconi, Mr. Franklin, and
all his assistants who have done so much to
accelerate the progress and success of the
Beam system.

Congratulations.
Now that the Post Office conditions have

been satisfied, the progress of the Beam
system should be even more rapid than
hitherto, and the day when England and
all parts of the Empire are in communica-
tion, with each other .via the Beam system
does not seem so very far distant. Certain
it is that the day of the high -power station
to all intents and purposes is over.

Instead of gigantic pretentious trans-
mitters like Rugby, costing thousands and
thousands of pounds to build and to main-
tain, carrying out, as a rule, not too satis-
factory service, we shall have a network of
Beam stations which will not only operate
more efficiently but less expensively.

We should like to offer our coneTatula-
tions to Senatore Marconi and all those
concerned with the development of the
Beam, on the very rapid success obtained,
and to wish for the future an equally rapid
suCces:r..s... and a further development of a very
remarkable system of transmission.

The controversy between the. Manchester
Radio Scientific Society and the Post Office
continues. We recently had the pleasure
of a visit from Mr. Kemp, the Chairman of
the Manchester Radio Scientific Society,
who called at this office and related in detail
the incidents which led up to the G.P.O's
interference.

Mr. Kemp's Visit.
The day he came to London and called

on POPULAR WIRELESS, Mr. Kemp also paid
a visit to the G.P.O., and a visit to his. M.P.
at the House of Comfnons. The result of
the interview at the Post Office was that
the Postmaster -General's decision was not
to move in the position he had taken up.

It is now possible, we understand from
Mr. Kemp, that the Manchester Society
will take its apparatus out of the country
and will conduct the remainder of its ex-
periments abroad. Mr. Kemp has stated
that the society has had offers from two
countries, both European, in this respect.

Here is a pretty kettle of fish ! An im-
portant amateur society, which has done a
great deal of useful work, is now practically
forced to clear out of its mother country
to conduct its experiments in peace and
quiet, without the pettifogging interference
of a bureaucratic Government department !
It is, indeed, enough to make one despair
of .freeing Government departments from
intolerance and red tape.

" Interference Did Not
Matter !"
Mr. Kemp quite

rightly explained at
the Post Office that he
considers his Society
has achieved impor-
tant results in radio
research. The Society
does not seek any
commercial gain. The
Society, in fact, is
quite willing eventu-
ally to hand over its
apparatus and the re-
sults of its research to
anybody representing
the public, whether
it be the Post Office,
the B.B.C., or anyone
else. The Society wants
to make its experi-
ments more complete,
transmit a proper
programme, etc., but
the Post Office states
that the Society may
only transmit the
same musical scales
over and over again,
etc.

Further, the Society
has had the 440'
metres wave -length.
taken away from it,
although it is still al-
lowed to use this for

Morse transmissions. The absurdity of this
is amply illustrated by the fact that Mr.
Kemp has pointed out to the Post Office
that if the station transmitted Morse on
440 metres there would be more inter-
ference with other stations than if wireless
telephony were used.

According to Mr. Kemp, the reply made
was that interference did not matter ; the
main object of the Post Office seems to
have been to stop making the transmitted
programmes of interest to the public !

Again, as Mr. Kemp has pointed out, the
statement about interference contradicts
previous statements made by the Post
Office. It has been contended that if the
station was causing interference the obvious
remedy was to allow It. toils° the same wave-
length as the Manchester station-that is,
386.4 metres, when, of course, it. is not being
used by the Manchester B.B.C. department.
But it was replied that such a concession
could not be made.

The Manchester Radio Scientific Society
are naturally not satisfied with the wave-
length of 150 to 200 metres, because most
of the members have perfected their
receivers for the transmission ,of Waves on
440 metres, and a new wave -length would
involve complicated and in many cases
very expensive. alterations.

We are 'very glad to hear that Mr. Kemp
is not going to drop the matter on behalf
of the Society and will see that it is raised
again in the House of Commons. In the
meantime, the,-Society,is making plans to
finish its experiments abroad, and if events
move unhappily, and the Society does have
to go abroad, we sincerely hope that the
pressure of public opinion will make the
Postmaster -General realise that his treat-
ment of the Manchester Radio Scientific
Society is resented in every part of the
country where common-sense fair treatment
is valued.

The wireless operator on the new army tanks is snugly tucked away at the
back, as shown above.
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WONDER how many readers realise
what a big difference the design of a
loud -speaker horn makes to quality.

A friend of mine once bought a well -
designed and expensive instrument, and
very shortly afterwards tried the experi-
ment of adapting a small horn from another
'speaker to fit the base of the larger instru-
ment. I asked him what his idea was in
carrying out this
fairly difficult piece
of work.

" Oh," he said,
"-you see the large
instrument
takes up alot
of wore. The

An example
of a curved
horn with
large flare.

bigger horn certainly enables a greater
velume to be obtained, but for ordinary
reception the smaller horn is quite adequate.
The `music' is in the base of the instru-
ment."

So my friend really thought that -by
combining the smaller horn with the
expensive movement he was going to get
just the same quality- as would be obtained
with the complete instrument which had
been so successfully designed.

The results he actually obtained were
marked, to my ear, by a distinct raising
in pitch ; or, in other words, by a decrease
in the lower musical frequencies.

The length and shape of the horn base is
actually a very important bearing upon the
reproduction. In addition to this, the
orifices of the big and little ends of the horn
have to be considered.

Low Notes Poor.
Most horn loud speakers are weak on the

low tones ; in fact, I expect you have
noticed that the bass usually has a
" drummy " sound, if it comes through at
all.

-4- -0- ..... *
The results obtainable from a
loud speaker depend to a very large
extent upon the design of the
horn, as will be realised from the

following interesting article.
By A. JOHNSON-RANDALL.

Designers are, of course, aware of this,
but they are up against a big problem.
They can improve the bass by making the
horn longer, but, unfortunately, anything
bigger than about four feet becomes
unwieldy, and therefore unpractical fur
ordinary use.
- Many attempts have been made to obtain

the greatest length in the smallest space ;
for instance, bending the horn in two or
three suitable places enables the height and
bulk to be reduced. This in turn introduces
another difficulty. The length of path of
the sound wave on the inside of the bend
will be less than that on the outside,' and
this difference tends to produce detri-
mental results.

Avoiding Reflection.
Some designers ,have tried to overcome

this difficulty by splitting the horn up into
sections, thereby making the difference- in
the length of path at the bend very much
smaller. The problem is not by any means
.new, since gramophone manufacturers haVe
come up against precisely the same trouble
in their attempts to improve reproduction,
and, indeed, much useful infornaation can
be obtained by studying the methods
adopted by the designers of these instru-
ments. In the case of loud speakers, the
method is, of course, more applicable to
those of the enclosed cabinet type.

The diameter of the big or output end
of the horn is of importance. By the
ordinary laws of sound, reflection will
occur at the point where the sound wave
emerges into the open. This is undesirable,
since it prevents the whole of the sound
energy from being used usefully in the
form of radiated energy. The reflection
effect can be made comparatively unim-
portant, however, by adopting the well-
known method of using a horn with a
gradually increasing opening. This method,
which follows a logarithmic law, has been
adopted by practically every manufacturer
of the ordinary type of loud speaker used
for broadcast reception. In any case,
Whatever the type of horn used, the output
should be kept as large as possible.

Another type of horn is that which has
0 straight sides, and this is probably the most

convenient type for the amateur to attempt,
if he wishes to try his hand at making horns
of various lengths. In experimental work

0 of this nature wood can be employed
without difficulty. Of course, there is
nothing to prevent the more serious listener

.-4- 4-4-4- -4.--s- -4,- -4.- -0--4.--e--.--..---.- -4.-io- .4-* from trying some experiments with thp
logarithmic horn. Thin wood is fairly easy
fo work with the aid of steam. To those
so inclined, I would recommend the study
of Captain II. J. Round's valuable article
giv6n in the October, 1926, issue of " Modern
Wireless."

Some Interesting Data. .

Captain Round, in his article, gives a
series of curves which he has evolved, and
from which it is possible to determine the
dimensions of a horn to cut off at a given
frequency. 'For -instance,- a horn to repro-
duce frequencies down to about 300 cycles
would have to. -have, a length of approxi-
mately 36 inches, with a diameter at the
-big. end of 11 inches..

Similarly, to reproduce down to 100
cycles, the horn -would have a length of
approximately 12 feet, and a big end
diameter of 33 inches. .

Attempts have been made to produce
artificial bass by employing the laws of reso-
wee in the design of loud speakers, but
most of these
efforts have re-
sulted in un-
natural sounds,
which show up
very, .badly
against the real
thing.

In my opin-
ion, the loud
speaker of the
future will tend
in the direc-
tion of the
" cone " type
for ordinary
household use,
but who is
there who can
safely predict
what will
happen a year,
or even six
months, hence,
With such a
progressive
science as that
Of wireless

A well-
known loud
speaker,
which is
built upon
the straight

principle.
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You can use the Lissen
Transformer as a choke

big making
this onesimple

connexion

Perhaps for your next circuit you will
need an L.F. Choke. If so, here's a useful
wrinkle: use a LISSEN Transformer.
To change the LISSEN Transformer into a
Choke you simply connect the O.P. and I.S.
terminals. To disconnect is but a second's work
when you want a LISSEN as a Transformer again.

Used either as a Choke or as a Transformer a
LISSEN will give you pure reproduction-amplifying
fully every note, every tone, every harmonic, every
overtone, against a background entirely free from
noise. There are many high-priced transformers
which cannot do that.

TEST IT YOURSELF
To prove that the new LISSEN
Transformer is equal to the most
expensive transformer made, we ask
you to buy one and compare its
amplification with that of any other
transformer or choke you please.
Then, if you do not definitely prefer
the LISSEN after 7 days' trial re-
turn it and your money will be
refunded in full.
From all good radio dealers or
direct from the manufacturers if
any difficulty.

LISSEN LTD., 8-16, FRIARS LANE, RICHMOND, SURREY
Managing Director THOMAS N. COLE.

LUMEN TRANSFORMER
( AND CHOKE)

'6
TURNS RATIO 3: 1

RESISTANCE RATIO 4: 1
GUARANTEED 12 MONTHS

You can use three LISSEN Transformers in cascade
f Fa9
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of 2/4
'05 .. 2/4
.o25 2/4

SAVES H.T.
You should put a LISSEN 2 Mfd. Mans -
bridge Condenser across your H.T.
Battery (I mfd. will do, although a
larger size is preferable),.and so lengthen
its life by to per cent.
These fine -quality condensers are totally
enclosed by a moulded solid insulating
case. This is a great protection, especially
when the condensers are of large capacity
and are used in eliminator circuits. The
condenger cannot -short-circuit on to its
case.

LISSEN Mansbridge Condensers
2 m Id. 4/8. i mfd. 3/10.

Other capacities :
25 3/-

.. 2/6
'5 . .. 3/4

LISSEN FIXED CONDENSERS
These are the condensers you should use
for resistance -capacity units. They are
absolutely leak -proof ; they deliver all
their stored -up energy, and they never
vary. Guaranteed accurate to within
5 per cent. of marked capacitic:s. Notice
the new iinproved case which enables
condenser to be mounted upright or fiat,
A pair of grid -leak clips is included free
with every grid condenser.

Iltti-rostaww-._...,

LISSEN Fixed Mica Condensers
'000l to ooi,1/- each (much reduced)
'002 to '006, 1/6

WHOSE TURN ?
WRITERS of constructional articles in the radio journals
keep one eye on the advertisement columns. Advertisers
naturally expect their products to, be used and mentioned
in turn by these writers. So when you see certain makes of
components definitely specified, remember that they are not
necessarily the best. Users now know that they can replace
every part named in any published circuit with the corre-
sponding part in the LISSEN: range. You will use all the
energy available if you build with LISSEN parts and get
louder, clearer signals from near and far in consequence.

NOW ONLY 1/6

The baseboard type of LISSEN Re-
sistor is now reduced from 20 to 1/6.
This type has, of course, no knob,
dial or pointer, but is provided with
2 holes for screwing to baseboard.
7 and 35 ohms Rheostats : 400 ohms
Potentiometer, each 1/6 (Previously 216)

QUALITY RHEOSTATS
LISSEN

Panel -Type
Rheostats.

The wires do not loosen, the arm
keeps in perfect contact-nothing
ever goes wrong with this Rheostat.
Rheostats, 7 and 35 ohms .. 2/6

(Previously 4/-)
Potentiometer 400 ohms .. 2;6

(Previously 4/6)
Dual Rheostat, 35 ohm's .. 4/6

(Previously 6/-)

EFFICIENT & NEAT

L !SS EN
2 -tray Switch.

Energy often leaks away at the switch
points. But not if the efficient LISSEN
switches are used. There is a LISSEN
switch for every switching need. Each
one is very neat and fixed by the one -
hole method. Tinned tags enable con-
nexion to be made easily. NOW
LISSEN TWO - WAY SWITCH 1:6

(Previously 2/91
LISSEN KEY SWITCH 1'6

(Previously 2j6)
LISSEN REVERSINGIPreiousy4/l..1WITCH 2 6

LISSEN SERIES PARALLEL
SWITCH . . . . .. 2 6

(Previously 8!9)
LISSEN FIVE -POINT SWITCH 2.6

(Previously 4!-)
LISSEN D.P.D.T. SWITCH .. 2:6

(Previously 4/-)

SCOOPED OUT

There is not a square inch of superfluous
ebonite in this LISSEN Valve Holder. That
means low capacity and low loss, and therefore
stronger, clearer signals. Shown ready for
baseboard mounting, but can also be used for
Panel mounting by bending springs straight.
Patented. Previously x/8. NOW LI-

LISSEN GRID LEAKS

LISSEN Leaks are absolutely silent in use ;
t. heir resistances never alter. This was proved
some time ago py exposing them to the rain
and sun on our factory roof.
All resistances. Previously r/8. NOW 1/-

LISSEN LTD., 8-16, FRIARS LANE, RICHMOND, SURREY
Managing Director : THOMAS N. COLE. I.. 303
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tereened Coils.
MOST of the screens or. shields used with

high -frequency coils in this country
are of the cylindrical type, made in one

piece and secured upon a suitable base, but
I notice that a " box type of shield has been
introduced by the Aluminium Company of
America, under the name of the Alcoa
Shield, which has certain advantages in that
it can readily be taken to pieces, or assembled
from the component parts. The parts con-
sist of the four sides and the top and bottom,
which are in flat rectangular sheets of
aluminium, and the corner -pieces are of
angle -castings of aluminium, slotted so as
to receive the edges of the four side -pieces.
The corner -pieces are described as " ex-
truded corner posts." 'When the screen is
assembled it measures 5 x 9 x 6 in., but it
'is evident that the size can easily be modified
by cutting down the side plates. It is, in
fact, specially designed to be of the greatest
use to the greatest number of set owners,
and it is claimed that if it does not suit your
size requirements you have only to spend a
few moments in cutting the sheets to the
required size, these sheets being easily cut,
easily worked and the shield being per-
manent when assembled. Another advan-
tage of the box shield being in the form

 described is that it can be sold in a compara-
tively small package, whereas the package
would need to be much larger if the shield
were sold assembled ; in other words, it has
an advantage corresponding to that. of the
well-known types of collapsible cardboard
box. No doubt shields of this type will soon
make their appearance on the English
market.

Reflex Listening.
A somewhat novel use for earphones has

been made by an organist in Baltimore, who
wears the headphones while playing the
organ and is thereby enabled to listen to the
sound of the organ as it reaches the broad-
casting microphone. The console is about
41) ft. away from some of the more distant
organ pipes and consequently the performer
notices a distinct lag between the sound
which reaches his ears direct from the pipes
and that which reaches him via the micro-
phone and the headphones. It haS been
found that certain organ tones rev,ister
better than others of greater power but
different pitch and, consequently, when
broadcasting, the organ is played in a
manner entirely different from that used .in
an ordinary recital. Certain pedal notes,
according to the organist, are better not
used at all when broadcasting.

The church organ, although a favourite
instrument with the majority of music -
lovers, is one of the most difficult to record
on the gramophone record or to broadcast
over the wireless. One reason for this is that,
unlike most other instruments, the organ is
in reality a whole battery of instruments,
and unless proper attention is given to this
combination of organ tones, some of them
will not do themselves justice and will be
likely to yield mediocre or even unsatisfac-
tory results when transmitted by the micro-
phone. Another reason is that, owing to
the fact that some of the pipes areneeessarily
considerably further away from the micro-
phone than others, it becomes important
either to employ multiple microphones, or
to employ a very sensitive microphone at a
considerable distance from the organ, so
that the percentage differences in the dis-
tances of different parts of the organ from

#4 -...4..' -*-41

TECHNICAL
NOTES.

A Weekly Feature
Conducted by

J. H. T. ROBERTS, F.Inst.P. t
(Staff Consultant.)

*

the microphone become comparatively
insignificant.

By wearing the headphones and listening,
in effect, to the actual sound of the organ as
broadcast, the organist is much better able
to know how to manipulate the instrument
to get the best broadcast effect.

Comparing Loudness.
Have you ever considered to what degree

a sound must change in volume for the
change to be noticeable to an average ear ?
It has been found, as a result of experiments,
that the average person is generally able to
notice a decided difference in intensity

provements have been going on in the latter
for very many years, radio has reached a
similar stage of development in the com-
paratively short space of about three or
four years.

Amongst the matters which Mr. Gerns-
back considers offer most obvious scope
for development or improvement, he
mentions first the H.F. coils and tuning
condensers of the set. Variable condensers
are used, he points out, for the purpose
of altering the wave -length of the circuit,
but the same result may be obtained by
using a,coil without a condenser, after the
fashion of a variometer. Variometers are,
of course, used quite extensively, but they
lack in range of adjustment and in sharpness
of tuning. This, according to Gernsback,
is a subject which deserves much more
attention than it has hitherto received.

" Condenserless."
A tuning coil may have its " constants "

varied by operating it on the harmonica
principle, that is, by opening and closing the
convolutions of the coil, or pulling it out
and letting it contract again, like a spiral
spring. Tuning can well be carried out
in this way, but so far the method has been
found impracticable for general use. Any

The 10 kw. Lorenz transmitter at the Witzleben station at Berlin.

between two sounds if the actual difference
in volume is about 25 per cent. Thus, if one
signal has an intensity or loudness reckoned
as unity, the average person will be able to
tell that another signal of the same kind is
definitely louder if, in fact, its intensity or
volume is not less than about 1.25 units.
Telephone engineers sometimes use the term
" transmission unit " and it can be shown
that a difference in intensity of 25 per cent
is equivalent to a difference of about one .
transmission unit.

Developments.
Mr. Hugo Gernsback, the well-known

American " popular " scientist and pub-
lisher, lately, in an interview published in
one of his journals, gave some very interests
ing views as to the future development of
wireless. He compared its progress, in the.
first place, with that of the automobile, and
showed that whereas experiments and im-

method, however, which would permit of
condensers being dispensed with would-
be a very great advantage ; it is thought
that the conclenserless receiver will- have
much smaller losses, and will, therefore,
give greater efficiency than corresponding
sets at present in use.

Cold Valve. .

The cold valve comes under review as a
distinct possibility for the very near
future-Mr. Gernsback is of the opinion
that the cold valve will be a commercially
accomplished fact within the next ten
years. One of the obvious suggestions in
this connection is the use of an electrode
treated with radio -active material, and it
appears that De Forest patented this
method some years ago.

There are certain important difficulties
in the way of making a valve on this

(Continued on page 199.)
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You will find the circuit diagram
illustrated above, and which
appears in No. 2 issue of Radio
For The Million, quite simple
to work from. All the necessary
connections are clearly indicated
and it will take very little time
for you to build yourself this

simple money -saving unit.

THE CLIMAX AUTO -BAT- TRANSFORMER.
For reliable, efficient and powerful trans-
formation in H.T. supply units for A.C.
Mains. Supplied with complete instructions
for building H.T. Battery Eliminators.

Radio
without
Batteries

BUILD CR BUY
THE CLIMAX AUTO -BAT POWER UNIT
This unit will supply 110 milliamperes at 120
volts, rectified and smoothed current from A.C.

Mains.
THE DRAKE P.M. RECEIVER

Sre " Radio For The Million," No. 2 issue.
Po employing a powerful choke directly in the plate -filament circuit of the
rectifviM, valves (Climax Proy. Pat. No. 5853!2.7j a very large rectified current
can be obtained without injury to the rectifying valves. The rectified current
obtained is practically rectangular in wave -form. The fluctuations of anode
voltage .and current in the rectifying valves are reduced from two or three
hundred per cent to less than five per cent. The rectifying valves can,
therefore, be operated much nearer to their maximum output while the
resultant rectified current can be smoothed much more completely. The
\Viring diagram of the Climax Auto -bat Power Unit for A.C. mains shows
the arrangement of. the rectifying and smoothing circuit, which must bp
strictly adhered to.
To build up the A.C. Unit the following components arc required :
I. Climax Autobat Transformer, Type 110 .. .... Price 33,'-

Spccifv collage of supply Mains when ordering.
2 Climax Heavy Chokes, Type- 300 .. Price 21:- each
2 Valve Holders
2 Mullard D.U.10 Rectifying Valves .. Price 20,'- each
6 4-mfd. Smoothing Condensers or equivalent
1 2-mfd. Condenser.

dullard Maus! ridge Condensers ar.' speedily rcc9nimen:1;:1.
1 Double -pole Electric Light Switch.

It is essential that only
MULLARD D.U.10 Rectifying Valves be employed.

Complete Climax Power Unit in oak case ..
Plus Marconi Royalty ..

Plus 2 Mullaid -Valves' 1702 066

112 0 0

The exceptionally large rectified and smoothed current of r ro milliamperes will
supply the complete H.T., L.T. and grid bias requirements of a multi -valve set,
using Mullard Ion milliampere receiving valves with filaments connected in
series. The wide range of Mullard too milliampere valves enables each stage of
the receiver to be provided with a valve exactly suited to its requirements. Full
particulars, together with blue prints of a typical three -valve receiver working
on this system are given in " Radio for the Million," March Issue. By special
arrangement with the publishers a copy of this most interesting publication
can he obtained free of charge by using the Coupon TroVided beloW.

CLIMAX RADIO ELECTRIC LTD., Head
Office & Works: Quill Works, Putney,
London, S.W.15. 'Phone: Putney2599.
Showrooms : 257, High Holborn,

London, W.C.1.
'Phone: Holborn 2535.

-All Communications
to Head Office.

FILL
IN THIS

COUPON
The Editor, " Radio for the

Million," 63, Lincoln's Inn
Field.., London, W.C.2.

PLEASESEND ME FREE a copy of the
second issue of " RADIO- FOR THE MIL-

ethhplete with blue prints.

Name (block lettcrs1
Addrsss

14"
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The S.T. is the only valve in 23 years whose life has been considered sufficiently
certain for an insurance company to insure !
The dramatic decision of Lloyd's, after exhaustive investigation, to insure the life of
every S.T. valve sold, marked a new step in the history of valve manufacture, and the
perfection of the vacuum.
We regard every valve as a scientific instrument, which is put through exhaustive tests.
Although every one is perfect when dispatched, it is impossible to prevent an occasional
valve from developing a fault. Such cases of short life are extremely rare, but the
purchaser has every right to expect a square deal. With us he gets it. The head of
our company has made a declaration before a Commissioner for Oaths stating that on
no occasion, since the company was formed, have we declined to replace a returned
valve. No saying n the filament must be intact "-no red tape, no fuss. Just the same
conscientious attitude towards the public which makes us pick and choose:our best valves
and scrap the rest. Choose S.T.'s next time. Valves are still too dear to risk money on.

2 -volt.
S.T. 21A (Res. Cap.)

m I amp. Ampli-
fication 35 -

S.T. 21 (H.R.)
mx amp. -

S.T. 22 (L.F. and
Det.) ox amp. -

S.T. 23 (Power)
015 amp. - 18/6

14"-

141-

4-vog.
S.T. 41A (Res. Cap.)

ox amp. Ampli-
fication 35. - - 14/.

S.T. 41 (H.F. and
Det.) 0.1 amp. -

42 (Power)
ox amp. - - 18/6

S.T. 43 (Super
Power) 0.25 -amp.- 2216

6 -volt.
S.T. 81A (Res. Cap.)

o'i amp. Ampli-
fication 40 - - 14'-

S.T. 61B (H.P. and
Det.) mx amp. - 14r-

S.T. 62 (Power)
o I amp. - - - 18:6

S.T. 63 (Super
Power) 0.25 amp. 22/6

Seed us the test certificate cut from an S.T. Valve boa, with name and address, and we will pat you down
for a year's free subscrir:tion to the great new journal, '' ELSTREE RADIO NEWS," No. r of which will
be sent by return.
S.T., LTD., 2, Melbourne Place, Aldwych, LONDON, W.C.Z. (Nex.! to Australia H 0:i Se) .
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THE output circuit of the last valve is
a very troublesome one to consider
because the ideal absorber of energy-

the resistance-is no use to us. Nearly all
loud speakers work by a magnetic action and
to produce this magnetic action a number`of
turns of wire are usually wound on an iron
core, and these turns of wire, when a current
is passed, produce a force proportional to
that current. It is fairly obvious that if
our loud speakers were designed so that
over the whole frequency range they pro-
duced the same effect in the air for equal
forces, then iwe should have to arrange
that the current was the same at all fre-
quencies with the same input to the grid
of the power valve. But loud spealiers
have, to a great extent, been designed ex-
perimentally, and in the experiment there
has always been taken into consideration
the inductive winding which produces the
force.

The Effect of Valve Resistance.
It is interesting to take this winding of a

loud speaker and note the effect of the
inductance of this winding and its resistance
when it is placed on the power valve, and
in Fig. 7 I have drawn the current flowing
through the same loud speaker with two

u
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WNW
L.S.5A.

..,

L.S.L.S. 5

goo., 400... 800.. 1000". .3,200....
FREQUENCY

6,400..,

'
Comparative loud -speaker strengths'" where different valves are employed.

different valves, one of the L.S.5 type and
the other of the L.S.5A. For purposes
of comparison the current flowing has been
reduced to the same value at a frequency
of 10,000, because other questions enter as
to the absolute values which can be obtained.
with these two valves, and for the moment
I am only interested in comparative currents
at different frequencies.

IMMOMMINIMMITIR MWMUMEIMBItMBONWit UMW

*-4-.-----.--....-..--o-.--4-.--..-.-.-*
The second and concluding part of
this article discusses the question
of output in relation to tonal quality.

By Capt. H. J. ROUND, M.I.E.E.
*4-------.--4---4.--.40-8-4---4-4.*

It will be seen at once from the -curve that
the lower resistance valVe gives a greater
ratio of current at the low notes to the high
notes than the high -resistance valve, and this
is the first difficulty that enters into consider-
ation of the output circuit, that one has first
of all to obtain a valve for the loud speaker

' one is dealing with which will gi-ve us the
desired tone value.

Suppose we get the desired tone value
with an L.S.5 valve we should not get the
right tone value with an L.S.5A. It would

' be too low toned, and if altering the winding
of the loud 'speaker is not permitted, the
correct thing to do is to put a ratio trans-
former in between the valve and loud
speaker. -

In the simple case where we are using
dry batteries, I have indicated that to
increase our power about the best thing to do
is to raise the voltage. Raising the voltage

does not seriously alter
the resistance of the
valve, so that if our
loud speaker can stand
the additional current,
if our tone is right on,
say, 120 volts, it will
still be right with three
times that power at
200 volts. There is
not likely to be any
difficulty in the loud
speaker not standing
the alternating cur-
rent unless, of course,
the diaphragm chat-,
ters, but the increased
direct current obtained
by raising the voltage
may possibly cause
trouble, and in that
case the well-known
choke condenser feed
arrangement, shown in

Fig. 8, can be' used, but when we come to
working on accumulators or on the mains,
the question of low -resistance valves and
parallel valves introduces the necessity.of a
re -wound loud speaker or a transformer. To
re -wind the loud speaker I think will probably
be the best solution. If with the present
loud speaker one valve gives the right tone
value, the turns on the winding should be

reduced .to' one half for four valves in
parallel, the winding wound, of course,
with thicker wire in the same space as
before, and so on.

InCreasing the Low Notes:
Many who have tried paralleling valves

to get more power must have been dis-
appointed in no apparent increase, although
their milliamperes may have gone to double.
And the same thing may have happened to
those who haVe used lower resistance valves.

But actually a careful test will show that
lowering the resistance of the valve in any

CAVRE&OFORZ.SPEAKER

Al 0,

Saar 8.727  11'1.4'7 14 N.

0,404, '54( jr,.o
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A popular method of shunting the steady plate current

way increases the lower notes in strength,
but it may not seriously increase the -high
notes if the impedance of the loud speaker
is high ; by carefully readjusting the
output circuit, either by winding alteration
or a transformer, the full increase of power
can be obtained with the same tone.

It is very difficult
to follow out the
behaviour of the
valve with this
inductive winding
when we are run-
ning more or less to
the limit of power
available from the
valve, and here our
grid and plate
meters will tell us
snore than most cal-
culations, although
if one can use the
characteristics pro-
perly the question
can be worked out
with them.

If one 'is running
too far down the
characteristic, . this
will show by a

The Cosmos S.P.55R power(Continued on next va!Te is often used for last
Page.) stage work.
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CHANGING OVER
t TO. 2 VOLTS.
f The 2 -volt valve has deservedly

come into it own.
By HUMPHREY PURCELL.

ONE of the most noticeable features of
the valve manufacturers' new lists
is the preponderance of the 2 -volt

class and the 6 -volt class. The 4 -volt
valve is very nearly (but certainly not
quite) left behind. The reason is, of course,
that the dull -emitter valve working off a
4 -volt accumulator or off two or three dry
cells came into popularity on the score of
low current consumption. But now the
2 -volt valve, consuming 1 or .12 amps. is
definitely more economical than the 4 -volt
valve at 1 of an amp., and equally economi-
cal with the 3 -volt valve at .06.

Those amateurs who must keep down
current consumption are therefore turning
to the 2 -volt valves, but there is a difficulty
in the way of those who already possess
one or more satisfactory valves requiring
3 or 4 volts, and do not desire to scrap
them. They do not relish the idea of
buying a complete set of new valves, or
of wasting current by cutting 4 volts down
to 2 volts for their new valves by means of
resistances. There is a way out, however.
Adapting the Accumulator.

Many valves rated at 3 volts can be
worked quite satisfactorily with a 2 -volt
accumulator provided the H.T. applied to
the plate is kept low. Thus a B.T.H. B.5
will do good work as a detector with 30
volts or less applied to the plate via the
transformer primary Similarly an S.T.41
recently tried as a first stage L.F. amplifier
with only 2. volts.ricross the filament, gave
perfect results in conjunction with two
2 -volt valves. In this case the H.T.
voltage was about 100 applied through a
resistance of 80,000 ohms.

A 4 -volt valve cannot be used in the last
position (that is to say, as a power valve)
with only 2 volts, but on the other hand a
3 -volt power valve may function. satis-
factorily in the first L.F. stage if resistance
coupled. It depends on the valve. The
amplification will not be as great as with a
valve of the H.F. type, but the results may
he purer if the volume handled is con-
siderable. In any case, the experiment is
worth trying.

When the change over to 2 volts has been
made, the cells of the 4 -volt accumulator
should be connected in parallel in order to
obtain a 2 -volt supply. It is better to do
this than to use first one cell of the accumu-
lator and then the other cell, because the
cell which is left standing will lose part of
its charge, or possibly become sulphated.

f
YOUR LAST VALVE. I

(Continued from previous page.)
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kick -up of the milliampere meter. If one is
running into grid current, this will show up
on the grid meter. How much kicking can

allowed of both meters will be a matter

for one's own personal judgment by ear.
The worst notes for giving the milliampere -
meter kick (without grid kick) are the -bass
notes, and I estimate the best grid setting
is so that on a moderately low note the grid
meter and milliamperemeter just kick
together. The milliamperes necessary to
get this condition will be a little heavier
than those given for the ideal resistance
output case.

This brings one to a rather interesting
point in the design of resistance amplifiers,
which tend to pass through practically all
frequencies which are produced at the
transmitter.

Som.() of these frequencies are very
low and possibly of not much use to us
in ordinary loud speakers, less so in the
horn type than in the cone type, as these
low notes have a habit of causing blasting
more than the high frequencies, and I
think it is quite possible that some of the
bad effects with resistance -capacity ampli-
fiers are due to this and there is definitely
a tendency to put a transformer in between
the two last stages, its chief effect being to
keep down these very low frequencies,
although that is not possibly the only effect.

Varying the Tone.
It seems that in this review of the situa-

tion, so far I have jumped apparently
illogically from the pure resistance output
circuit to the real almost wattless circuit ;
but, fortunately, on comparing valve
outputs of different valve arrangements,
the same arguments apply quantitatively.
The output circuits can be altered quite
considerably, if necessary, to give different
tone values. For instance, a resistance
in series with your loud speaker does not
reduce the high tones so much_ as the
low tones ; and if, in addition, a condenser
shunt is placed across the resistance, and
the latter increased, the high tones can be
left exactly as before, or even increased,
and the low tones cut dowm at will. Shunting
loud speakers with condensers to soften the
high tones is well known and often used.

In considering the use of these different
forms of energy supplied to the power valve,
I have taken up, first of all, the case of dry
batteries; and, secondly, that of accumula-
tors or the mains. I have pointed out that

probably when one is using dry batteries it
is better to increase the voltage and the
current at the same time rather than to in-
crease the current only for getting increased
power. In the case of dry batteries, any
economy of discharge is of great value.
Normally at, say, 100 volts, we use a diS-
charge rate of 2.7 milliamps on a D.E.5 or,
possibly, a little bit more. If we were to
parallel two valves of this type, these milli...
amps would be doubled and, of course, with
proper precautions in the Output circuit, we
could increase the output power to double,

Decreasing Plate Current.
There is a well-

known method, how-
ever, of preventing
the increase or
actually decreasing
the milliamps that
need be used whets
using two valves. If
one valve is allowed
to take care of the
alternating current
on one side of the
swing, and the other
valve to take care
of the alternating
current on the other
side of the swing, it
is fairly obvious that
we can put much
more grid bias on
each valve.

Owing to the cur-
vature of the valve
characteristic, it is
not possible to go
to zero current on each valve, but it is
quite possible to drop each of tlwse valves
from 2.7 milliamps to one milliamp, and,
with the two in parallel, we should have a
discharge rate of two milliamps. Of course,
when modulation starts, these milliamps
will go up, but this effect is only transient
and is not nearly so serious as a heavy
discharge rate all the time.

The power deliveried by these two valves
would be about one and a half times that
given by one valve, and a rise of voltage to
140 volts will give us twice the power at
about half the milliamperes

The D.E.5A wide mesh -
grid power valve.

A
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If " A " gives correct tone, then " B " will give four times the power with the same tone. in " C " the
same power as in " B " will be obtained with the same tone.
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ONCE THE UNITS
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L.T. SUPPLY

INSTALL THIS
APPARATUS &

FORGET IT
THERE is no need for trouble

from run-down batteries, or
expense for constant renewals of
dry H.T. Batteries when you have
the Burndept Power Supply Units
installed. The initial expense is
the last. You just snap a switch
and either your accumulator comes
off charge and is connected to the
receiver, or the power is entirely
disconnected. You cannot make a
mistake, as every section is wired in
such a way that- short-circuiting is
impossible. Ask us or your local
dealer for the W.P. 100 Power
for Your Radio Set which de-
scribes these instruments. 'a44.! -
Balkite Trickle

Charger £5-3-0
"Ethopower"H.T. Unit
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UNNATUI
Ask your Dealer, or
write to one of the

4'e74YVV VIBRATIONS
following addresses
for LIST " F.1." of
" Blue Spot "

unties.

Wholesale only:

F.A.HUGHES & CO.,
LIMITED,

Head Office 204/6, Gt.
Portland St. London, W.1

Telephone : Maseum 8630..
Telegrams : " Distancing,:

Wcsdo, London."

SUB -AGENTS :
Yorkshire: E. Harper &

Co., 10, Manchester Road.
Bradford.Lancashire & Cheshire:
F. A. Hughes & Co., Ltd.,
6, Booth Street East.
C. -on -M., Manchester.

South Wales: Watson Bros.
48, Dock Street, Newport.

Midlands: Foster - Boynton
Co., Ltd., 70, Lombard St.,
Birmingham.Northumberland. Dur-
ham, Westmoreland,
and Cumberland: David
Bloom, 68, Northumberland
Street, Newcastle -on -Tyne.

Scotland: J. S. Shea & Co.,
68, Gordon ci ., Glasgow.

The old -type loud speaker with its" tinny" gramo-
phone -like reproductions is at last completely
superseded. The problem of dispensing with the
vibrations which cause the resonant tones in the
ordinary loud speaker is now solved by the Marbloici
Concert Speaker-the speaker made of imitation
marble by a patented process. With this unique
material, entirely immune from vibrations, and
a perfectly balanced tone - reflector, you will
enjoy surprisingly realistic reproductions by using
#1, ak a At

Sje MAK LO
SAWN
CONCERT

spc A
.;...rtiv 111".

" JUNIOR " 1ciao " SENIOR " 25- I Os.MARBLOID ct, MARBLOID

If you want a Loud Speaker,
hear the MARBLOID first
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SOUTH
AFRICAN

BEAM
t

BY A SPECIAL

Cape Town, February, 1927.
SLOW, but sure;.: progress is being made

with the South African, Beam. Very
little publicity has been given up to

the present regarding developments at this
.end of the link, but reticence was a wise
.policy for the Marconi Company to adopts
It is now possible, however, for me to state
exactly why the- Beam to South Africa has
_been held up so long, and what the position
-is at the moment in the Cape.

Most people know now-although very
few appreciated the fact a little while ago
-that Beam wireless was to a great extent

'still in the experimental stage when Senatore
;, '.Marconi first introduced it to the various

Dominions and negotiated with the parties
concerned to go ahead with hisnew system.
,Erroneous impressions were created in the
',minds of the public because they knew
'nothiwt° about it, and because Marconi was
shrewd enough not to commit himself by
saying too much. What Marconi did know
was that the fundamentals of his Beam were
.all right: Given time it could be brought to.
perfection in every Dominion. lie hoped,
perhaps, that having perfected one link .of
the system by experiment, the completion
of the remainder would more or less follow

. suit and be easy. But the contrary has
proved to be the ease. We know that a.
broadcast receiver-or transmitter for that
matter-functions differently with every
change of site.

" Marconi Has Triumphed."
This is where the general public went

wrong. They imagined that when Marconi
contracted to install his Beam system in
the Dominions that it was a finished pro-
duct-standardised, sealed, ready for use
-that he was talking about. One cannot

 remember that he laboured the point about
the need for exhaustive tests when once the
stations were erected. But why should he ?
He was confident that his system was sound
and that it represented an improvement ;
and neither he nor anyone else could say

CORRESPONDENT.

then who t tests and modifications would
be necessary .to bring each separate link of

,the system to perfection.
Marconi knew, however, that every bit

of real- testing,-which actually has resolved
itself into experiments rather than tests-
would have to be carried out from the
stations themselves, completed and equipped
for working in every detail.

A gamble, it is true, to be compelled to
first erect a chain of expensive stations on
their permanent sites and then carry on
with experiments ! But, unfortunately,
there was no alternative. Only under
actual working conditions could Marconi

discover how far laboratory results were
true. Wireless is full of vagaries. Its
elusive and inconsistent qualities are its
one weakness. But this. can always be
overcome with patience and brains, The
Marconi Company has both. The Man in
the street who criticises the Beam without
knowing the facts has little of either. The
world is now beginning to realise that
Marconi has triumphed. This interim
period of testing, modifying, and more
testing has been an uphill struggle for the
great inventor. His reputation-to say
nothing of an immense fortune in the way
of capital laid out-he has staked on the
success of his own pet child-the Beam.
And at last he is coming through with
honours. Public impatience is rapidly
being replaced by confidence and admira-
tion.

The Klipheuval Station. .

The South African Beam stations need
not be described to any great length,
because they follow very closely the stations
in England and Canada which have already
been described in detail. Klipheuval, where
the transmitting station, depot, and repair
shops are, located, is a country place 30 miles
north of .Cape Town. Several hundreds of
.acres of open veld land belong to the
Marconi Company here, and the view to the
north is unobstructed. Table Mountain''
and the Peninsula rise in a blue haze to the
south. There is plenty of room on.the site
to expand the Beam system to other
countries ; in fact, it was this object that
prompted the purchase of so much ground.
Since the successful Beam telephony tests
between England and Canada, the subject
has been much discussed here: At Klip-
heuval, however, there is ample space for
separate aerial systems-telegraphy and
telephony-to all the Dominions, if needed.

The power plant to operate the trans-
mitter takes up most of the room in the
large new building where transmitter and
dynamos are housed. There is in addition a

(Continued on next page.)

A corner of the " Machinery " hall at the Bodmin Beam Station, which operates with both South
Africa and Canada.
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row of semi-detached dwellings to accommo-
date the European staff. All the buildings
are artistically designed and built on the
pattern of old Cape Dutch styles. Every-_
thing is new and spotlessly clean at Klip-

quarters at the ISlipheuval Beam transmitting station in
South Africa.'

heuval, including the native companni
which has also sprung up.

The receiving station is at Milne,rtan-
four miles north of the Mother City. The

hence the most recent hold-up, but it is
confidently hoped that final tests will be
proceeding at the end of the present month
(January). A further change from 35 and
16 metres respectively is 'not anticipated
by the engineers. For some reason signals
are at their faintest when they reach South
Africa ; 6,000 miles seems to coincide with
a maximum diffusion period in Beam -wave
propagation. Communication with Aus-
tralia from England has proved to be much
easier. This is but one of the eccentricities
revealed by test under working conditions
-a matter which I touched upon earlier.

Nobody could foresee
this. It is merely a
stroke of bad luck for
South Africa, and it
will probably mean
that Australia will be

 ready before us.
One great advan-

tage, the full signifi-
cance of which was
not realised with early
tests, is the fact that
the reflector at the
receiving end acts as
a screen for atmo-
spherics arriving from

behind. The effect of this is an appreciable
increase of signal strength against an
unusually quiet background. Only by
listening -in to short-wave broadcast can

one appreciate the
extent of the improve-
ment, although short
waves are normally
well below and fairly
clear of atmospherics.

Atmospherics.

So far, I am told,
the Canadian station
near Montreal has
reaped the most
benefit on this score.
Canada's atmospheric
region lies to the west

The tall masts at Kliphenval are being abandoned in favour of the short
ones also shown, now that the Beam is to be used.

lay -out of the aerial system is identical to
that at the transmitting station : five masts
in a line holding four spans of vertical
aerial wires and reflectors, two spans for
day working and two for night. As men-
tioned just now, numerous tests, or rather
experiments, have been carried out. Night
working has been easy from the beginning,
and the last time signals came through
from Bodmin on 35 metres a portion of the
receiver was cut out of circuit as the strength
of signals was overpowering. 35 metres
for night working has been definitely de-
cided upon, and one half of the aerial systems
are now being adjusted permanently to
operate on this wave. It takes a fortnight
to change the aerial from one wave -length
to another.

Down to 16 Metres,
Satisfactory daylight working with. Eng-

land has caused the most trouble so far.
Readable signals came through on higher
wave -lengths, but not sufficiently loud all
day and every day for high-speed auto-
matic working. It has now been decided
to go down to 16 metres for day working.
Certain additional equipment to bring about
this change was -required from England,

-directly behind the
receiving reflectors-
and trouble from X's

is now seldom experienced. In South Africa,
however, terrible atmospheric storms occur
on the Karroo. A line from our Beam
stations to the west of England cuts the
edge of this -region.
In the Cape, there-
fore, we may expect
to get more inter-
ference from this
source, although it
has not been a great
nuisance up to the
present. The engin-
eers are aware of the
fact, but it causes
them no alarm. They
are convinced that
nothing will inter-
fere with them on
16 and 35 metres.
Let us hope they
are right.

From the foregoing
it will be seen that
South Africa is not
ready for Beam
telephony yet. Tele-
graphy must he first
fixed up. The local

branch of
the Marconi
Company
(The Wire-
less Tele-
graph Com-
pany of
S out lt
Africa, Ltd.)
have re-
ceived no
in str uctions
whatever
about tele-
phony trials,
although
they are
greatly in-
terested in
what theBritish
G.P.O.
doing along
the Cana-
dian link.

The masts at the Beam receiving
station at Milne:ton, tour miles

from Cape Town.

Public Enthusiasm.
Public enthusiasm about things wireless

is on the increase in the Cape. To have
read that the Beam will probably be the
means of bringing to this country not only
telegraphy, but commercial telephony and
broadcasting from England as well, has
made everybody sit up and take notice.
The British G.P.O. are apparently hustlers
now that they have got the Beam. Like a
child with a new toy, they are anxious to
test it right out. And South Africans are
glad to hear of it, for they have been iso-
lated long enough.

It is not anticipated that the present
Beam stations will be used for anything
else but telegraphic communication, but
owing to the inherent directive properties
of the system duplication - is not accom-
panied by any serious difficulties.

Once the Beam really proves itself-
and there is every indication that this
will very shortly happen-who knows
but what there may not be, not only one
link, but several parallel links connecting
Great Britain and her far-flung Empire ?

With a cheap method of communication,
such as the Beam should prove to be,
trading relations, also, will he greatly
facilitated.

Some of the transmitting apparatus at the Bodmin Beam station.
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THIS little piece of apparatus can be
described equally well as either a
receiver or a ' device." And it should

appeal equally to both the crystal and the
valve man, and to both the amateur and the
experimenter. From all of which it will be
evident that the instrument must be a
versatile article !

It has oft been said that necessity is the
mother of invention, and if the Stethocrys
can be classed as an invention, then of
truth was it born of necessity. In the
course of a week, or even in the course of ,a
day, I test a number of sets " on aerial," and

some of these sets prove very cantankerous
'ndeed. During these tests, it is essential
that I should be able to check up the
transmission of the local. station and to check
the efficiency of the antenna system and its
_connections. A,sudden.cessation Of signals
may not always mean a .faulty set, or, on
the other hand, no signals at all indicates
nothing at all if there are no signals, unless
it be the -fact'that there are no signals !

A " Radio Watchman."
The Stethocrys was designed as a, sort of

radio watchman.- And I have found it to be
simply invaluable. The aerial and earth
leads running from one of my antenna
systems -are permanently connected to two
terininak on the Stetliocrys. TO two more
terMinals on this little device, which is
mounted on the wall, are connected the
aerial and earth leads, and these are taken
to the set under observation. A pair of

t vas via
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Here is something new in the way of crystal sets that
should prove of considerable nterest to all practical amateurs.

By G. V. DOWDING, Grad.I.E.E.
(Technical Editor.)

telephone receiversreceivers permanently joined to
the Stethocrys hang upon its hook.

While the 'phones are on this hook the
aerial is connected straight through to the
set in use, and the receiver portion of the
Stethocrys is out of circuit: But if you
lift the 'phones off their hook and put them
on, the set is disconnected and the Stetho-
crys automatically connects itself up and
becomes a full-blown crystal receiver. And
being left permanently tuned to the local
station and having a permanent type of
detector, signals are at once heard.

When the 'phones are removed and hung
upon their hook again the Stethocrys
switches the aerial back to the set and
retires into inactivity. It is for all the
world as though the Stethocrys were an
ordinary telephone receiver connected
directly by landline to the local station.
Don't imagine from all this that I do all
my set testing on the local station, but one
invariably commences thus, and when
set proves lively in this direction then one
begins to " reach out."

Has Many Uses.
I hope I have indicated how useful the

Stethocrys can be to an experimenter. Now
what about the average constructor ? Well,
I suggest that an automatically standing -by
crystal set is even more of a necessity in, his
case, for when, or if, his set tends to develop
noises or to " fade away," he has a reliable
means of obtaining evidence as to whether
the trouble' is due to external causes if he
uses a Stethocrys.

For the crystal man the Stethocrys will
form a novel and efficient crystal receiver.
By connecting two of its' terminals together
and hooking it up to an aerial and earth as
an ordinary set, it will automatically earth
the aerial and disconnect itself when the
,'phones are hung on its hook, and replace
itself in commission when they are removed.
To conclude these opening remarks, I will
be very disappointed if a very large number
of My readers do not agree with me that the
Stethocrys is a novel and Very useful instru-
ment.

Not an Expensive Instrument !
Now the construction of the Stethocrys

calls for just a little skill and ability to handle
simple tools. But, in my opinion, no radio
enthusiast can call himself a constructor
unless he can handle little jobs like this.

-41-4-4-4-4-4--0- -4-

But I expect that there are many readers
of " P.W." who would be able to turn out
a Stethocrys capable of shaming the original
model in point of appearance and crafts-
manship. Anyway, it is not an expensive
instrument to make. Mine cost me but
the price of a crystal detector -2s. 3d. I
think it was ! Anyway, the whole thing
consists of nothing but wire cardboard,
a few terminals and pieces of scrap
material, such as are to be found in almost
any home.

I am not going to give a list of parts
required, or a list of point-to-point con-
nections, for I feel sure that these would

(Continued on next page.)

The " Stethocrys " is not merely an automatically
aerial -earthing set. The simple action of hanging up

or taking off 'phones does much more than this.
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THE STETHOCRYS.
(Continued from previous page.)

prove quite unnecessary. The first require-
ment is a small cigar box, one having
dimensions around about 81" x 4I" x 1k". If
one such is not available at home the
nearest tobacconist will always oblige,
especially if the request is backed up, by a
small purchase. Failing a cigar box, a
case must be constructed, and for such a
purpose ordinary three-ply wood is excellent.

The lid of a cigar box is generally hinged
with paper, but in our case this must be

supplemented with a strip of linen or very
thin leather securely glued or seccotined
in position. If some spare ebonite is on
hand the whole job can be improved by
substituting the wooden bottom and the
two long sides for ebonite, although
the well -seasoned cedar wood usually used
for cigar boxes is an excellent insulating
material.

Making the Hook.
The next task -is the fashioning of the

hook. Now it is not essential that you
should adhere very strictly to the specifica-
tions of my particular Stethocrys; perhaps
some of you may be able to arrange things
in even a more efficient manner than I have
done. But for the benefit of those readers
Who like to work to definite measurements
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The coil tapping is almost as quickly carried out a3
with a switch, and the method is equally effective

I will describe in detail every stage of con-
struction as I undertook it.

I had some 12 S.W.G. copper wire by
Me, and I took 11 in. of this and carefully
straightened it. I then bent it exactly in
the middle, afterwards bending the two
ends out at right angles 21 in. from their
ends. Both of these were then bent back-
- wards at right angleS, -12 in, from their ends.
=The -double portion was then bent into
a hook form. I then took 2/ in. of the
same copper wire and bent it so that it
would fit in between the prongs of the hook.
Then I drilled two holes near the bottom
of the back of the cigar box into which the
hOokprongs were passed.

The Contact Pieces.
The other piece of wire was then fitted

between the prongs and securely soldered
in that position. This bridge piece acts
both as a baffle for the spring and in the
capacity of keeping the hook in position.
It must, of course, permit of just a little
play in the lurok. This should be able to
move quite freely within an arc of about

in. Actually,- it will -not need to move
anything like this when the instrument is
working.

Now the contact pieces can be prepared.
These, in' the 'original. model, consist of
18 -gauge tinned hald copper wire, and
this appears to' be very suitable. I have
asked our chief draughtsman to do the best
he can to illustrate the shape of these con-
taet. pieces, and:I think you will find that
the drawings will be quite self-explanatory.

Now the action of the hook switch is
quite siinple; Only one of its prongs is
in:contact at, a time. When the hook is
depressed the right-hand prong (looking at
the back of the instrument) makes contact
while the other pierig is completely dis-
engaged. When the hook is released the
reverse happens.

The Switch Action.
There is sufficient spring in the square

section wire to allow the prongs to force
the contacts open just a little, and thus a
" Self - cleaning " action besides robust
electrical contact is assured. I am certain
that I can: leave the rest of this switching
business to the individual ingenuity of my
readers.. As I said before, it is very pro-
bable that many of them will be able to
make a better job of it than I did-and my
Stethocrys has been working for some time
now and has never given the slightest
trouble.

(Continued on page 179.)
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LONG LIFE BATTERIES

for

WIRELESS
are the ONLY Batteries worth
using for WIRELESS.
They make the presence of the
Artiste felt in the atmosphere of
your home: With them a ViOlin
will not sound like a flute.

Write for Catalogue "W"

Advertisement of The Chloride Electrical Storage Co., Ltd., Clifton Junction, Near Manchester.
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to over
3 tons

®millions of T.00C.
Condensers are in use

THERE'S a reason why T.C.C. Condensers
are recommended, so frequently, by tech-
nical writers . . . . they know that in every

T.C.C. there is the experience of twenty solid
years of Condenser manufacturing.
In every Country in the World you'll find
T.C.0 Condensers, faithfully fulfilling their
purpose. Millions of them . . . from the large
3 -ton Power Condensers, to the famous little
11 -ounce Mansbridge Condensers.
Why choose an unnamed Condenser when the
alternative is T.C.C.-the proved Condenser ?
Proved in its insulation qualities . . . impervious
to every climatic condition. Proved in its
capacity . . . always dead accurate.
Proved to be utterly leak -proof.
Proved never to break down.
Proved to be absolutely reliable.
Remember: only the T.C.C. Mans -
bridge Condenser has a green metal
case. Green-for safety. Metal-
for perfect insulation. In capacities
from '009 to 2 mfds., priced 2;- to
alai, of all Dealers.

BUY
T.C.G.

Condensers
they're
British

AL .C.C. Condensers,v
Advt: Telegraph Condensor Co., Ltd., t1'&+s

G..4 .S
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441iialeVer
way you loot

Clititt

you cant bead
Glazite for wiring !
If you want ease of wiring-GLAZITE. If
you want neatness-GLAZITE. If you want
economy-GLAZITE. If you want perfect
insulation-GL A ZITE.
In every way GLAZITE is the best way to
wire a set ! Flameproof and damp-proof, it
will not deteriorate in use. Try GLAZITE
next time.

.AZ
BRITISH MADE REGEI

COLOURED CONNECTING WIRE
I RED YELLOW BLUE BLACK WHITE and GREEN'

Obtainable in ten -foot coils, price Is. 2d. per
coil. Or in two -foot lengths-four assorted
colours-Is. per packet. From all radio dealers.
Write for interesting descriptive leaflet to

The
LONDON ELECTRIC WIRE
COMPANY & SMITHS, LTD.
Playhouse Yard, Golden Lane, London, E.C.i

Makers of Electric Wire
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THE " STETHOCRYS.- 1

(Continued from Faye 176.)

*

Before the contact pieces are mounted it
will be necessary to fix the terminals, for to
two of these they are anchored. After the
terminals have been screwed in position the
contacts can be adjusted and secured. I
not only held them in position with nuts
but soldered over these nuts as well, thus
making the whole thing very permanent.

Next, the spring must be prepared. I
was fortunate, for I had at hand some steel
wire which was once in use as a spring in a
very cheap toy engine. But a piece of
clock spring of medium size can be used,
or failing that a small spiral spring could
be employed, but this would have to be
taken to the bottom side of the box, for it
would have to act as a pulling spring and
not as a pressure spring. But I would
prefer the latter type as this can be mounted
more easily. The photographs show how
the spring is fixed, and it will be observed
that it is so bent that it tends to push the
hook baffle away from the back of the box.

Winding the Coil.
Everything can now be wired up except

the coil and crystal. Of these more anon.
Eighteen gauge square section wire should be
used for the wiring and everything should
be soldered. I am not going to give flip
wiring in detail, as this is so simple and the
diagrams and photographs so clear that
nobody could possibly go wrong.

I used a " Griphco permanent detector,
and found it to be. in every way quite
satisfactory, but a detector of the semi-
permanent type could be used. There are
the R.I. and the N.M.C. and many others
that will fit in quite well and give good
service. The method of mounting the
detector will depend upon the type used,
but in the case of the " Griphco ' it can he
held quite comfortably in position by its
own connections of 18 gauge square section
wire.

The former of my coil was cut from waxed.
cardboard. I first cut a 4 in. circle. and
then marked out on this a central circle of
12 in. diameter. Then I sliced out nine
slots and wound on the wire, not in and out
each successive slot, but missing a slot each
time. I used 26 gauge cotton covered and
first of all wound on 40 turns and then
made a tapping loop. I then wound on a
further 25 turns, taking tapping loops at
each five turns. These loops are just loops!
You stop the winding, twist a little loop,
and then carry on winding. The wire is
not cut or broken.

Insulating the Hook.
The loops must be bared and scraped

clean, after which the coil can be mounted
by passing a small screw through its centre
and through the back of the box. I made
this screw serve a double purpose by taking
the inner end of the coil to it, and then
joining the 18 gauge wire of this screw with
a soldering tag and, of course, another nut
to hold this in position.

A small piece of flexible wire is then
required. To one end should be soldered a
soldering tag and to the other a small
terminal or nut and screw. This latter is

used for making connection to the tapping
loops. A lead or so here and there to
complete the wiring according to the circuit
shown and the instrument is ready for the
final clean up-and adjustment of the hook
contacts if necessary.

A piece of rubber tubing should be
slipped over the hook in order to insulate
it from the headband of the 'phones which
will hang upon it. An ebonite or porcelain
hook would be much better, but such would
be difficult to obtain.

The Instrument in Use.
The Stethocrys can be mounted upon the

wall by driving screws through the lid of
the box. Rawlplugs are to be advised here.
The whole box will then swing on the lid
and allow access to the innards to enable
the crystal to be adjusted. Needless to say

the tuning will not be required to be
altered once the necessary setting has been
discovered unless the local station changes
its wave -length.

When the Stethocrys is used purely as a
crystal set the two terminals -marked A "
and " E " " of Set should be connected
together with a piece of wire or with a
metal strap. Then, when the 'phones hang
upon the hook the crystal is disconnected
and the aerial joined direct to earth.

When the instrument is used with another
set as a " Radio Referee," the above -
mentioned two terminals should be con-
nected to this other receiver-in both
instances the aerial and earth leads remain
upon the Stethocrys aerial and earth
terminals.

The centre terminal of the three on the
right (from front) is not used in either case,

This uhotograph almost makes the wiring diagram superfluous, and used in conjunction with this, every
detail of construction and wiring should be made perfectly clear.
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L.T. TERMINAL INDICATORS.
EXCELLENT indicators can be made

from two red and green counters, such
as used for various games. Drill a hole

in the centre of each to admit the terminal
shanks to pass through, seeing that you put
the red on the positive terminal and the

green on the negative. Next you will have
to screw the terminals to the panel by means
of the nuts, as shown in the sketch. These
counters are likely to be made of bone,
and thus prove to be excellent insulators for
a wood panel if one is placed at each side
of the panel.

UTILISING SCRAP BRASS.
Among the junk that invariably goes into

one boxes are the thin brass
terminals from worn-out flash -lamp bat-
teries. They tear away easily, and come in
useful for quite a number of purposes. For
example, when bent and punched or drilled,
as in Fig. 1, they make very effective clips
for linking together other flash -lamp batteries
into an H.T. battery for use with a one or
two -valve set. When bending over the ends

of the strip, it is a good plan to press the
pieces together (using pliers) over a bit of 18
S.W.G. wire inserted at the points marked
A. This gives a certain springiness to the
clip when the wire is removed.

Excellent soldering tags may be made
from these strips. Provided they are
thoroughly clean, the solder will run very
easily, and the brass can be cut with
ordinary scissors to any desired shape or
size. A whole strip may be used if desired
as a tag to be attached to a home-made
fixed condenser.

The brass of these strips is perhaps rather
thin for use in constructing angle -pieces
designed to support heavy components.
but a couple of L-shaped pieces screwed
down tightly to a baseboard will hold a
paxolin or cardboard coil former securely
in an upright position, and strips suitably
bent with round -nosed pliers can be used
s imirletru for a grid leak.

L.P. BREAKDOWNS.
These breakdowns are often referred to

as burn -outs, but a moment's consideration
will show that the Sinall anode- current
taken by a valve is: quite incapable of
burning out the. winding of the transformer.
These breakdowns are,.in actual fact, the
result of surges set. up in the primary,
winding duo to siidden interruptions in the
H.T. supply. . .

The primary winding when in use has a
certain amount of energy associated with
it in the form of a magnetic field in the core,
and if the H.T. current is suddenly cut off,
a high voltage is generated in the trans-
former winding (many times the value of
the H.T. voltage used). This high voltage
breaks down the insulation between turns
at one end of the winding, and produces a
spark discharge which melts the wire at
that point. If broken-down transformers
are carefully unwound, the evidence of this
procedure can be seen, together with the
characteristic green discolouration pro-
duced by high potential discharges.

To avoid this trouble, the amateur is
advised to take the following precautions :

(1). Switch on the H.T. before lighting
the valves.

(2). Always light the valves gradually
by means of the filament rheostats, or, if it
is desired to preserve the settings of these,
by means of one rheostat connected in the
common L.T. lead.

(3). Turn off the valves gradually by
means of the rheostats, before removing
the H.T. plug.

(4). Always dim the valves before making
any alteration in the H.T. voltage.

By following these precautions you will

avoid breakdowns both in L.F. transformers
and in 'phones and loud speakers.

AN L.T. REVERSING SWITCH.
. it has been supposed on occasion tha

a valve filament becomes weakened by
sending the current .through it .con-
tinually in one direction only, the suggestion
being made that the negatively charged
electrons tend to depart from the filament

at the end to which the negative lead of the
battery is connected, and that this effect
untimately causes a local weak spot in the
filament.

Whether this effect is observed in the
majority of cases, and especially in modern
valves, is doubtful. However, if any
amateur who is troubled with continual
filament breakage would like to try out a
method of reversing the direction of the
filament current at will, in order to lengthen
the life of the filament, here is the necessary
circuit.

From the diagram it will be observed that
the use of a double -pole change -over switch
is necessitated. Such a switch may, of
course, be secured on the panel or even at
the side of the cabinet.
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This picture shows in detail the essential mechanism of the " Stethocrys." which is described in the

three preceding pages.
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hint at the contents of this the
greatest book on motor -cycling ever
published. Filled with the magic
and romance of the road, packed
with interest and information from
cover to cover-here is a book not
only to read and read again at home,
but to carry with you wherever you
go. The demand will be enor-
mous! And your local Rudge dealer
has only a limited number in stock.

Rudge-Whitworth, makers of the
finest machines in the whole
history of motor -cycling, have pro-
duced something entirely new-a
complete motor -cycling handbook
destined to become the insepar-
able companion of every keen
motor - cyclist. " Weather Wis-
dom," " Riding to Win," week -end
and holiday touring, copious maps,
illustrations and tables-these only

1

RUDGE-WHITWORTH, LTD., NO. 7, COVENTRY
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WE DO NOT TALK ABOUT SUCCESS-WE GUARANTEE IT.

Guarantee.
I hereby guarantee that I will provide each Student of The
Bennett College with tuition until he has passed the examination
for which he has enrolled.
I further guarantee to provide all the necessary books free of
charge and undertake that no further fees will be required other
than those stated on the form of enrolment.

F.R,S.A.
(GOVERNOR

M I.Mar Etilif," .), .Ar THE BENNETT
COLLEGE, SHEFFIELD.

Having helped thousands of others to
achieve success and advancement, it
may be possible that we can help YOU.

I am assisted by a large and expert
staff, and the advice we give is sound.
If we cannot help you we will say so ;
if we can we will tell you how.

We have FREE booklets setting out
the possibilities in connection with each
of the subjects shown in the lists ; send
for the one in which you are interested, or
ask for MY PRIVATE ADVICE, which
also is free. You incur no obligation.

EXPERT TUTORS
FOR EVERY

DEPARTMENT.

WE GIVE A
WRITTEN COPY
OF THIS GUARAN-
TEE TO EVERY

STUDENT.

Most Moderate
Charges, Pay-
able Monthly.

Have You
ANY

Ambition?

WE TEACH ALL THE FOLLOWING SUBJECTS :

COMMERCIAL.

Accountancy
Advert. Writing
Salesmanship
Army CertIct. Courses
Auctioneering and Estate

Agency
Auditing
Banking
Book-keeping
Civil Service
Commercial Arithmetic
Commercial Law
Company Law
Costing
Economics
English and French
Executorship Law
Foreign Exchange
General Education
Modern Business Methods
Police Entrance and

Promotion Courses

COMMERCIAL-Con.

Secretaryship
Workshop Organisation

TECHNICAL.

Applied Mechanics
Architectural Drawing)
Building Construction
Clerk of Works' Duties)
Boiler Engineering
Boiler Making
Chemistry
Civil Engineering
Concrete and Steel
Draughtsmanship
Electricity
Engineering
Engineering Costing,

Quantities and Speci-
fications

Foundry Work
Heat Engines

WE SPECIALISE IN

PREPARATION FOR

ALL EXAMINATIONS.

WE TEACH BY POST
IN ALL PARTS OF

THE WORLD.

TECHNICAL-r.n.
Internal Combustion

Engines
Marine Eng. B.O.T.
Mathematics
Matriculation
Metallurgy
Mining
Mine Surveying
Motor Engineering
Naval Architecture
Pattern Making
Post Office Examinations
Quantity Surveying
Sanitation
Shipbuilding
Structural Engineering
Surveying and Levelling
Surveyors of Works, R.E.
Telegraphy and Telephony
Town Planning
Wireless Telegraphy
Works Managers' Course

Note THE BENNETT COLLEGE,
Address : Dept. 106. SHEFFIELD.

THE BEST-AT REDUCED PRICES
Send for full particulars of special Sets we have for

Disposal at Considerably Reduced Prices.
FOUR STATIONS on your Loud Speaker obtainable
on THE GUARANTEED " SERVICE " RECEIVER

A TWO - VALVE LOUD SPEAKER SET
AbsolutlAcompto. JI. ndlj.13zeal.nctilh

Equipment
Luispeke,.

£13 CASH or a deposit of £2 : 12 : 0 `';','don1,1',;',,`.-
F.,. FREE Dettlontration, In and Upkeep see our Catalogue.

Also 3- and 4 -value reeetvers and component::
Write for our SPECIAL BARGAIN LIST of COMPONENTS --Free!

WIRELESS
SPECIALISTS

eirl7leve
e-01111Xtfly,:ai,

" SERVICE-
OUR NAME
AND AIM"

Wireless :

273-274, HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON, W.C,1

gELESS
0ATTERIE,

Build this K.1 3 -valve
receiver for A.C. mains

from

MARCONIPHONE
and Sterling components
This highly efficient broadcast receiver, operated
entirely from the house electric supply can be can-
structed easily from Marconiphone and Sterling
components, in combination with Type K.L.1
Marconi valve. Send coupon accompanied by 6d.
in stamps for book containing complete construc-
tional details together with full size wiring plan.

Marconi Type
K.L.1 is a gen- 7
eral purpose (
valve employ-
ing a new
principle i n
radio valve
design. The
electrons are
not emitted
from the fila-
ment but from
a separate
cathode heat-
ed by thermal
radiation.
Operating
through the

Marconiphone

\Power
Trans-

former, it per-
mits of almost

Iany
type of

wireless re-
ceiver being
worked direct
from A .0 .
mains, thus
dispensing
with accumu-
lators and
H .T. b a t -
teries. Type
K.L.l
valve 3w-

THE MARCONIPHONE COMPANY, LTD.,
Head Office: 210-2r2, Tottenham Court Road, W.i
Registered Office: Marconi House, Strand, W.C.2

To THE MARCONIPHONE COMPANY, LIMITED,
210-212, Tottenham Court Road, London, \V.i

Please send copy of K.t Constructional Book with lull
size wiring plan. 6d. stamps enclosed.

Name

Address

Town Connry
USE BLOCK LETTERS.

110179
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BROADCAST NOTES.
FROM OUR BROADCASTING CORRESPONDENTS.

A Challenge to the Broadcasting Monopoly-B.B.C. and Contracts --The
Queen's Hall-Sir Harry Lauder-B.B.C. and Press Club-Shakespeare's
Birthday-An Imaginary Conversation-Is Chivalry Dead ?-Hull Takes
Daventry--Community Singing at Aberdeen-Nelson Keys and Florence
Smithson-An Experiment in Alternatives-Sports Talk Change at Cardiff.
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A Challenge to the Broadcasting Monopoly.

POPULAR
WIRELESS understands

that a serious and determined chal-
lenge to the broadcasting monopoly

is about to be made.
Secret Wireless, Ltd., the venture spon-

sored by Sir Patrick Ford, Mr. Chisholm, and
Sir Walter de Frece, having failed to carry
out their original plan, have now turned
their attention to the transmission of enter-
tainment by electric light wires.

Such success has attended their recent
experiments at Birchington, in Kent, that
the promoters have attracted the financial
and moral support of Mr. Gulliver, the
music -hall " king," and the Holborn District
Connell. where the new transmissions are to
be introduced to the public. Work is nnder-
Stood- to have commenced on a special
studio at,the Holborn Empire.

The opinion of distinguished counsel is
that there is nothing to prevent these trans-
missions being developed unless special
legislation is brought in. The main object
of the enterprise is to rival the B.B.C.
Both Savoy Hill and the Post Office are in
possession of all the facts of the experiments
and the plans. The Post Office believe they
already possess powers to counter the project
-but if it should turn out that they have
not, then the necessary new powers will be
sought at once from Parliament.

On the programme side the new broad-
casters propose to confine themselves to
light entertainment and news. They believe
that they will be able to -put out news at all
times of the day and the night, and they
Will concentrate on racing results and
betting odds.

In this connection they believe that they
will enlist the active co-operation of a group
of newspapers which may disavow the news
agreement made with the B.B.C.

B.B.0 and Contracts.
The floors of Savoy Hill are literally

strewn with broken contracts. First of all,
there was Ella Retford ; then followed
Maidie Scott, and others are believed to be
in hand. The B.I3.C. are reconsidering their
whole policy in respect of variety. This
they are bound to do in self-defence.

It was hoped that the variety artists
themselves would take some joint action to
secure the right to earn a little extra money
6y broadcasting. This was the course
followed so successfully in Germany. But
no such action is contemplated in England.
Therefore the B.B.C. are making plans to
secure their independence of the music -
halls.

It is probable that they will build up a
staff of contract variety artists, drawn from
both sides of the Atlantic. These artists
will be wholly supported by broadcasting,
and will be barred from appearing on any
of the halls of the hostile syndicates. Some
time must elapse before this enterprise is in

working order. In the interval, there is
likely to be less variety in the programmes.
The B.B.C. cannot be blamed.

The Queen's Hall.
While the war between the music -halls

and the B.B.C. intensifies in bitterness, the
struggle between the concert -hall and the
B.B.C. has given way to an armistice,
during which quite friendly discussions are
taking place with, a View to saving the
Queen's Hall for good music.

There is no sign whatever of the inter-
vention of benevolence. If the Queen's Hall

progress. The artists for the occasion will
include such favourites as Tommy Handley,
Mabel Constanduros, Maurice Cole, Dale
Smith, the Wireless Chorus, and the London
Radio Dance Band. The second news
bulletin will also be relayed from the Press
Club. Sir J. C. W. Reith will be among the
guests of the Press Club for the evening.

Shakespeare's Birthday.
" The Merchant of Venice " will be

specially produced in a London studio to
commemorate the anniversary of the Bard of
Avon's birthday. Incidentally, it is hoped
that the B.B.C. will be able to turn the
occasion to account in connection with the
sale of Shakespeare Heroine Books on
behalf of the Shakespeare Memorial Fund.

An Imaginary Conversation.
Miss Viola Tree and the Hon. Maurice

Baring are giving an imaginary conversation
between two classical personages in the
London studio on April 6th. This should be
most entertaining.

Is Chivalry Dead ?
Miss Rose Macaulay and Mr. C. du Garde

Peach will debate this
subject by broadcast
on April 1st.

Hull Takes Daventry.
Beginning in April,

Hull y will relay the
Daventry morning
programmes on Mon-
days and Thursdays
from 11 to 1.

Mrs. Jack Hylton telephoning the new song, "Shepherd of tha Hills," from New
York to London by the new Radio service.

is to be saved it will have to be through
some business arrangement between the
parties most intimately concerned, that is,
the music -publishers, the B.B.C. and the
gramophone industry. A solution is not
likely to emerge for some time. It is satis-
factory to note that the B.B.C. has main-
tained the initiative throughout these
negotiations.

Sir Harry Lauder.
Sir Harry Lauder, who gets back from

America in April, will be engaged in film
work for some time. This being the case, he
will be available for broadcasting. Savoy
Hill has given no indication as yet as to
whether he is to he invited to appear at the
microphone in the near future. Such an
engagement would be universally popular.

B.B.0 and Press Club.
The main part of the London programme

on the night of Saturday, April 23rd, will be
relayed from the Press Club, where the
annual Ladies' Night celebration will be in

Community Singing at
Aberdeen.
Aberdeen, which

claims to be the first
station in the world
to broadcast Com-
munity Singing, is
relaying a special
concert of this kind on
Wednesday, March
30th. The concert is
being given at Turriff.

Nelson Keys and
Florence Smithson.

Florence Smithson,
the popular actress,

and Nelson Keys are touring the main
British stations during the weeks beginning
April 25th and May 2nd.

An Experiment in Alternatives.
On Tuesday, April 5th, in the first part

of the main programme, London will broad-
cast selections of musical comedies, while
Daventry will be putting out Sir Hamiltoh
Harty's symphony concert at Manchester.
In the second half of the evening the roles
will be reversed. The effect on listeners will
be carefully noted at Savoy Hill; where
people are busy trying to solve the difficult
problem of suitable contrasts as a basis for
the new system of distribution.

Sports Talk Change at Cardiff.
The weekly sports talk at Cardiff-an

important feature for Welsh and West
.Country listeners-is being changed from
Saturday to Thursday, the latter being con-
sidered more suitable for the purpose. -This
change is to be introduced in the first week
of April.
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AN UNUSUAL TWO-VALVER.
The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.

Dear Sir,-The following circuit, which I recently
worked out while trying the Sharman receiver.
I feel to be worthy the attention of many. It gives
remarkably good -results on local and comparatively
distant stations, and, to my way of thinking, ranks
with the " Trinadyne " and " Hale " circuits.
According to the degree, of pressure on the crystal
the oscillation_ is -controlled, and when that pressure
is correct (easily done), the set oscillatea, some time
before L.F. reaction takes place, '

In conclusion, I think that only the inveterate.
" circuit monger" will pull the set down .once 'Made
up, although, as drawn, while being reaSOntsbly
selective, it is not the last word therein.

The system might be applied to any detector valve
having L.T. negative to earth.

Yours faithfully,
L. PRIDDIS.

10, King Alfred Terrace,
Winchester.

P.S.-In my own case I find the H.F. choices un-
necessary. Several obvious variations are no gain.
but this one is good.

SHORT-WAVE RECEPTION.
The. Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS,. -

Dear Sir,-T read with great interest the letter of.
Mr. Manby re his reception of KDKA on the short
waves.

As thiS was apparently his first attempt, at the
reception of this station on the short waves. I consider
that his results were most remarkable. Let me make
it quite clear that Pdo not doubt the accuracy of his
report. No -doubt he has made many more attempts,
and it would be very interesting if he. would let us
know the results of -these attempts, and also the
strength at which his reception of this Station is most
consistent.

-'The letter of Mr. Best was also interesting;
opinions of well rewired may differ greatly...Up
till reading Mr. Manby's letter I always considered
that I was receiving KDKA well, but although I
have two good stages of L.F. (I normally use one
stage) I have never yet been able to put it through
the loud speaker.

My average reception is that I can just follow the
programme with detector alone ; sometimes the
call sign can be heard, sometimes not. In other
words, if it was just a little weaker I shouldn't hear
it at all. I might add that I have a good pair of
'phones and low -loss ears.

In a certain wireless journal a week ago a receiver
was described that would receive on the short waves,
and upon the broadcast band, constructed- from the
usual ordinary good components, with quite an
ordinary circuit. It was stated that this
would bring in thirty or more Continent* 1;,

American' short wave stations on the loud spin e
using two valWs. only. It D K A could be received
with the aerial removed 8 feet away from the receiver.
Moreover, even on a bad night, K A'could be
received on the loud speaker. I do not propoie to
comment upon this.

I should like to see further correspondence from
Messrs. Best and Manby, and any others who are
interested in the reception of short-wave stations,
including the short-wave transmitter of  W G Y.. I.
might mention that I get much -better results from
the 32/79 M. transmitter than I get from K K A.
The wave is remarkably steady, and the signals are an
L.F. stage louder.

I write this letter in all humility, knowing that my
receiver is not necessarily as good as others, and also
that reception at my home is not necessarily the same
:IS reception elsewherf In this country.,; .

Trusting, sir,: that yolu'ean -dud-space to prildish
this in our paper, POPULAR WIRELESS.

Yours faithfully,
THOMAS CRUNDWELL

56, Church Road, Bexley Heath, Kent.

NEXT DOOR'S BROADCAST.
The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.

Dear Sir,-When receiving 5 XX on my four -valve
Western Electric receiver, I haVe been constantly
jammed by what I thought a foreign station, but,
having tuned to receive the interference clearer,
I found that I was receiving the -conversation 'which
Was taking plate in the house of my next-door
neighbour, who has a crystal set, with aerial...fp/Tac-
tically parallel with mine. -

Has any reader of POPULAR WIRELESS had ain1 11r.
experience ?-

Yours .faithfully,
" CANAL."

P.S.-The reception is quite clear, and can be
tuned as thotigh'irivere being'broadeast:

*-----4-.1.---

CORRESPONDENCE.
Letters from readers discussing interesting
and topical wireless events, or recording un-
usual experiences, are always welcomed ;
but it must be clearly understood that the
publication of such does in no way indicate
that we associate ourselves with the views
expressed by our correspondents, and we
cannot accept any responsibility for informa-
tion given.-Editor.

A WAVE -TRAP THAT WORKS.
The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.

Dear 'Sir,,-The wave -trap of which particulars
were given recently in POPULAR WIRELESS fully
justifies its name.

Using this upon a very fiat -tuning two -valve set,
the following results were obtained :

 Received at good 'phone stren,111, with no trace
of London.-Wave lengths : 394.7.1dambing ; 389.6,
ToulOuset- - 384.6, Manchester ; 379'7, Stuttgart :
373. Madrid. . London in background, tuning difficult.
,-Wave -length 30541, Leipzig. 361.4, London.
tendon cut out, but tuning difficult.-Wave-length
333,. Cardiff. No trace, of. Loodam-Wave-lengths :
337, Copenhagen ; 326, Birthinghath.; 319, Dublin.

The' test was Math- while an .orchestra was per-
forming at 2 L 0. Daventry was readily cut out
inn Radio-Paria received at Pull strength.

- Yours 'faithfully,
W. W. W00n3rA3.-

61, Hanover Road, .

Willesden: N.W.10.

L.S. SET FOR A "LOOPED AERIAL."
Tho Editor, -PoetlAa WIRELESS.Dear,-Sir;-Aa me it occurred to me to
fit up, a- circuit that may -appeal Ao'Cithers who may
not haVe room for outside aerials; or prefer, for
neatness; the use of the indoor

The -aerial: on Which I conducted this experiment
was wound round four nails, spaced at a distance
to cover thirty feet of Wire, and left open at one end,
as.Fig..l.:
;Ihe.aerial-wire used was ordinary electric lighting

flex.- I am situated about seven miles from 2 L 0,
and n6,',.flat is .approxiinately fifty feet from the
giounct floor. Good, -loud -speaker strength was
eonting in from the-lmial station without distortion.

- On the headphones, Bournemouth and Manchester
come in fairly well. The coils cover all 13.B.(';
wave -lengths evept 5 XX.

The tuning is fairly critical, also the adjustment
of the filament rheostat of the first valve, Which
controls to a large extent the reaction. As will be
seen 'by thg circuit attached, the aerial coif is semi-
areriedic ; hi. which eltse the length of aerial should
not be: increased too Much, as this factor governs the
strength of oscillation.

OF -course an outside short single aerial will give
slightly superior results.

The attached diagram gives the circuit in detail.
I have much pleasure in presenting this free to
POPULAR WIRELESS, with thcehope that your readers
will find this a cheap and efficient set to make upx

Yours faithfully,
MERLIN."

/L,<. Eae..em e"
0Avonco,rNik...,

AL, att rerZi

PLUG-IN SOLENOID COILS.
The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.

Dear Sir, -As an amateur who constructs and
extlerinta With many sets I have had many tips for
gadgets from the various papers, and as a thank -
offering which_I hope may be acceptable; I enclose
you a rough sketch of.. a Whig which I. find more
useful than any other as regards fineicky " work
with the new circuit coils, and which you might think
worthy of showing your readers, as they can so easily
make them for a few coppers.

Yours faithfully,
WM STEPHEN,

31, Howland Street, London, W.1.

7.47.P/NGS
SOI 41PRED
roAluas

BRASS OR
COPPER

Kwrz.5triro,
Sackers

4'
32-awrz

FORME/''

kNoiNas

WIRING
)040ERE
71150CATTS

/7X/N6 SCREW
FOR .6415E8CIARD

NATURAL REPRODUCTION.
The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.

Dear Sir,-Your correspondent. " Maltese Cross,"
writing in the February 12t ii issue cof, ,POSUIAR
WIRELESS, states that ".several transformers actually
gave better results than the make mentioned- by
Hr. Baggs,"-i.e., the A.F.3. I think that every-
one who pretends to have any knowledge of L.F.
transformers knows that there,. are not several
transformers giving better results than the A.F.3, and
if Maltese f.J "ross will compare the curve of the
A.F.3 with the curves of any other make of trans-
former he wishes. he will find there is only one other
make of transformer that equals the A.F.3.

Yours faithfully,
GORDON A. SMITH,

Sideup, Kent.

HAS ANY OTHER READER HEARD THIS STATION P
The 'Editor; POPULAR WIRELESS.

Dear Sir,-It may interest your readers to know
that I received W 1 0 1), Miami -Beach; Florida, in
the early hours of a recent morning between 3 am.
and 4 a,in. -on a wave -length of 247 metres. I was
using a three -valve H.F., det., 1 L.F. Recep-
tion was good at times but fading was rather marked.
Incidently, I should be much obliged if -anyone can
supply me with copies of POPULAR WIRELESS dated
January 31st, 1925, February 7th, 1925, and February
14th, 1925. I will refund post -age:

Wishing "1'.W." continued success.
Your faithfully,

D. C. GATTIREH.
"Mon Dcsir," Borcham Wood, Herts.

MORE LOUD CLICKS
The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.

Dear Sir,-Like your correspondent " E. Liinittator"
I also have experienced loud clicks in the loud
speaker, but I cannot agree that these are due to
switching on and off of electric lights, as same have
been heard during the Morning transmissions. In
this neighbourhood the majority of houses use gas,
only a few tenants having installed electric light, and
I consider that the clicks occur too frequently to be
lights going on or off.

However, " E. Liminator's " experience and mine
agree, inasmuch as it is -only on the Daventry wave-
length that the noiges  are heard, and further, like
him, I also shall be very pleased to hear of a cure for
this mysterious' trouble.

In conclusion, might I state that I appreciate very
much the simple, yet efficient, constructional details
which appear in " P.W." ; for that reason I purchase
no other,

Best wishes,
" C. MAItts,.

(Continued on page 197.)
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ithPORTANT
ANNOUNaNk

The. CYLDON Research Dept. have
produced an entirely new type
of Variable Condenser named
THE CYLDON LOG MID -LINE
This new condenser is a great advance over, all
others, and easily surpasses in performance the
Square Law and Straight Line Frequency types.

It is designed on the

LOGARITHMIC PRINCIPLE
the shape of the vanes is approximately
between square law and straight line frequency.
When multiple -tuned circuits were first sim-
plified by the ganging of condensers, the square
law pattern was the nearest approach to
perfection,  but we realised that the tuning
was limited to a portion of the scale. At each

- end was silence due to the out of balance,
owing to the shape of vanes following a straight
line Wave -length curve.

Our research department immediately tackled
the problem, and after many months extensive
experiments we have produced a new shape vane
following a logarithmic law, which has -very
deCided advantages over all other condensers.
With these new Condensers tuned circuits are
balanced over the entire scale.

In multi -tuned circuits, , all dial readings are
identically the same when two or more con-
densers are in use.
Stations are much more evenly distributed over
the whole scale.

THIS NEW CYLDON ACHIEVEMENT IS
THE FIRST VARIABLE CONDENSER

MADE IN THIS COUNTRY ON THE
LOGARITHMIC PRINCIPLE
Constructors who have gang condensers of the
square -law pattern will appreciate that this
new advance in design was not foreshadowed
until the advent of gang circuits, and we think
they will appreciate that as the science of
Radio progresses, new inventions must neces-
sarily come.
This new condenser is such a great improvement
that in future all our gang condensers will be
built up with Log Mid -Line units. They are
the latest and greatest advance in Condenser
design, and there is not the slightest doubt
that the Condenser of the future will be the
Cyldon Log Mid -Line.

'001
0005
'0003
'00025
'0002

21
- 17/6
- 16;6
- 16/-
- 15 6

With 4 in. Knob Dial. If dial is not required deduct 2 -

NEVER MIND wifif4r

TOUR CIRCUIT

(PRONOUNCED SIL-DON)

LOG MID -LINE CONDENSERS
From your dealer, or direct from :
SYDNEY S. BIRD & SONS, Cyldon Works,
Sarnesfield Road, Enfield Town, Middx. ,,,Tte°,07;.2.

CYLDONpleir E
THE REST Aoll EMU OF VAL E CONTROL.PRICE 2'6 EACH. MOUNTING V6 EACH
FULL PARTICULARS t VALVE CHART. FREE ON RE Q LIEJ'T
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Apparatus
To SAP

Traders and manufacturers are invited to submit wireless sets and components to the " P.W."
Technical Dept. for test. All tests are carried out with strict impartiality in the " P.W."
Test -room under the supervision of the Technical Editor, and the general reader is asked to
note that this weekly article is also intended to provide a reliable and unbiased guide as to

what to buy and what to avoid.-EDITOR,

SCREENED WIRE IMPROVEMENT.
MESSRS. WARD & GOLDSTONE

inform us that, following up our
suggestions made recently in these

columns, they have decided to add a layer
of fine, pure rubber to their screened wire
in addition to the coverings of well waxed
cotton, This will be, of course, a vast
improvement, and will eliminate all possi-
bilities of trouble occurring when the
material is subjected to high voltages,

It is interesting to note that our Mr.
J. R. Wheatley, who specialises in. L.T.
and H.T. mains units and other such
devices, strongly recommends the use of
-screened wire for wiring receivers which
employ the new K.L.1 valves. He does
not advise the earthing of the metal
covering.

FOR HOLDING BIAS BATTERIES.
Looking through the advert. pages of

" P.W." one could be excused for coming

to the conclusion that every conceivable
requirement for the radio constructor is
amply catered for, but it is possible, even
highly probable, that this is quite an illu-
sionary effect produced by the multitude
of makes and types of components and
accessories. For instance, up till quite
recently we have thought it necessary to
carve grid -bias battery clips out of scrap
brass and what not, and doubtless many
thousands of amateurs have done likewise.
Now, however, Messrs. A. H. Hunt, Ltd.,
of Croydon, have placed'grid-bias battery
clips on the market at 6d. per pair. Another
little problem solved ! No further does the
need arise for the unmechanical amateur to
leave his grid -bias battery swaying about
loose on the baseboard or wedge it in between
an L.F. transformer and an R.F.C. !

A PRICE REDUCTION.
We are informed that owing to increased

demand and the subsequent increased

production and improved methods of mann
facture, those well -made Lewcos Coil
Screens and bases have been reduced in
price from 15s. to 12s.

LAMPLUDH POTENTIOMETERS.
Although potentiometers are not used in

many modern, receivers,- there are still in
vogue many popular hookups for which such
-a component is essential. There are several
points- of importance in the design of an
efficient potentiometer, and these are all
embodied in the Lamplugh, one of which
was recently submitted to us by Messrs.
Lamplugh, Ltd.; of Birmingham. For
instance, it has the necessary high resist-
ance of 500 ohms, while the wire is of a
very serviceable gauge' and is not flimsy.
The moving contact is protected, as it is
arranged to run round the inner diameter
of the resistance element. The contact is,
too, a special spring device , which, com-
pensating widely for inequalities of the
surface over which it rides, provides a smooth
and positive adjustment. Three substan-
tial terminals and soldering tags are fitted,
and the component is arranged for one hole
panel mounting. A large engraved dial
and milled knob and pointer give it a
dignified appearance on the panel.

THE NEW COSSOR VALVES.
We have just had an opportunity of

testing the new Cossor 6 -volt range of
valves, commencing with the high mu
" resistance -capacity " valve and going
right down the impedance scale to the
Stentor Six. All the four valves are un-
doubtedly extremely efficient, and although

(Continued on pagq 189:)

Save One and
Sixpence per

Valve
Beyond the Detector stage, to pay
more than 1/3 for the valve hohlors..
is extravagance. The belief that

necessary in every stage is a definitely PRICE 1/3 each" shock absorbing " devices are

exploded fallacy. For H.F. and L.F.
stages there is nothing better than. the new Ashley Valve Holler.
Constructed throughout of genuine hakelite and non-oxvdisiug metal, the valve
sockets arc surrounded by air throughout 9o% of their length. Sockets and
connections are stamped complete out of one piece, provision being made' for
wiring to terminals or soldering to tags. Moreover, a special safety groove is
provided to ensure the valve legs engaging with the corresponding sockets.

STANDARD VALUE RESISTANCES
Exhaustive tests by the
National Physical and
other world famous
laboratories have pro-
duced highly satisfactory
reports. Each Resistance
on completion is subjected
to a prolonged ordeal
during which it is under
pressure at a minimum of
23o volts.
Guaranteed accurate within ten
per cent. Superior to wire wound.
Differs in construction from all
others.

If your dealer cannot supply
we send post free.

Ashley Wireless Telephone Co. ( 1925) Ltd.
Finch Place, London Road, Liverpool

PRICE 2/6 each
(with clips)

50,000 ohms to 1 megohm.

THE " KCQ ''r

COMBINED H.T.-L.T.-G.B. UNIT
FOR D.C. MAINS

(British Letters Patent No. 262567 and Patents Pending.)

THESENSATION
OF 1927 !

ALL High and Low Ten-
sion Troubles, mess and
expense saved-by just
attaching adaptor to elec-
tric light Lampholder !
Valves of different fila-
ment current and Voltage
can be used !
No batteries or accumula-
tors whatsoever required !
Running costs approxi-
mately id. per hour!
The " ECK° " Silent
" Background ! "

SAFE! SILENT!
SOUND!

PRICE£15 : 1 5 : 0
UNITS FOR .t

4216H.T. ONLY
Illustrated Folder FREE!

MODEL "C"
PROVIDES :-
(a) H.T. voltage - 0-100

0-120
I Fined - - 120
1

!Variable

(b) L.T. Current for any number of valves
of different type or voltage on
your receiver provided each
valve does not require a filament
current or more than'36 amps.

(c) G.B. Ti2a.pip5i1s8 a2t .0. 11, 3, 6 9,

K COLE La,TD (DEPT. A), 513, LONDON

STC

ROAD,

WELI FF-ON -SEA.
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A Copy for the asking
BY sending three halfpenny stamps to cover

cost of postage and packing we shall
be pleased to post to you ONE FREE COPY
of the most valuable book describing the
standard coils for every modern type of receiver.
Pin Connections are given for every type of
Standard Six Pin Coil.

COLVERN COILS

This reproduCtion indicates the
internal pin arrangement of
the Colvern Featherweight
Former to accommodate the
Colvern Interchangeable

Primary.

C The former is constructed of
the highest quality genuine

moulded Bakelite, ensuring a
completed inductance of extremely
low high -frequency resistance.
C Colvern Low Loss Inductance

Formers may be purchased
in two styles ; wound to standard
specifications, or unwound for
home -winding.

(1 Supplied in varying types to
suit every purpose- for use

with or without standard screened
coils.
C Wound on costly and extremely

accurate machinery which per-
mits the production of space -
wound coils to a high degree of
uniform accuracy.
C The only Skeleton Six -pin

Former fitting into Skeleton
Base with a consequent higher
ratio efficiency than any other
similar type of coil.
J Universally approved by the

expert set designers on the
Press and with leading manu-
facturers.
C The only range of coils allowing

the use of an interchangeable
primary winding.

THE COLLINSON PRECISION SCREW
CO., LTD., Provost Works, Macdonald Rd.,

WALTHAMSTOW, LONDON, Ed?.

IMIllatMaMminitionnonsionsmormsner

M.C. 269
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when it storms
or sleets

or blows hi
Will your aerial stand the test of the
equinoctial gales this year?
You can be independent of all outdoor
aerials if you use a Ducon.
It fits into an electric lamp holder and
turns your lighting mains into an aerial.
It consumes no current whatever and is
absolutely safe to use and handle.
There are many interesting ways in which
a Ducon can be invaluable to you.
Every Ducon is guaranteed by us and we
shall be pleased to supply you direct in
case of difficulty.
May we send you a copy of our illustrated
Ducon leaflet?

There are more than 500,000 Ducons now in use.

THE  DUCON

DUBILIER
ADVT. OF THE DURILIER CONDENSER CO. (1925), LTD. ,
DIXON WORKS, VICTORIA ROAD, NORTH ACTON, W.3
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1 APPARATUS TESTED.
(Continued from page 186.)

*
one of the H.F. valves was a little off colour
and inclined to be insensitive, this is
probably an unusual occurrence, as all the
others were extremely lively. Lively, that
is, in . the sense in which they should be
lively, giving full amplification while being
easily controlled.

The first of the series, the -610 R.C. valve,
operates at well under the rated 5.5 volts,
and takes rather less than .0.1 amp. It
has an impedance of about 70,000 ohms,
and an amplification factor of 50. It should
be used with an anode resistance of 500,000
ohms. The H.F. Valve (610 H.) operates
excellently in all H.F. circuits requiring a
moderate impedance and amplification
factor (20,000 and 20), and also forms a
good second -stage resistance capacity am-
plifier if properly grid biased. The L.F.
valve, with a mu of 8 and impedance of
8,000, is an excellent valve, while the
Stentor Six is, as we have saidloefore, a real
super power valve.

WIRE -WOUND VOLUME CONTROL.
We recently received a Wire Wound

Volume Control from Automobile Acces-
sories (Bristol), Ltd., 93-95, Victoria Street,
Bristol. It is styled the " P.D." and is
quite a neat well -made little fitment. It is
provided with 16 contact points over which
rides a small switch arm. The resistance
element is totally enclosed. Shunted
across the terminals of a loud speaker, it

provides a perfect control, and used in
conjunction with the ubiquitous choke -con-
denser bypass system, is a method which
can be employed without fear of causing dis-
tortion. A volume control .is really..some-
thing a little more than a mere refinement,
and we recommend loud-speakc l listeners to
try the'effect
of including
a component
such as the
"P.D." in
their sets.

There is
one point
well worth
the attention
of makers of
volume con-
trol devices,
and that is
that it would
be to their
advantage
to publish
the ranges
of resistance
covered by
their pro -
duets. This
is seldom
done. A
volume con-
trol is merely
a variable
resistance
giving fairly
high ohmic
values, but
such a corn -

An X-ray photograph of Leslie
McMichael's popular " M.H."

neutrodyne condenser,
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ponent is often urgently. required for other
purposes, especially by experimenters. The,
" P.D.," we discovered On test, covers a range,
of from about 1,500 oluriS t6,5,000 ohms. The
retail price is Is., which is -very reasonable, in
view of the fact that it- it wire wound.
" MIC " LOW - LOSS ALL -WAVE TUNER.

A device that will enable aerial tuning
and reaction covering.,both florins,' broad-
cast wave -lengths and Daventry to b3
obtained without coil 'changing, is sure to
prove popular if marketed at a reasonable
price. The `1 Mic " Low -Loss All -Wave
Tuner has a range of from 200 to 4000-
metres, with a -'0003 mfd. variable con-
denser, and costs 19s. 6d: It is very com-
pact and occupies but little more panel
space than a small variable condenser.

And it operates efficiently, too; and this
makes it all the more regretable that we
should have a rather, serious criticism to
make concerning its construction. That the
assembly of this unit is rather on the
flimsy side is a. detail, for once safely
mounted, it would not be subjected to
severe mechanical stresses and its reaction
coil and tuning coil switch movements are
perfectly. smooth. But the whole of its
casing consists of celluloid, which is a most
inflammable substance. An accidental
touch of a hot soldering iron, and the whoa
component commences to disintegrate:
And soldering tags are fitted, of course !
These should be removed when soldering
wires to them, but how many constructors
do this ?

With a non -inflammable casing, this
component would have our hearty approval
-the makers should consider the advisa-
bility of introducing such.

Look ! Even Tiny Tot can `work' this new Set
HEY'RE very proud of
Joyce now. No other

' child could possibly
' work ' a Wireless Set as ske
can ! Just listen to that Loud
Speaker ; it's perfect - and
Joyce does it all herself.

We'll admit that she is a
clever youngster for her age,
but please give some credit
to the receiver. It's the

 trOW11 Ideal Wireless Set,
you know, and really it is so
simple that any child can
operate it.

Your radio joys begin the moment
you instal this Vrowit Ideal

Set. For because it employs no
valves, there is no accumulator to
worry, about. Because there is
nothing to wear out, nothing
can go ,wrong. No replacement
expense. Because it is valve -less
there are no upkeep costs-only
a small dry battery which lasts
for months.
See it at Ideal Home Exhibition
Stand No. 93. Ground Floor,
Main Hall.

Two models: With outdoor or
indoor aerial for use within 15
miles of B.B.C. Station (Daventry,
30 miles) complete with isrovoit
Loud Speaker, £12 10s. Od.
Complete with Frame Aerial and
36rown Loud Speaker for use
within 3 miles of a B.B.C. Station
or 15 miles of Daventry. Price £15.

IDEAL
WIRELESS SET

S. G. BROWN, LTD., Western Avenue, North Acton, W. 3
Retail Showrooms: 19, .Mortimer Street, 1; 15, Moorfields Liverpool;
67, High Street. Southampton. Wholesale Depots throughout the Comm.

G,Ibedd Ad, 839z,
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REDUCED ?RICE

2 51- EACH.
A BItie Print of a

2 -valve circuit employ-
ing the Efesca Regen-
erative Aerial Tuner
may be had free on
application. The Efesca
Regenerative Aerial
Tuner, a Variable Con-
denser (8;6) and an
Efesca L.F. Trans-
former (17.'6) are the
major components re-
quired for building this
cheap and efficient

"calve ReceiverReceiver capable
of receiving the local
Station and Daventry
without changing Coils.

Fdy

EFESCA.1
REGENERATIVE
AERIAL TUNER

t Increased Sales of the Efesca Regenera-
ive Aerial Tuner have enabled us to

materially lower production costs and to
reduce the price to 25/-. This will bring
the Efesca Regenerative Aerial Tuner
within the reach of all prospective home
constructors Its advantages over the
conventional methods of Coil tuning may
be briefly summarised as follows:-

Cheaper than a Set of Coils covering
the same wave - lengths 15e-2.,600
metres-a turn of the switch covers
both High and Low wave-lengths-
easy to operate-efficient reaction-
simple to install - No coil holder
required.

OTHER REDUCTIONS.
EFESCA EFESCA

CENTADYNE ' H.F. CHOKE
SCREENED UNIT

for standard 6 -pin
Coils.

for all wave lengths
to 2,600 metres.

10/-- each. 7 '6 each.

Wholesale FALK, STADELMANN 84 Co., Ltd.,
only' EFESCA ELECTRICAL WORKS,

93 93, FARRINGDON ROAD, LONDON. E.C.I.
AND ST

Glasgow, Manchester, Birmingham, Dublin, Newcastle.

Nab* ARIIC ARIIC ARI1C ARIIC Aft i AR IC ARIIG ^RUG ARIIC ARIM AR IFUIn

ci

FL?.

-1411CROPHONIC
-VIBRATION
-SHOCK
-CAPACITY

EU:Iv

!2.;

ANTI -

WORLD

SPRUNG - YET

THERE ARE NO

SPRINGS OR

The great feature about a gyroscope is that ,t will remain in
a steady position, and is unaffected by external conditions.
Exactly the same applies to a valve suspended in the Artie
World Patent Non -Vibratory Valve Holder, it remains per-
iectly steady under various conditions of shock and vibration,
and even when the valve is moved directly it just sags back
into position. The Artic Non -Vibratory Holder does not em-
ploy springs or rubber as it is impossible to obtain ideal
conditions by the use of these mediums.

IMPORTANT TO YOU.
P.OTE.-Cwing to 111111te,itIS coinpiaints received stating :4rtic
Non-Vilwalory Holders sannot be obtained, if your local dealer
cannot supply; we will sead by return C.O.D. Postage Free.
on receipt of Y.C. (.\' tnte and address in block letters)

THE ULTRA
SENSITIVE

VALVE
HOLDER

FROM YOUR DEALER

AR I
OR pieEcr

FUSE 8 ELECTRICAL MFG,Cu .TDB

IVV2IBLVILM2int.

3/9
EACH

POST FREE
31V6V 7.1ttIV

5

IF;

RUBBER
SUSPENSION

PATENTS.

22>

AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA.W

You simply can't estimate how little it casts to
keep a smooth, silent H.T. supply, at any required
voltage up to 150, passing to your set from
the nearest lamp socket by means of Clarke's
" ATLAS " H.T. Battery Eliminator, and the
even, reliable current will continue for ever-
or until the power station runs out.
When you are really tired of replacing expensive
batteries that generally fail when they are most
needed, the " ATLAS "- Eliminator is the instru-
ment you will eventually install. It is the greatest
step ever made towards all -pleasure wireless.

H.T. BATTERY- ELIMINATOR
for direct and alternating current. Full -wave rectification.

Model D.C.6 (Direct Current) gives 40, 60, 90,
120 volts (No Grid Bias) .. ,

Direct Current Model for 200.250 volt mains

Model A.C. 4, provides voltages of 45, 90 and 120
Extras: half -wave valve for sets up to 4 valves,15 -

each. Full -wave valve for multi valve receivers,
30'r each.

Alternating Current Model dor 100 125 volt mains n
and 200/250 volt mains (including 2 valves) .. 5. : 0

Royalty on A.C. models only, 12;6 per instrument.
Each instrument carries the "Atlas" ga,rantee.

Send for Folders 17 and 13 and leaflets 19 and 20 for full particulars.
We have vacancies in various districts for first-class service agents.

Replies should be addressed to us, stating full qualifications.

Sole Manufacturers :

£3: 5 : 0
14 : 10 : 0
£6: 0 : 0

H. CLARKE & CO. (Mcr.), LTD
Atlas Works, Old Trafford, Manchester
ric,h0.: 683 & 793 T7(1110,1 Pk. Telegram, 7 -Ph !old, Manchester.'
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:All Editorial Communications to be addressed to The Editor, POPULAR
_WIRELESS, The Fleetway House, Farringdon Street, London, E.C.4.

Editor :
NORMAN EDWARDS, M.Inst.R.E., M.R.S.L.,

Ir.R.0 S.
Technical Editor

G. V. DOWDING, Qrad.I.E.E.
Assistant Technical Editors :

K. D. ROGF_RS. P. R. BIRD.
G. P. KENDALL, B.Sc.

Scientific Adviser :
Sir OLIVER LODGE, F.R.S.

Staff Consultants
Dr. J. H. T. ROBERTS, F.Inst.P. ; J. F.
CORRIGAN, M.Sc., A.I.C. ; C. E. FIELD
B.Sc. ; E. J. SINVIIIONDS, M.I.R.E., F.R.S.A.

Foreign Correspondents :
F. M. DELANO, Paris ; Dr. ALFRED
GRADENWITZ, Berlin ; L. W. CORBETT,
New York ; P. F. MARTIN, Italy ; W.

PEETERS, Holland.

The Editor will be pleased to consider articles and
photographs dealing with all subjects appertaining to
wireless work. The Editor cannot accept responsibility
for manuscripts and photos. Every care will be taken
,to return MSS. not accepted for publication. A
stamped and addressed envelope must be sent with
'every article. All enquiries conce-ning advertising
',rates, etc., to he addressed to the Sole Agents, Messrs.
John H. Lite, Ltd.. 4. Ludgate Circus. London, E.C.4.

As much of the information* given in the columns of
this paper concerns themost recent developments in the
Radio world, some of the arrangements and specialities -
described may be the snbject of Letters Patent, and,
the amateur and the trader would be well advised to
obtain permission of the patentees to use the patents
before doing so.

Readers' letters dealing with patent questions, if sent
to the Editor, will be forwarded to our own patent
advisers, where every facility and help ?yin be afforded
to readers. The envelope should be clearly marked:
" Patent advice."

Question,s
nclSwery)

A DULL PANEL SURFACE,
J. W. (Bellingliam).-"How is the shiny

ebonite surface of a panel made dull black,
instead of shiny ? "

. .

The panel is laid flat upon folded newspaper or
other soft surface and then rubbed down with fine
emery -cloth until all the " shine " has disappeared.
The -rubbing can be done with a circular movement,
or backwards and forwards across -the panel, but it
is betier to do it _systematically than to just rob
anyhow.

When thoroughly clean in this way, brush off
the dust; 'etc., and smear a little mineral oil upon a
soft cloth; rubbing this evenly over the whole surface.
This willgive a black surface,that can be polished with
a dry cloth into a dull black lustre.

SCALE OF SIGNAL STRENGTH.
" DX LISTENER.'" (WellipgbOT0').-" Look-

ing through some of the old 'correspondence
colurani I find many references to stations
being received ' at R 4,' or at ,` RI3,' the
numbers apparently signifying the strength.
What is this scale ?'"

It is usual to classify signal strength in this way
by the numbers Rl to R9, the former indicating
extremely weak reception, and the lattervery strong
signals. There is no absolute authOritk 60 the subject,
but the:usual classification is as billowst Rl, extremely
weak and almost inaudible , 112, andible; but not
strong enough to read all the time, the slightest
fading or disturbance being enough to drown tho
signal ;- R3, -just readable, but with difficulty ;
R4, quite clear and readable ; R5, fairly strong ;
lt6, strong ; R7, signals loud ; its, very loud (i.e.

l'ousmd.all
loud speaker strength ") ; extremely

POSITIVE GRID LEAK RETURN.
N. T. (Great Yarmouth).-" I am building

the Inexpensive One-Valver ' described in
P.W.' No. 245, and I am thinking of using a

. . . . valve for it. I notice that the makers
recommend that when tins valve is used as, a
detector its grid -leak return lead should be
connected to the positive filament lead, and
not to the negative one; as shown. Which
connection would give the 'best results ? "

As the makers definitely,rerommend the positive
connection for this valve, in this instance, you should
certainly modify the original connections accordingly.
With most valves there is very little difference

(Continued on page 192.)

AUTO -CHOKE
(Illustrated on right.)

A .famous " Watmel " product.. Coils
wound in special manner with Rver a
mile of wire. Transformer Ltolurne
with Choke purity. Totally enclosed
winding. Splendid finish. Complete
with fixed condenser and
resistance mounted .. 18'6

FLF. CHOKE
(Illustrated on left.) -

Double Silk-cOvered wire, wound in four
accurately. balanced sections: Entires .

required - constant impedance, very- low
capacity, small- external field. Trans-
parent case. Ebonite base. A British
product, well up to the " Watmel "

716Standard .. .

TAPPED L.F. CHOKE
Same in appearance and method of
winding as Auto Choke, but without
Condenser and Grid Leak. Winding con-
nected to three terminals, giving
three wiring combinations .. 1 516

your dealer or direst ficin -

THE WATMEL WIRELESS CO., LTD.,
332a, Goswell Rd., London, E.C.1- CleAcell'ire°11:;99o.

Lanes, Yorks, and Cheshire Represcnlative :
.Mr. J. B. LEVEE. 23, Hartley Street, Levenshulme, Manchester.

Telephon: 475 Heaton Moor.
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f-- WHY IS R® IT =
=

= Known as the Radio Pane! de Luxe ?=

BECAUSE

THEREFORE

PRICESPRICES
Polished Black'

1.36"-Rd
"- TA.

Mahogany,
Walcul,

Cube, Wavy

.Pa" -
4"- ld.

L' per square inch

a. Its Electrical Properties arc excellent.
2. Highly polished but no surface leakage.
3. Wavy and cube designs do not show E

scratches or finger marks.
4. Does not warp or discolour.
5. Competitive in price.

COMBINE EFFICIENCY AND E
ELEGANCE WITH ECONOMY. E

.5 Finishes : =

Polished
Black =

Polished B
Mahogany.E.-

Polished gj
Walnut E.

Wavy Etched
Black E

Cube Design E.
Etched ,

Illustration Wavy Dasigii.

Standard Panels stocked by leading dealers.
E=

F. A. HUGHES & CO., LIMITED,
E. 204-6, GT. PORTLAND STREET, LONDON, W.1

Telegrams-"Disiancing, Wesdo, London:,
Telephone . Museum 6630-1-2.
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The J.B.
True Tuning

S.L.F.

J.B. Condensers for the
MULLARD P.M. CIRCUITS.

No matter what set you build, insist on J.B. Condensers for real efficiency in tuning.
J.B. True Tuning S.L.F Condensers are ideal for the " Combine 5."
Wireless enthusiasts who are interested in short-wave Receivers cannot do better
than use the specially designed '00015 mfd. J.B. models
The J.B. TRUE TUNING S.L.F. complete with 4" Bakelite Dial Double
reduction friction drive, eliminating all possibility of backlash Ratio 60-1.
'0005 mfd., 16,6 '00035 mid.. 15;6 '00025 mfd., 15/- For short wave
Receivers, '00015 mfd., 15/-.
The J.B. S.L.F. complete with 4" Bakelite Dial, '0005 mfd., 11:6; 00035 Told
10;6 ; '00025 mfd., 10,-. For shortwave Receivers. 00015 mid., 10, -

AC
8. POLAND ST -OXFORD ST

LONDON - W. I

OS
gerephone

GERRARD 7414

Use Guaranteed Coils
Fiin your "Combine ve"

ered wire on a highly minals provided (or

MATCHED WITHIN ONE METRE

Special Interchangeable Coils
for this Fine Receiver.

wOUND with green coy- transparent covering. Ter -
easy

polished ebonite former, connections. Mounted on a
Winding protected by a polished ebonite 5 -pin plug.

250/550 metres 1,000 2,000 metres
5/- each 8/6 each

Bases for above, fully engraved and fitted with terminals and tags, 21- each.
Combination Resistors. Similar in workmanship and finish to the above,
Stringently tested and guaranteed.. . .

Complete Kit of Components for the Combine Five
. Comprising Ormond Condensers, Coils for 250:550 m Keystone
Neutralising Condensers and H.F. Choke, Marconi and Pye "Frans -
formers, and all other parts necessary to complete the set . .. £11 : 10 : 0
One Red Triangle Ebonite Panel, 26 in. in., ready drilled.. 0 : 15 : 0
One Polished Mahogany Cabinet, with baseboard 2 = 5 : 0
Finished Instrument. assembled and wired by expert workmen. Fitted in

polished mahogany Cabinet. Aerial tested by Capt. Tingey, M.l R.E., £21
Marconi royalties, £3 2s. 6d.

Deferred payments arrimged if desired.

I)ELIVERY
FROM STOCK,

If a complete
"1/ kit of com-
ponents is ordered,
Marconi Royalties
amounting to 12;6
per valve holder are
payable. THE PILOT MANUAL

PETO-SCOTT CO., LTD.,
Oral. Office 77, CITY ROAD, LONDON, E.C.1.

BRANCHES :-62, High Holborn, London, W.C.1. 4, Manchester
Street, Liverpool. 4, Bank of England Place, Plymouth.

250, Wood Street, Walthamstow, London, E.

Send six penny stamps for
the new edition cf the
" Pilot Manual." Fully
illustrated, it contains de-
tails of many up-to-date
Sets. Useful information
on a;sembling, soldering
and testing also included

F ',16`

1nt

IGRANIC H.T. SUPPLY UNIT
Specially designed to eliminate the slightest
trace of A.C. hum, the Igranic H.T.
Supply Unit gives ample power direct to
the set from A.C. mains. There is no
ripple or noise of any kind.
The user can dispense with H.T. batteries
or accumulators and gets a constant, in-
expensive H.T. supply.
Igranic H.T. Supply Units are of robust
construction, totally enclosed. They do
not deteriorate, and are safe and clean.
They are made in three models in different
sizes of receivers. 3o milliamps at 200
volts, 20 milliamps at 120 volts, 5
milliamps .at 70 volts. All operate from
A.C. mains at rio or 220 volts, 40-60 cycles.

PRICES FROM £4. 18.0
Write for List No. R.54

ni-ADION

(FRANC

/
ELECTRIC CO.,Ltd.

149, Queen Victoria Street, LONDON
Works : BEDFORD

Igranic devices are always better
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RADIOTORIAL
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS

(Continued from page 190.)

any) to be observed, but occasion: Cy it that
one connection gives results far stMerior, e other.

The set Cam very easily be alteMd at a grid-
leak-positive-returu by taking the grid leek out of
its 'condenser clips. Then replace it at that one end
goes under the clip that is connected to the grid -
socket of the valve holder, and -tile other end of the
grid leak is connected to a separate clip which must
be soldered to the lead joining the L.T. plus terminal
to the filament pin of the valve holder.

LONG-DISTANCE CRYSTAL SET.
C. F. E. (Basingstoke).-" Some time ago

1 ;remember seeing an article in P.W.' giving
the diagram for a lorig-distance 'crystal sot.
Two vernier condensers were employed for
tuning, and the coils had to be specially
wound by the trial -and -error method to suit
the aerial with which they were being used.
What were the connections for this set ? "

The diagram to which you refer is reproduced here-
with. The circuit originfilly appeared in " P.V.
No. 241, in an article entitled Reaching Out with
the Crystal."

OROwyBY
f,MRD RAY$4aee

VERN/ER YERN/ER

A LOOSE-COL/PLED (iRCU/T
FOR LONG L2/57ANCE CRYSTAL

RECEPT/ON.

NEUTRALISING A VALVE.
G. A. B. (BanbUry).-" What is the funda-

mental idea upon which the various neutralising
arrangements are based ? "

The necessity for neutralising arises from the
fact that a valve is not a perfect one-way relay. It is
true that small variations in the voltage in its_ grid
will cause eorresponding. bat larger variations in its
plate eircuif. Bift aslhe grid and plate are close
together (inside the vacuum) there is a small capacity
between them. Consequently 'ELF. impulses will be
able to flow between these two points: As you are
doubtless aware, a small capacity affords a path for
H.F. impulses, so that the magnified plate impulses
are able to get back into the grid circuit, via the inter -
electrode capacity.

The physical construction of the valve demands
that there should be a certain definite spacing limit
between grid and plate, so energy must inevitably
be fed back into the grid from the plate.

DRAWN
CHECKED
SERIAL N2' L025

Therefore the valve will be unstable as an amplifier.
and liable to self -oscillation unless this feed -back can
be counteracted.

The method of counteracting by a neutralising
circuit is shown in the accompanying diagram. The
principle involved can be considered as follows :

The plate circuit of the valve has alternating
current in it. Suppose at any moment the plate is
positive, this will induce a charge upon the grid. If
we can now find another place in the plate circuit,
which at the same moment is swinging negatively
to the same degree, we can apply this negative

charge to the grid at the. same time as the first
positive charge arrives there, and the two effeets
will thus balance out.

It will be seen that .the .plate-coil shown in the
diagram is fed with its high tension at the centre -tap,
and the valve current flows through the upper half
only of the coil. The lower end of the coil will be
equally and oppositely charged at any given moment,
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THE TECHNICAL
QUERY DEPARTMENT

Is Your Set " Going Good " ?
Perhaps some mysterious noise has
appeared and is spoiling your radio
reception ?-Or one of the britteric-
seems to run down much faster than
formerly ? -Or you want a Blue Print ?

Whatever your radio problem may be,
remember that the Technical Query
Department is thoroughly equipped to
assist our readers; and' offers - an - un-
rivalled service.

Full details, including a revised scale of
charges, can be obtained direct from
the Technical Query Dept., " Popular
Wireless," Floetway House, Farringdon
Street, London, E.C.4.

A postcard will do : On receipt of this an
Application Form will bo sent to you,
free and. post free, iintriediately: ' Thfs
application will place you under no
obligation whatever, but having the
form you will know, exactly what in-
formation we require to have before us in
order completely to solve your problerns.

:i-i111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111T

so it is connected (via a condenser, C) to the grid of
the valve. It is important that the value of this
neutralising condenser should be equivalent to the

(Continued on page 194.)

\ ONE
OF
43

\\ \

PURE
REPRO-
DUCTION
versus MUSH
If you want pure reproduction
and not mush, you must use

' Bowyer -Lowe Super-Beteredyne
' Transformers, which are world famous
for their silent background.
Each set of TranSforiners is complete with
instruction booklet, illustrating how to
construct a 7 -valve set.

Constructor's Kit containing
principal components for 11 0.0.0building a 7 -valve set - -

SEND FOR PULL PARTICULARS.

L Sawyer-,
AMNOuoiCENENT BY THE

'Set of 4
Transformers

14.0.0
Interchangeable
Oscillator
Couplers

300-600 metres
£1.(10

550-2505 metres
£1.0.0

Base - 4.0

BOWYKR-Lowi C° 0.90 LETCHWORTH BEATS

he
worlds

largest
,

-`cr ystal s
make rseotsf

coffer the

FR1r1ATECTOR9
Nine out of ten Crystal users want this permanent
detector. IT SETS YOUR SET permanently. It AZ
is soundly made and of fine value at ..

FROM ALL GOOD DEALERS

WIRELESS
IAT

V IE
WRITE FOR FREE BOOKLET No. 51

BROWNIE WIRELESS COMPANY (G.B.) LIMITED
NIELSON STREET WORKS. MORNINGTON CRESCENT.NW.1(
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CENTROID

1§Fieserico cOs-I

. 3SOi '

I

ascrarietritelin

Wireless Components

Screened Coils
Each

C5BA 250-550 Split Primary Aerial Coil 8/6
C5DA 1000-2500 8/6
C5BT 250 550 Transformer 10 -
C5DT 1000-2500 12 -
C6B 250-550 Secondary - 10'-
C6D 1000-2500 --12'-
C3B 250-550 Reinartz Coils - - 10,'-

dialaidaidolPg: Prices include complete screened coil and base.

12' -

An entirely new and original method of using screened coils.

CENTROID lead-in and earthing switch - 4/- each
CENTROID slow-motion dial

CONDENSERS
Die Cast. Low Loss. Square Law

SINGLE - - - 10 - each
DUAL - - - 21 -
TWO GANG - 22 -
THREE - - 33

Two and three gang arc fitted with additional
balancing condensers.

Obtainable through .dealers
or direct from manufacturers

The Camden Engineering Co., Ltd,
Bayham Place, Camden Town, N W.1

3/ -

Manufactured by :- -

With the
RUBBER
INSULATED
CELLS and
LONG LIFE

"ALL
BRITISH

FRESH FROM THE

Improved Type.

CLEAR"
H.T. BATTERY
MAKERS within 48 HOURS

OF MANUFACTURE!

COMPLETE WITH TWO ' CLIX ' PLUGS FROM YOUR
DEALER, OR WRITE DIRECT ENCLOSING REMITTANCE

AND DEALER'S NAME

100 Volts - - 12/61 Post Free in Gt.
60 Volts - _ 7/6 Britain by return!

1

TREBLE CAPACITY FOR MULTI -VALVE SETS
1 00 Volts - - 28 - 1_ Post Free in
60 Volts - - 1716) Gt. Britain

THE CENERAL BATTERY CO, LTD.,
I 47, Campbell Road London, N.4.4"11NROMI011Inal

S. LE. -
CONDENSER RELIABILITY

1, WIRELESS GUIDE
Send for New Edition No. 9.
It's FREE. Packed full of good
things at keen prices for

--.-',-,
,i--,-; ,, Wireless Constructors.s.

\ ,...f;,...,....o. Trade Eitquirie, Solicited.
.......\\ ' ' ' Or. HTAYLOR E. Co

Ebonite Ends -I's I RADIO HOUSE
With 1 -in. dial ACAUL AY ST- HUDDERSFIELD

S.O.S.
BATTERY
TESTER

3 -Bead Type
,. ,

tells
0105 5/9, 77003 5/6 immediately
Vernier Dial 1/6 SPrCINIEN RELIABILITY VALUES

11 lull or empty
extra. Only 3I

JACKS
4 -POINT

1 -Hole

Standard

I

Fixing 113
Ping 1/'

For
Width
Oak

Mahogany

WIRELESS
CABINETS

I -I--

41".11157.11.111114H,

Panels Dn. high
Sin.Hinged Lid

12 in. 17/-, Ilin..
17/6,18 in. 15/6.

1/- extra.

RELIABILITY
GANG

.-

Two
Three

CONDENSERS

,IL

COMP.LI, W,n 4 n OULL

'6-------------
Gang, 17005 mid. HI -

Gang, '0005 mid. 251-

DEWAR
SWITCH

12 -Contact

.

2;6-,
RELIABILITY
CONDENSERS

lie

1,

5,9

Mansbridge
Mlds. Type.
*25,1/6 1 mfs. 2/6
'5, 1,9 2 infs. 3/6

MULTI-
BORER

for EBONITE

l,..1'.......1 aandlitimegilvee
Y Tool.Drills r,v

i I " 1", ris"
and' a" 1/6

Drill only.
i" shank,

9d.

VERNIER
.' COIL

HOLDER

2 -way geared
Coil Holder with
metal -work
nickel plated,
long eon- n I.
trol handle ai

0-6 VOLT -
METER

Only
Reliable 3/6Instrument ,

PUSH PULLI
SWITCH

al.
46141/- Pin

Type
.1 COIL

COIL WINDING
MACHINE

Bench Mounting

RELIABILITY
COIL RACK

For 8
Spare
Coils

Highty Polished
Finish. Complete
with fixing 0/0

screws LI 0

,

Only

,0 ,

/p , FORMER

INSULATOR *--1
and GAL.

BRAG BET ati
1 ' 1

1---4 _
7.

Metal Turning Handle.
1'6

, 5,16
- SPECIALITY Ex-

. comb Former,

perimenters' Par-
eels, Post Paid 5,6.

ORDERS VALUE 5/6 Carriage Paid.Under 5/6, 2d. per 1/- for packing, eto

CREWE S
60

Volts

Efficiency

BRITISH MADE
iN CRATE nf

WITH
LEATHER STRAP 4

41=111111MiM,'

EXCEL'

H.T.

Value

Made also in 10 and 20 volt units.
WRITE: FRANK CREWE & CO.,
EXCEL HOUSE, WHITCOMB STREET. LONDON. W.C.2.
TRADE ENQUIRIES INVITED 'PHONE, REGENT 4241.

The DIX-ONE MEETE/Et.
is a beautifully finished Moving Coil instrument of wonderful
precision and delicacy. Measures mum -Amps to 20 amps,
millivolts to 2,000 volts, and 50 ohms to 50 mega.
INSTRUMENT ONLY 50/-. MULTIPLIERS EACH 6/6.
"ItIOLINA" r_.ctx.rx. tEttP302&x.mirt6
are elegant furniture, as delightful as a violin Model -deluxe
hornless mahogany cabinet type for lid of set or on wall
Liquidation stock of brand-new original 5 -guinea Violinas,
fitted 2,000 ohm Viola reed reproducer, 25/., packing and
carriage, 51-.
HEAR -EAST 'PHONE EARPADS, List Price, 2! pr
Sale, 6d, pr Free to Blind. Half-price to Hospitals.SALE OF RECEIVERS by MARCONI CO. andother Leading Makers. M. Crystal Cabinets, with
'phones, 15/6. The Bargain of the Year. The R.B 10 1 -

Valve and Crystal Relics Seta, with Osram Valve. As new
in Cabinet, with lid, 30:-. Usual price, £5. A number
of 2. 3. 4. 5 and 6- Valve Sets at Bargain Prices_
TEXAS CONE LOUD SPEAKER with. the Golden Voice. 3.guinea Model,
bronze, for 301-, complete with cord
Those Hard - to -Get Things. Wheatstone Bridges, Micro -

Calves, Univ-Shunts, Res, Boxes.
Thermo and Electro-static Meters, Cell Testers, Capacity Meters, all at low prices.

NOW READY-OUR NEW CATALOGUE
68 Pages. Novel Apparatus. Profusely Illustrated. Numerous New Lines.
Over 1.000 Splendid Bargains. Send 4d. Stamp and Save Pounds.
ELECTRADIX RADI .1S, 218. Upper Thames St.. London, E.C.4.
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capaci(y already, existing, between grid and Plate
circuits.' And when the neutralising condenser is
adjusted to this value the circuit becomes perfectly
eta ble.

FOREIGN STATIONS ON A CRYSTAL SET.
D. J. A. (Glasgow).-" Is it true that foreign

stations can be picked up on a crystal set,
even when there is no valve set in the immedi-
ate neighbourhood ? "

Quite true, according to the experience of scores
of ' PAV;" readers; this feat can only be tested
thoroughly by those whose aerials happen to be so
situated that it is possible to exclude reception by
re -radiation.

Such re -radiation can easily occur where a powerful
valve set is tuned to a foreign station, and no doubt
many who have picked. up "foreign broadcasting','
on a crystal set have not actually picked up the
signals direct from abroad, but have picked up a sort
of relayed foreign programme, coming from a neigh-
bouring valve set, that is receiving from the .same
station with its controls set on the point of oscillation.

On the other hand, those who live in quite isolated
parts of the country, or who can pick up different
foreign stations regularly can sometimes rule out
re -radiation ; and in these cases there is no doubt
that the crystal set is capable of .picking up broad-
casting from stations situated hundreds et miles away.

Many interesting instances of 'such rnek.ption have
been reported by readers in our Corte,s0ondence
columns.

ADAPTING ONE-VALVER TO FLEWELLING.
P. K. T. (Freshwater, I.O.W.).-"I have a

-006 mfd. fixed condenser and a single -pole
double -throw switch on hand, and I am told
that with these I can adapt my single -valve
set (straightforward detector with variable
grid leak) to the modified Flewelling circuit.
What are the necessary connections ? '
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LAMPS AS RESISTANCES. .

C., J. B. (Leytonstone).-" What , is the
diffeience in watts per candle -paive. for the
various' classes of incandescent. lamps-i.e.
carbon, gas -filled etc. I have, been using
krintWatl-resIstanees, and notice that for the
same brilliancy some lamps consume very
Mueh.more current than others."

Theearbon lamp takes between 31- and 4. watts per
candlepower. The metallic -filament class take any-
thing from about 1 to about 2 watts per candle power,
and the gas filled class of lamp takes about i watt per
candle -power.

For lighting, the latter are much more efficient.
as these futures show; but it is often more convenient
to u<c carbon lamps for small charging-boadls, etc.

.L.F. HOWLING.

The first step Is to disconnect the aerial coil and its
tuning condenser from the filament circuit. To do
this,' break the lead that goes from"the former to the
latter, -and insert:the fixed cendenser between these
two points. Then join the aerial -coil -and -condenser
side of the 006 fixed condenser to the centre contact
of the S.P.D.T. switch. One outer contact of this
switch is .then connected to the filament aide of $0e --,-
same fixed. condenser, and the other outer contact "'
of the switch is connected to a point -on the lead '
between the reaction coil and the 'phones. -

the switch. is placed in one position it will
be seen that the .006 condenser is shorted, and -the -
circuit is therefore .as it was previously (straight
detector). Placing the switch in the other position
converts the set into a modified Flewelling.

ADDRESSES WANTED.
The - following readers have submitted

queries bearing either no address, or an insuffi-
cient address.

Will they please- communicate with the
Query Department, so that their replies may
be despatched ?

S." C. STEVENS. M. J. CATON.
F. BAYLISS. A. E. HART.
H. M. ,GIRLING. C. M. MANSELL.
C. V. PREECE. A. MOORE.
S. BRYANT. G. B. 'ALDItURY.
- COLDWELL. H. TATE.
H. B. 'DOWELL. C. RICHARDS. '

T. R. PARRY. J. BOOTH.
J. S.

CONDENSERS IN SERIES.
P. T. (Hull).-" What is the rule for cal-

culating the total, value of different capacities
connected in series with one '

The Yule is that when condensers are connected in
series with each other, the total capacity equals the
reciprocal of the sum 'of -the reMproCals of the in-
dividual capacities.

For instance; if a 3 mfd. condenser WO is connected
in series with a .25 nifd. condenser (C,). the resultant
capacity (C)will be such that 1 _

(.1 C, C,
which in the instance quoted works out at 0.16 mid.

" PUZZLSD " (Pershore, Worcs.).--" What
is likely to be the fault when a 3 -valve set
howls if it is used with an H.T. eliminator, but
works O.K. when an H.T. battery is used ?
The circuit is dot. and 2 L.F. (transormer and
one -resistance -coupled), and the Mains supply
is direct current at 220 volts. The eliminator
is a home -Made one, using old L.F. trans-
former windings for . chokes. In order that
these should pass enough current, and to
prevent magnetic saturation, they have been
connected in parallel, but in spite of' all pre-
cautions the set hoivls steadily. What can the
matter be ? "

Probably in building up.your smoothing circuit of
L.F. transformer windings, condensers, etc., you have
formed a circuit in the eliminator of such a value
that it tends to " oscillate " at a low frequency, and it
is this that gives rise to the howl. In all probability
a re -arrangement of the chokes, or the introduction
of new ones, would cure the trouble.

VOLUME CONTROL.
F. W. 13. (St. Leonard's -on -Sea). I have

been adviied to fit a variable grid leak to my
L.F. transformer. secondary to Control the

(Continued un page 196.)'.

NECESSARY for EFFICIENT
RECEPTION

ILUAMPERES

/99,

PRICE Dept. P W.. 10a, PAGE STREET, WESTMINSTER, S.W.1

ELECTRICAL MEASURING
INSTRUMENTS

Do you know what voltage Your
Battery Eliminator is giving ?
SIFAM VOLTMETERS show an accurate
reading because they have an extra high

resistance of 200 Ohms per volt.
Ask your dealer for the Sifam Book
and illustrated list or write to :-

25' -

THE SIFAM ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT CO.,

? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?

7

WHY, OH WHY
-use any other when you
can have the original world-
famous LOW -LOSS

gECOI FORMER
REGO St( o

s Size : 3 Inches diameter to
outside of wings. - Prices

 6 In. lengths 3/- (postage 9d.)
4 in. lengths 2/- (postage 601.1
3 in. lengths 1/6(postage 66.)

Up to 36 in lengths.
Write for List " C."'

el THE BRITISH EBONITE /
; COMPANY, LIMITED,

Hanwell. London. W.7I Ebonite Rods. rubes and. Sheets. Panels
guaranteed free from surface leakage'

10 ? ? ? ? -7 ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? 7 7 7 ?

7
VALCO MAGIC!
WILL MAKE YOUR BROKEN
VALVE AS GOOD AS NEW.
ALL TYPES OF VALVES REPAIRED AT HALF LIST

PRICES (minimum charge 5'-).
Satisfaction Guaranteed or Money Refunded.
An unsolicited testimonial from one of our many satisfied users will
appear each week.
SEAFORD, 58/1/27. I am pleased to say the repaired Valve
'arrived safely, and works very well. Thanking you very much.-

1Vego S.P.'s and low-sapacity types not 'repairable. lifinimu
G.J.in

D E.
current oi5 amps when repaired.

VALCO LTD.,
Dept. " P.W.,BLE

DON"
TABOR,

S. W.19
GROVE,WIM.
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CALLER'S

elves,

1259,

COLUMN

Stock
113;
x 8,

8/6;

FORDO or FINSTON
CONDENSERS

LISSEN PARTS r...
Fixed Leaks, 1/.'L.P:Valve.bolder,ll.; 002 to -0d6, 346;
Switches. 2 -way or key,
I) P D.T P Pull, 2/6; Rheostats,It II_ Va. Coils, 35, 3i3;
316; 75, 3/61 100. 415/6; 300 5)9. X Coils, .50,
250. 9/9; Lissenola, 13)6;

R.I. Aerial Tuning Endue-
lance, 41/1916 each Per-
inanent Detector. 61.;

m to
dmer.1'

G aI SETS OF COMPONENT FARTS26irelrvii0:a,.S.L.F.

1/, Mica Condensers RADIAN() - THREE " (March, '27, Wireless Bue-L., or H.F. Choke, 10!. streetor). Ail parts as specified with Terminals.1/6; S.P.P. Pull. 2/6 2 Ormond S.L. Variables. with friction gear, 29/6;
7-35 ohms, 2/8 ea. 3 Coil Sockets 5/3; T.C.C. 0003 and Clips and 2-meg.40, 3/3; 50.. 3/6; 60 Leak, 5;10; 3 Benjamin Valve Holders, 813; 3 Fixed150, 4/3; 200, 51.... 250 Resistors and Bases, 718; On and Off Switch, 116;

6)-; 60, 614; 75, 6/4 Gecophons lit Stage 'L.P., 241.; Brandes 2nd StageL.P. Transformer,8/6. L.F., 17/6; Engraved Strip, with Terminals and Nuts,' TUNEWELL " LOW.316; 2 B.L. Terminals for Front Panel, 1/6; l Gross
LOSS COILS (Tandco Pinch -on Spades, U.; Quantity Rubber Flex, 69.Patent). Accurately call- Total, £5 5 10. Post free for £4 12 8 nett.

NOT SENT BY POST.

ERON/TIC GRADE A.
4 x 6 and 7 x 6,

8 x 6,1/6; 9 x 6, 1/9; 10
Si; 12 x 6, 2/9; 12 x 8,

41-; 14 x 7, 4/6. ALSO
CUT TO SIZE while you 1 -Hole Fixing 616. Multi brated.StandardisedPolarity 2 -VALVE REINARTS DET. and L.F. (P.W.wait at Id. per eq. Inch 3/10th; Ratio L.F , 25/, Standard 25, 35. 50. 75, 116 each. Blue Pr(nt, '25). 2 H.B. Coil Stands, 21- .0003 andend Pl. eq. inch for 2 In. Ratio. 25/ -.Reactive 30, 40, 60,100, 1/8 each. Grid Leak, 2/-; 2 Anti -Micro Valve Holders,4/-; Varley
Special cheap panels for Crystal Anode Unit, 251-. New 150, 2/3 (5XX 175, 2/13). H.F. Choke, 9/8; 1 Igranic L.F., 18/.; 005 andSete. With handsome n F. Choke, 9/-. 200, 2/9. 250, 3/3. 300. 001,' Fixed. 2/6; 9 Terminals, 11-' -0005 and 0003

E.T. BATTERIES. No chests) 4' TRIOLITE f GAMBRELL 3/9. Variable Sq. Law, with Knob and Dial, 10/-; Angieand nasty batteries sol dial and knob L.F.TRANSFORMERS. Post extra (5/- worth free). Brackets, Wire, Screws. and Transfers. 2/, Total.here, only highest quality ,
By Post PRICES: Each N.C. THREE. Aerial A 49/.. Post free for 441. nett.

at lowest prices. Adico
(Trade teat award -best-yjy4p) 60., eiii, 100,,
12/11 nett, the new 66-v.
Eveready, 916: Crown

.

7/11.
.... es .... ,,,..,,,..,,,,AnuTran. uvw., =warn!.

B.L.F.. with Cinch Dial 9006
and9003.each5/11. By post e10.

Stage 1. Ratio 31 to 1 i

Stage 2, Ratio 5 to 1256
NEUTROVERNIA

CONDENSERS
(latest Model) for Panel or

Transformer Coils wound
on Pasolin Formers. ready
for use, 41. pair. Post 6d.
extra. Made by Weante.
FINSTON SCREENED COILS.

" A.W." BALLOT 3 (1. H. !levier, A ..2 1.E.B.,
19/2/27). Original parts. Ormond, 0005 8.L.F., 1S.M. Dial; Ormond P.M. Vernier 15 ohm Igr. Res.;
2 -way c.o. Switch, W. & W.; Benj. c.o.; 2 C.A.V.L.F., 2 Lotus VII.; Benj. 0003, with leak and

' P°1°' 60-v ' 613; 1°13 v-"K,' LOW LOSS SQUARE LAW Baseboard Mounting. 5/6. valve -holder, 2 Fixed Resistors. -0001 Dubilier R.I.10/11; good quality60, 5/11; 100, 9/8:
-0003 -eUtsb

STANDARD
GAMBRELL

BASAL Aerial Coil. 5/8.
Split Primary H.F. Trans. Choke .(H.F.), 4 Terminals, Strip, Wire, Screws, etc.

List total. £4 15 0. Sent post free -for 85/..Helleeen's, 66-v 12/6;
99-v 211-; Siemens, 60 &
100.v.. stocked, 1 5 L.T.(P.and

4111 sacs
_COILS.

a/2 4/10 a 4110 A 5t-,
131 5/3, b 5/6, (:). 519. I)

former, with- reaction. 716.
SS 1.1 P T 718 Reinartz
7/6 ' .5211-, above. ot

Second Selection, 651-, all good components.
EVERY PURPOSE 2-VALVER (Det. & Nag.)

IV March 19/27). By L. H. Thomas, Tee. Staff.Hellesen's, 216; Adico, post. 8/3. El 619. 11 7/9 F 818 7/6. 11/, Screen and
, Easy to build, easy to handle, suitable for all wave1/8, 2/.. B.T.II 21 :

Flag, 2/-; Britinniac, 118. With Vernier
ii- extra.

9 101-. Cent re tinned coils.
extra.

pin Base, 9/, Fission
Motiodial Coils. 91- each.

lengths. Original components specified. 2 PanelBrackets. 1/. 2 Ormond Friction Geared 0003CABINETS, - Amencan type, GAMBRELL CENTRE Dase, 1/6. All British Six. Variable, at 14/8; 2 2 -way Lotus L. Handle, 8/ ;sand polished hinged lid and TAPPED COILS. .10/6 each 13.1iX., 14/6 2 Benj. Valve 11 at 2/9; 1 Ca.A.V. All -Purpose L i.,. .,baseboard. 810. x 61n. x Tin- DETAILED LISTS B.B.C.. W.; 5XX 813. each 5XX. 151-1 2 Rheostats to suit valves, at 2/6; -0003 anddeep, 8/11; 101n. x8 In. x 81n.. FOR POSTCARD SERVICE. Neutralising Condensers. Panel, 3.meg. Leak, 3/.; Midget Condenser 3/9; Single Open
8,11; 12 ha. x 81n. x 8 in.
10/6 and 12/8; 141n. x 7in., WYER LOWSLEWCOS BO__crystal,216; 13.9., 316;- Micrometer Detector, with splendid

2/6 postage extra Jack, 1/6; 2 Mfd T.C.0 4/8; Fixed, -0003, 1/6;
2 Terminal Stripe and 8 Terminals (B.L.), 5/..13/6; je in, g 81a., lam, FINSTONSDLYERN,WAsmaL

COILS. lotal List, 831- Sent post free nett. for £3 135.Any size made to order nI MAGNUM SCREENED ' Second Selection `bat includes C.A.V. Transformer and
it few clays. ACCUMULATORS. Slow-motion Condenser; all other parts high quality
HEADPHONE CORDS. Good
quality. 1/3,1/6. Laud Sneak..

2-v 40, -7/11; 2-v 60,
9, 6; 2-v 80, 12:6 2-v

and suitable for. act), post free, £2 17 6.
Cabinets, 16 by 8, on sale ... ... 17/11 .

cords, 1/9. 4 -way Battery
;

100 14.61 4-v. 40. 13)11 Panels, 16 by 8, from ... _ .. 5/ -
Louie, 2/-; 7 -way, -3,4. 4 v. GO 17111; 4 v. 80, EDISWAN R.C. THREESOME. Set of Parts:
GEARED COIL STANDS: 23/6; 6-v. 60, 26/6; 6, Effiswan B.C. unite, 7/- each; 1 Ediswan P.V.2

2 -way, 212. 2/8. lb2/11 a 80, 35)6. ALSO sauther lye'- 18/6 2 Ediawan R.C.2 ditto. 14/- 3 Lotus
3 -way, grand value, 532. ' good make. 1/6 extra on --",,

.

V.H. at 2/6; 3 Fil. Rheostats at 2/6; 9-v, Grid
Back of panel from 2111. All
ebonite and beet finality. Only

each of above. Post II- oath
CRYSTAL ORE VALVE

-
- -*- '

Bias. 2/-; Lotus 2 -way LH- 7/-; -0005 Tuning Con-
denser. 6111. The lot, post free, £3 19 6. (List

i" ..3. 8.114. Penton, Newsy
G.E.C. Lotus, Polar stocked.

and
AMPLIFIER MY.). In hand.
some polished cabinet, tested for

/ ',a:a, * 9 are
.

prIce, 91/5. With cheaper (but good) rheostats,salve -holder and 2 -way, 89/6-
AERIALS. -100 It. 7/22 Hard
draws', 1,11. Extra heavy.
2/2. Phosphor 49 strand., 1/-.mins,

me, 22/8. Poet 1/8. (With D.E.
valve, 80/-). Or Complete Set,

,

'
_ . _.

THIS PIAGEIFICENT

NONODIAL RECEIVER. Original components.tlWireless "1 4 A.P.V. Molders, 10/-; R.I. Multi
LL.F. 25/- Pacent Super L.F., 24/6; H.F. Varley

Electron stocked. Special
INDOOR Aerials, phosphor.
with ebonite separators and

H.T., L.T.,
Equipment, 5XX
Post. 2/-. Extraordinary
ASTOUNDING

nuns, serial
coll. 45111.

Offer.
2 -Valve Am-

SET
ID. and L.P.) as shown,

ALL PARTS ENCLOSED C(ok.e, 13/d; Varley 250,000 ohni Resistance. 9/6;On and Off Switch, 1/6; 2 Jacks, 61-On . 4 Fixed Rests.tore, 10/-; 2 B.H. Neutralising 10/-; 1 Franco' Midget, 3/9; 2 .002 Fixed, 4/-; 2 H.F. Transformers,rubber tinge (le ft x 8 strands) VALVE in L.F. eider, 25111, in Handsome A merican 41.9 with 6 -pin base ready for use, 211-; and TWIN GANGtotal 100 It., 4/6. 0.7., 2/41. mislitiers in Sr COMPLETE Type Cabinet. 12 hy 8 ORMOND CONDENSER, 32/, Total List, £8 4 9,Rubber Lead-in, highest quality. Masons with valves. Panel. Sent post free, Z7 7s. Slow motion dial, 51- extra.10' yds., 11-; 10 yds., 1/3; polished box. H.T. and L.T. Complete with a Dull C4,714444.4 rocking gi. PARTS FOR NELSON P.M. (as specified by10 yds., 1/6. Extra heavy, 24. 1 velve.16/11. Units, 44/8. Emitter Valves. Tandem Author). 4 A.M. Valve Holders, 2 Coil Holders.and &I. pd. R. & B. Twin Flex Creel 116. corooge 2/-. latest Coils. L.T. and H.T. 30/. DEPOSIT Variable Condensers, 2 .0005, 1 .0003 S.L.F., with(best), 6 yds., 101.: 12 yds.. ALL CIRCUITS PARTS, COILS Batteries, Aerial Equip4" Dial, Gambrell Neutrovernia, Mullard 200,000 ohni1/6; 36 yds., 4/-. Ins. Hooks, and SETS STOCKED. ment, 4 -way Leads. and 5 Payments 19/6 each or Anode and Clips, all Fixed Condensers and Leaks.2 for lid. Egg Insulators, 2
for 11d. Ina Staples, 4 a Id.Chen.
Earth Taber. copper, e,,,,

HEADPHONES all 4,000 ohms.
N. and K. Standard Pattern,
7/11 N. and K. Genuine

LOUD SPEAKERor2 PairsPhones. Cash EA 19 6
Carrieme .iail parkieq, 5/, . Mallard Everest 100,000' and Stand, R.I. or Varley

11.T.H. Transformer, YIP, Switch, Fil.Rheo., Split Primary H.F. Transformer, with 6 -pinSTOP !
On 13 orders10 MD ape-
njalities at list prices, we
VIM pay your fare up to 51,

Pao,. as siLICK Fah THE
LLSTREE SIX, SOLODYNE,
MEWELEX. ELSTREEELEX,
WM FIVE AND ALL THE

CHIEF CIRCUITS
NEUTRALISING

value, fa. Climax, 51- (owe
at 24).
SWITCHES.- On messiah
DPDT. 14; SPDT, ioid,
Superior articles: Nickel, Panel
Ebonite handle. DEDT, 14

pair.
new lightweight, 11/8, 13:8,
Dr. New, 10/6 and 12/11.
yelefunken. adjustable genuine
(201- model), 14/11. Bennet,,

6 3 models 11/9, 12/11, l& , .

base, 2 aerial coils, centre -tapped secondary cods.Post free,- £6 10 0.
GRENVILLE (P.M.) AMPLIFIER. 12 Terminals,

2 Valve Holders, Everest 100,000 ohm and bolder,L.P. Transformer, Grid Leak loneg, 01 fixed (bothMullard), Petah-pull switch, Terniinal Strip, Wire, and
1)-..Pushand PullSPOT,,

'934 and V- AU Deems stocked.
t TERM/NAL& Etc.' -Nicks!
W.O., 'Phone, Plliar, 1/- doz.;

ERICSSON (Continental) E.tel
7/11 pair. (Post dellunti, ,,,,,,,,,,.
Brown's Featherweight. 20-

On orders of £5 Tare paid
GP CO 10/. on abowing
ticket Does not apply tO

CONDENSERS.
Peto-Scott, 51-, 6i3, 7/6.
()mond 4/, Bowyer -Lowe7 m ' 5 -/-. amn, 1.. Service.

Screws, Total, 31/6. Post free,' 25/8.
FRANKLIN P.M. -(very highly_ recommended). 3V lve H id ) i Coil Stand, 1/- .0005a o cra, . 6/SL-920eS.L. Variable, 6/11; 3 and 2.4neg. Leak, 5/-;

3 for 4d. Braes do., led, doe.; 5,,e,,,,... A Type alee2). 35, SEG Or reduced lines 2/6. 3/6. McMichael, 4/9. 2 100000 ohm EverIt with holders13/ 1-. - , .1 1 ,, ., 2 0
14. each. Nickel Valve Legs.
2 for 144. Stop Pins, 2 a Id
Spade Tags, is a 16. Bolder-

&Tad, 161-. Sterling. 20/-
GANG Dual 9005.

GRAHAM-FARISH
WEST END DEPOT.

Reaction (Ormond) 0001,
4(- RADIO stzcaci

mica Fixed 1-- 000 'Mice Fixed ' 21 1 -me. . W. 2 g.Leaks, 5/-; Fil. .121169s, 2/-, PPs11-131111, 1/3; Screws,Nuts, Win) 1_/6. ,Total, 521- Poet free. 45/..
ing, 3d. do, Ormond Note.
24. 4,,,,. Washer, 12 a Id.
2 and 4 B.A. Rod, 2d- ft. 001.
the beet sold here. Sere;

Pis.s ).... o for lid. esdo

ORMOND, with dial .. 22/-
CYLD011, no dial - 50/-

Triple .0005.nosangp with 54.1 BT_-- .
CYLDON, no dial .. 70/-
IGRANIC, no dial 76/-

Solo on Money Baek Guarantee
Fixed ()enticement, 11.116;

and Grid Leak, 21 '
for Series and Parallel;
Grid Leak. 1/3 each.
LOTUS. - V. Holders,

4Guaranteed gennine) aa a./..-v 06-a, O.P 5/1.2 G.P.5/118-0. . -a.. f5.5.,_ 3.5 row.: ei,
3.5-v. .1-a 916-1.14.,. 10/8

RODNEK (P.31.) 12 Terminals, 1/6; 3 A.M. Valve
Hoideysk, 6/9; 2 Single Coll Stands: 2/-; 2 Variable
Condensers, -0005, 15/- 2 S.M. Dials*. 12/-; 1
1-0003 Sn. Law, with Knob. and Dial, 5/.; Nentraliaing
Condenser, 3/8; Rodney Magna lo Emotion H.F.Transformer, 916; 6 -pin base, 7/6; (13.13.0.) .0003Valve Pins, 2 a Id.

PERMANENT DETECTORS.- BOWYER-ISM; ne dial 70/, Fl.,y with Terminals, 103.:
.2,, ...

Post 1/- each per valve. and 2-ineg. 5/-; FiL Rbeos. 9/-; R.I. Choke, 91-;
100,00 411 is, Fixed, 2/6; L.P. Transformer,Liberty, 84. Red Diamond (a IGRANIC TREPLE - HONEY - 3:way. 106. 121-. SPECIALS. Ferranti, 257-; Fil, Switch P.P., 1/6; Centre -tapped

topper), 2/-. Llea Miene- latest COMB INDUCTANCE COILS PRANG°. -Midget Eel 00005 Vernier for Lodge Tuning Coil.; 2 Aerial Coils. Post tree, 89/6 nett.
cannot be equalled, 216. 30, 2/9; 40, 2/9; 50, 2/9 Cond.,319. Panel Brackets. N Circuit, 3/11; Forme List Price, 109/6.
Browni 31/3 Enclosed1/-

1/3. 'Send,.
60, 3/; 75, 8/; leo, 8/6
150, 3/9; 200, 4/-; 250, &6

nail' 1/.. Twin Gang, with 4" Dial,
24/6; Ditto, Triple Gang,

LODGE " N " CIRCUIT. 1 vac condenser, 00005
(3 plate), 4/11, with knob al. 1 special Silver.

meter, with crystal, 24. Burn SOO, 44 400. 5/6; SOO, 7/- NEWEL 2 -way geared coil- 33/6; Forme Plugs, 1/0. town L.F., 2I/- (essential); 9 minals, 1/.; 2 singlefen
dept 4/- hue Met, &8.
RED & iSLAC.H Wander Plugs,
NI and 3d. pr. Spades, 3d. pr.

350, 9/6; 1,250, 14/-; 1,500
La ALL PX13- TS STOCKED

)

"-ands 626- "oil" c°^nen,,er.17/8.15
BROWNIE No. 2..Lalest

All Jacks stocked. All Mul-
lard components. McSlicliaet
.new. 11.F. Choke, ,9/-; 3-

coil stands, 11- each; 2 -valve holders, 2/3 each; 1rheostat, 2/-; fixed, 000I, 113; 1 variable gd. leak,2/6. Wire, screws, transfers, plugs, terminal strip.Id. 0.. Plug. a Socket Ado 08. -Largo stocks, Ot model, 1016. Complete wish way Geared Coil Stands, The lot, post freq. 32/6 net.
3d. ells Wander Plug. Ed,
Igranic. 3d,

really useful Cabinets kept,
or made to order. Solid oak. pair of high-class 'phones,

4,000 elms. value 8/11.
6/6. R.I. Choke (II.E.),
9/': Cosmos H.F. Choke

N.C. " THREE." " A.W.," Feb. 5, '27. 2 .0005
Variable Condensers, Geared er with S.M. Dials, at

COIL PLUGS. - Ebonite on Glass finish. American type, Aerialwire,lead-in,Daventry 816; B.T.H. L.P. Trans -16/-; 2 .004 and I .001 Fixed Dubilier. at 3/., 9)-;
Base, 814., 714. Lotus 8d.
Burae-Jones, 1/9. Low Loss,PETO-SCOTT
8/4. Panel, tlid. VariousOno,.

hinged lid. baseboard.
Post 116 earl extra.

8' a 6° x 7° deep......s 11---/ - -10. x 8' x 8' deep......Bill

Coil, 18/11. Post lig.
Copes Copper Screen
and 6 -pin Interchangeable

formers, 2-1 or 4-1, 17/6:
Igranie Preset Resistor, 6,
10 30 ohms 1/13. RodneyP.id Magnetic Reaction
Coil.. D.B.0,9/6.

T.C.C. .0003, with a 2-meg. Grid Leak, 4/W; 0001
Ormond Reaction Condenser, 4/- 3 Lotus Valve
Holders, 7/6; 1 Varley  ILE. Choke, 9/6; B.T.H.
Transformer, 2-1 (LE.), 17/6; 3 Resistors, 3/9;
2 Special Coils, ready for use, 4/-; 11 Belling LeaSTOP! 12' x 8' x 8. deep..... 10'6 Base, 9/6. Terminals,. 41,2; Terminal Strip, dolled, 1/- rush -MAKE 0111 D)1.1114I -volts L.T Super -Mu) 14' x 7. 12)6PLEASEKeystone Binocular Pull, Benjamin, 1/3. Total, 9816. ree, 85/-11ellesen. 1016. Flash

limp Adico, 4 id. each;
16' x 8" 18/11 Coils,10/6. 5 pin Dase,2/.. LIST FOR ORDERS OVER Kt-

IF REQUIRING COMPONENT
nett. With cheaper condensers, valve holders. tenni-
nals, and fixed condensers, 67/6.

S T VALVES4/3 doe. A well-known 6,1
line, 3 for 1/3. No cheap

Keystone Neutralising
B -B., 5).. Panel. 6/3.

PARTS FOR ANY SET AND
WE WILL GIVE YOU A T.C.C. 1RANSBRIDGE. 0003 S.P. -00025 S.P.,01, 02, 2/4 each; 1, 2/6; 25, 3, 3/- each; 5,rubbish sold) Balancing, 7/6. FIXED INCLUSIVE PRIOR. 3/4; 1 mfd, 3/10; 2 mid., 4/8.

CALL HERE FOR LISSEN, BENJAMIN, RADIO -MICRO
VALVE HOLDERS
(9.11. Non-microphonic). Workf's Most L.P. TRAI4SPORMERS. Ferranti A.F.3, 251-;

A.F.4, 17/0; Eureka Concert, 25/-; 2nd Stage, 21/.;
COSMOS, MULLARD. EDISWAN, MARCONI, COSSOR Harley, 1/4. Kay Bay, Wonderful Crystal Baby 1st or 2nd, 15 /-; Reflex, 15/.; Formo
OSRAEL JACKSON'S (J.B.) DUBILIER, McMICHAEL 1/6. Lotus, 213; with " WYRAY" 116 shrouded, 10/6 ; Success (Black,' 21/-; Royal, 20/-;
SUCCESS. BEARD & FITCH, BOWYER-LOWE, LEWCOS,
IGRANIC. EUREKA, ORMOND, UTILITY, FORM% EDISON

Terminate_ 2)8 gioojojnin.
2/12, Burndept, 2/9. MAGNUM. Ormond, newest model, 15/6; Marconi, " Ideal," all

stages, 25/ each; C.A.V., 15/-; Eye, 2216; Gambrel',
BELL. FERRANT R I.. POLAR, NEWEL, P. ct M.. RAYMOND Neutralising Condenser, 5/..

Mount Base,. Magee, 1 ,or, , . I. -.2 25 li Ideal Jan' 18/6. R I 25/ 
MAGNUM WE HAVE THE GOODS CALL AND SEE US. ANTI -NICRopNONIC Single Coil on

1/9. Aperiedle II.F 10/, Idtilti.ltat 25/..
ALL LINES IN DEMAND STOCKED. SPECIAL TERMS. VALVE HOLDER. ,

R.E.C, or 5XX 11.P.- Trana- ORMOND. Square Law Low -Loss. 0005, 916;
RADIO CLUBS. GENUINE EXPERIMENTERS. Board Boosting. 1/3, formers, 7/. each: 0003, 8/6; (2/6 each leas no vernier); Friction

Gearld, 0005, 15/-; -0003, 1416; .00025. 13/6.BE SURE YOU ARE AT RAYMOND'S! poet 3d ALI. PARTS STOCKED Stria ht Line Frequency Friction Geared,
.0005, 201.; 00035, 19/6. S.L.F., 0005, 12/-;-

K. RAYMOND
27 tik 28a, LISLE STREETSTREET,_ -00035, 11/-. SQ. LAW LOW -LOSS DUAL,

-0005, 16/- each. Ormond Friction Dial, sot-.
ohms or 30Filament Rheostats, Dual, 2/6,

LEICESTER SQUARE,W.C.2 ohms, 21-. Potentiometer, 400 ohms 2/6.Standard, 0005, 5/- .0001. Reaction, 4/-; Air
Dielectric, 21., Ne.utralising, C..; Neutro-

1-1401LIFIS 9,15 to 7.45 Back of' 11211ai.13,0 91VIstemlts,4e. dyne, 2/-. Twin Gang, .0005, 321.; Triple. 40/.
MULLARD, COSMOS, MARCONI. B.T.H.1SATURDAY9 to 8.45 AY oaiire.%t Taaltse., Ill.ei.oest.eiP cil"°1-1'.." EDISWAN, COSSOR VALVES. The latest

IS Tar /NI If IV IF 11 to 1 ' /F. la ors. o : 4G o irrocrt14637. always in StOCk.
'....
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ke(PEERLESSI
Junior

RHEOSTAT

Study the life of your valves
and fit only the components
that will function properly.
In the " Peerless " Junior
Rheostat are found features
which make it exceedingly
popular-its sales figures
are now well over the halo'.--_`
million. This Rheostat has
an OFF position provided,
while definite stops make
short circuit impossible.
The resistance element is
immune from damage. Will
safely carry current of two

valves.
Complete with
nickelled dial and one
hole fixing. Three
types. Size, I r dia. r
high,6, 15 or 30 ohms.

From all dealers or direct

`).4e Bedford`
electriadaadio la
22, Campbell Road, Bedford.

..................... 21':: ......... ...

.... i^1 Ita NNW ".....: ............... :Mt;

RADIOTORIAL
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS

(Continued from page 194.)

' volume on the loud speaker. Is this a good
method, and does it alter the tuning ? 1 ado
particularly anxious ;that volume control
should be easily carried out, because the set
will be left to an old lady to see to, and if
tuning is altered every time she would not
know how to tune in again.'!

Tuning is quite unaffected by this method of volume
control, but in the circumstances a stud -switch
would be preferable to a screw -down grid -leak, as
with the forMer various values of resistance can be
brought into circuit more quickly titan with the latter.

HARMONICS.
1). J. S. (Bromley, Kent).--," How can the

harmonics oft a station be determined -if the
.fUndamental wave -length is known ? "

The harmonics are simply; sub -multiples of the
fundamental.. wave -length.' As a case in point, if a
station were sending on wavc-length of 300 metres,
its second harmonic - would be found by dividing
300 by ttro-i.e. 150 Metres.

Similarly to determine the sixth harmonic, all that
is necessary is to divide the fundamental (300, in this
case) by six. The sixth harmonic of a 300 -metre
station, therefore, is 50 metres.

TUNED PLATE REACTION.
S. I. H. L. (Sheffield).-" I have discovered

that by connecting a -0003 variable condenser
across my reaction coil (50) I can control
reaction effects very much. better than by
swinging -coil reaction. Is this Reinartz
reaction ? "

The type of reaction that you. have discovered
is known as " tuned -plate " reaction, and was
extremely popular in America a few years ago. It

-LI1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111

IMPORTANT NOTICE
THE RULES REGARDING

QUERIES -.

HAVE BEEN REVISED
= PLEASE. SEE PAGE 192 ,
F711111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111M1111111111111111111-7_

has nothing to do with " Beinartz reaction," though.
like this, it is varied by the condenser setting, and not
by the coil position.

COIL NUMBERS.
" INDUCTANCE " (.Jersey, Channel Islands).

-" Do the -numbers printed on a tuning. coil
correspond with the number of turns in it ? "

Yes, most manufacturers numbeetheir coils accord-
ing to the number of turns, so that a No. 35 will be
found to have 35 twits, a No. 50, fifty turns, etc.

" THE SPANSPACE THREE."
B. R. (Rugby).-"What wire, former, and

number of turns are required for the coils of
The Spanspace Three ? "
The coils are wound on the standard "screened -

coil '.formers, using 34 15.5.0. wire.
The number of turns are L1-20 turns ; L2=

90 turns; L3=90 turns.
Details of these coils were given on the " p.w."

Sixpenny Blueprint No. 24, which Mk. shows
theoretical,- pictorial, and hack of panel connections
of " The Spanspace Thice."

DISTORTION IN 'PHONES.
" PURITY " (Blackburn).-" Is it true that

telejffienes do not distort, and that, unlike
'loud speakers, they have no `natural Ire -
gamey ,of- their own, to 'which they respond
more readily than to, any -other jrequency ? "

. Not it is not true, fitr piactically all telephone
diaphragms have a marked preference for, frequencies

.round ubout 900.
The rea5-bri,that teleplioncti:sound purer than loud

speakers is probably a matter of degreer-there is much
,lessyolume,ol.sound, and con-sequeutly,.the distortion
pfesEnTia much leas noticeable.

The Choice of Critics

RADIO
STATION LOG
Supplied in
Nickel - Copper
or Silver finish.
Size 51 by 31.
Price 2/- each.
Complete with
3 Cards. Refill
Cards 6d. doz.

The constructor experts
of radio publications
invariably use one or
more Deckorem com-
ponents in every set they
build. That in itself is
a guarantee of their
efficiency.

TATIO LOG

1.M.MIMIMMIIIMMIWIM

MEM

PUSH-PULL
SWITCHES.

Actually used in
The " Monodial,"
The " Monotrol,"
The " Solodyne,"
The " Samson,"
The "All -British
Six," and other

famous sets.
Price 1/6 each.

ANTI -CORROSIVE
VASELINE CUPS.

Every owner; of an
accumulator should
get these ihel
ensure perfectly rclean contact a.m..... ...mi.
prevent broken ter-

minals.
Price 1 per pair.
NEW CATALOGUES NOS. 110. 111, 112, FREE.

Obtainable from best Dealers, or

'lam

TA A V* 4/ 4 1 ,; g

.3 IQ S' '
9-10-1I.CURSITOR STREET.
CH^P.ICERY 1...4.rJE EC  4-- Ao

Parrs Ad._
REWINDING

Loud Speakers, 5/ -; 'Phones, 5/-; L.P. Trans-
formers, St-, Diaphragms, Earcaps, Leads, etc. Any
Transformer or Coil for experimental purposes made
to customers' specifications. All guaranteed and
tested. Prompt delivery. Trade invited.-Knight,
6.Chapel St .,London ,E.C.2. ' Phone Clerken well 4715.

0910
Inches

7 x 5, 1i -
7x 6.1;3
8 X 6,1/4

10 X 8,2,1
10 X 9, 2/4
12x 10,3/-
14 X 12, 4/ -

Inches
6 x 6;1/-
8 x 5.1/2
9x 6,1/7

II X 8,2/3
12x 8,2/6
12 x 9,2-10
14 x 10,3'5

in. thick
Post Free.

Money back guarantee that each and all Panels are
free from surface leakage. Megger test Infinity.
Callers cut any size. Quotations by post, or 'phone ClerIen-
well 7853. Samples and prices post free to the Trade,

CROXSONIA CO., 10, South St., MOORGATE, E.C.2

FOR MOUNTING
ON WOOD.
Orders under 1/ -
send lid. postage.

PERFECT
INSULATION
Two required
for each hole.

NUMBER 0 1 2 3 4 5 6
Hole in Bush 4BA, 2BA, I/4" 5/16^ 318" 7116'Price each let. Id. Id. lid. 2d. 2d. 2d.

DAREX RADIO CO.,
Waldram Road, Forest Rill, London, S.E.23

TRA DE SUPPLIED

52A DAY
is all you pay for our world -famed 400A Mead
" Marvel" Roadster-the finest cycle ever
offered on su "ch exceptionally easy terind:

MARVEL400-g4 19s Gd CASH.
We pacts FREE, pay carriage and guarantee
satisfaction or refund your money. Factory
soiled cycles CHEAP. Accessories at popular
prices. Write TO -DAY for illustrated Art
Catalogue. Also ask for Testimonial Budget
and our special trial offer of sample cycle.

CYCLE Co., Inc, (Rept.0 784)
SPARKBROOR, BIRMINGHAM

d
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CORRESPONDENCE.
(Continued from page 184.)

CONE LOUD SPEAKERS.
The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.

Dear Sir,-Ott attention has been called to a short
paragraph on page 40 of your issue of March 5th, in
connection with your article headed, " Apparatus
Tested," to the effect that several types of cone loud
speakers are now under your observation.

We beg to draw your attention to the fact that, as
owners of a large number of patents covering many
types of cone loud speakers, these speakers arc also
under our observation and we would like to warn
your readers against the construction of cone. loud
speakers which infringe any of our patents.

You are, of course, at liberty to make any use of
this letter you like.

Yours faithfully,
H. A. P. DISNEY.

(Secretary.)
Standard Telephones and Cables Limited,

Connaught House, 63, Aldwych, London, W.C.2.

THE " SPANSPACE THREE."
The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.

Dear Sir,-The letter which you published from
me in a recent issue has resulted in a very consider-
able post -hag coming to me, chiefly with inquiries as
to the means I took to " spread " the stations over
the dials.

I am using a -0002 fixed condenser in series with
each .of the first two variable condensers; this is
fitted in the lead to moving plates, If other readers
want to make the alteration, I would suggest using
McMichael condensers so that various values may
be tried, and the condenser removed entirely and a
'shorting bar put in when Daventry is being received.
The -0002 condenser tunes in from about 280 to 48()
metres on ray set, so that listeners who want Bourne-
mouth or Aberdeen will probably find -0003 or -0003
a better value to use.

The ase of the fixed condensers does not redue,
volume at all.

Yours faithfully,
H. B. EVERSHED.

" Florizel," Kingsway, Woking.

POOR B.B.C. STATIONS.'
The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.

Dear Sir,---Perhapa I am in the wrong shop and
should be troubling Captain Eekersley or somebody
else instead of you with the following, but letters to
the B.B.C. migh£ just as well be deposited in a street
drain as be posted to that establishment, so far as
recognition is concerned.

Daventry the great kw. station, reaches me
on a four -valve set very indifferently and only by
the aid of close reaction. -

Iangenberg, another 25 kw. station, comes
through with a wave roaring like the engine of an
aeroplane, and on three valves gives good loud-
speaker results. In fact, many of the 1-5 kw.
Continental stations give better results than Daventry,
or any of the B.B.C. stations. In view of the differ-
ence in the distance of these foreign stations from
Belfast in compariSon with Daventry, etc.. the results
are hard to reconcile.

Another thing, the recent change in wave -lengths
has upset a great many people.

The Belfast station (with its inharmonious orches-
tra) drowns Dublin, Newcastle, and all lower wave-
length stations. In fact, the B.B.C. might as well
be non-existent so 'far as I am concerned, as I atn
obliged Jo take foreign programmes alone, and yet
pay thoutc. for other people's work.

As to getting Daventry on a crystal, one might as
well try for Mars. This may be a tale of woes, but
nevertheless of hard facts. So query, what is wrong
in the B.B.C. administration ?

Yours truly,
JOHN DONNELLY.

"Glastonbury." Glastonbury Avenue,
Ashley Park, Belfast.

A NOVEL AERIAL.
The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.

Dear Sir,-During the recent broadcast of a
Rugby Inteniational, I heard the whole of the second
half on my loud speaker, using my piano in place
of the outdoor aerial. I attached two wires to two
of the bass strings, forming a V, and connecting to
the aerial terminal. There was very little difference
of strength from that obtained from the outdoor
aerial when working Bournemouth (about tivcnf
miles), but rather weaker from Daventry. I nL
tried it with a crystal set, but heard nothing but
Morse signals.

I am wondering if this has ever been done before ;
if not, it would solve the problem of aerial for many
who have no room for outdoor aerial, providing, of
course, they had a piano.

Yours faithfully,
E. C. VINE.

Myrtle House, Bernard Road,
Cowes, I.W.
(Continued on next page.)

BRITISH
MADE GoILTONE

H.T. BATTERY REG.

ELIMINATOR.

DISPENSE
will.' EXPENSIVE

HIGH TENSION
BATTERIES

INSTAL.
A "GOLroNE

'ELIMINATOR

THE
MOST

SUCCESSFUL
TYPE

ON THE
MARKET.

Gollone Elimi-
nators are de-
monstrated
daily at 8a and
9 Great Chapel
St., Oxford
Street, W.r.

Entirely eliminatesthe troubles,
worries and uncer-

tainties associated with high-tension dry batteries
and accumulators. The constant voltage adds con-
siderably to the volume and purity of reception.
Saves its first cost in a short time. Connect to any
convenient lampholder. Current consumed negligible.
Complete as illustrated.

DIRECT CURRENT MODELS.
Type " D." Approx. tappings, 3o, 5o, 75, 90 and

20 volts. 13.
Type " D.N." Possesses the latest refinements. Per-

fectly silent. Suitable for voltages from zoo/25o
volts. Voltage tappings as Model " D."

ALTERNO " CHARGER FOR
ALTERNATING CURRENT. I

This Rectifier is recommended for charging High Tension
Radio Accumulators and other small capacity AC,11.111-
later.. It will charge at a negligible cost and will be
found of immense convenience to those who desire from
time to lisle to recharge their H.T. Accumulators from
A.C. Lighting Supply. Complete with Aitantor. Connect -
nn enrd,and fall instructions. Price 21,'.

AN INFALLIBLE
TEST.

Suck in a full tube of
acid from your accumu-
lator, as illustrated, 3
Beads rise accumulator
fully charged, 2 Beads
rise accumulator 23rds
charged, r Bead rises
time for charging. If all
Beads sink charge im-
mediately. 5/.. each.

IMPORTANT
NOTICE:

I A New Edition
of our

1 RADIO WIRES
Cataloguc
containingfullI
particulars of I
Litz and other !

I special wires
I is now ready,
I and will be I'forwarded'
; post free on

request, to-
gether with a
copy of our I
Radio List.
Ask for List

 P.W.

13/12/8.
ALTERNATING CURRENT MODEL.

Type "A.X." Approx. tappings, 3o, Go, go and
130 volts. Dual tappings are taken from each
voltage, thus providing eight separate tap-
pings. £611010. including valve and Marconi
Royalty. Suitable for r to 3 Valve Sets.

State voltage of Lighting Main.; when ordering.

"INDISPENSO"
HIGH TENSION
ACCUMULATOR
CHARGER.
For Small Capacity

and Nigh -
Tension Accumulators.
For DIRECT ELEC-
TRIC LIGHTING
CIRCUITS. Will
charge one or a number
of Accumulators at a
time at no extra cost
if light is in me.
Complete with Adaptor,
Connecting Cords, Po-

larity Indica-
tor and full
insttuctions.
List No.

R32/10
PRICE
each 6/-

%Yards Goldstone)
PENDLETON Ir...k.MANalt TUE

ALL
communications
concerning
advertising in

POPULAR
WIRELESS

MODERN
WIRELESS

WIRELESS
CONSTRUCTOR

must be made to

JOHN H. LILE,
LIMITED,

4, Ludgate Circus,
LONDON, E.C.4.
(Phone: Ct'y 7261.1

IgsammommaAiriaganamonsmionlowwmomauNosionling

VALVES REPAIRED
EQUAL TO NEW

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED by

LUSTROLUX LTD
Valve Manufacturers and Repairers

Lowerhouse Mills
WEST BOLLINGTON, MACCLESFIELD

ID.E., 7'.; B.E., 4 6; POWER VALVES, 8/6
CASH WITH ORDER OR C.O.D. PROMPT DELIVERY.
LUSTROLUX VALVES FOR ALL PURPOSES
SEND FOR PARTICULARS OF OUR R.C. VALVES

insimomisousimismen111110.11101.4
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LAMPLUGH
CONDENSERS
imminimmeame

STRAIGHT LINE FREQUENCYCONDENSERS
Built of Brass with Ball and Cone Bearing Shaft.
Copper Indicator Scale.
PRICES: 0005, 17/-; 0003, 161.; 41002; .15/6
Particulars of " Lamplunh" Twin Cana and Triple
(fang S.L.F. Condensers un application.

STRAIGHT LINE TUNINGCONDENSERS
separate stations on all wave -lengths. .Lowest minimum
Ca na Jt r.Prices: .0005, 13/-  0003, 12/6 /0002, 12/ -

Gang of 3 -0005, 50/ -
The " Lamplugh " S.L.F. and S.L.T. Condensers have
the finest method of Slow Motion device incorporated in
them. It is absolutely noiseless in operation, has a
positive drive, and backlash is impossible.

Send for Lists to
S. A. LAMPLUGH LTD., King's Road, Tyseley,

BIRMINGHAM.
Sole Distributors for London and Southern Counties:

The Empire Electric Co., 303, Euston Road, London, N.W.
Scottish Depot: 38, Montrose Street, Glasgow.

LAMPLUGH
Britain's Best PRODUCTs in Radio.

REPAIR SERVICE. lIellaphom.s, both earpieces
rewound and remagnetised, 4;6; one earpiece rewound
and remagnetimed, 3/6; remagnetised and readjusted,
2/9. Loud speakers and transformers. Prices front 31,
P,st Rue paid. 12 months guarantee. Trade invited.
MIDLAND 'PHONEn REPAIR SERVICE, 213,
Slade Road, Erdington, BIRMINGHAM.

COUPON -To popularise the wonderful
"NIGHTINGALE" MASTER CRYSTAL DETECTOR

The Finest Detector in the World.
ABSOLUTELY (Patent No. 265463) PERMANENT.

I enclose P.O. value 1/. ; please send me ap N.M.C.
Detector complete for easy panel mounting, with
five years guarantee.
NAME
ADDRESS

1I.M.C. DETECTORS. 30. Princes Parade; LONDON, N.Z.

HALE TROUBLES.
The Ator, POPULAR WIRELESS..

Dear Sir,-In a recent number of " P.W." I
see a letter from a correspondent who is unable to
get oscillation from his Hale set. Perhaps my own
experiences with the Hale may be of assistance.

Soon after the description of the Hale appeared
In " P.W." I made up a set-a two-valver, Hale and
L.P.,- using two Ferranti A.F. transformers. With
this nothing but a faint whisper could be got out
of thelond speaker on the local or any other station.
Since this was my first effort at making a set myself,
I came to the conclusion that I had better keep
more closely to the specification as described in
" P W." So I obtained an R.I. multi -ratio trans-
former and wired it tip exactly as described in your
journal. With this I get quite good results. It is
certainly better than the average two -valuer.

With the set in the dining -room, I can tune in the
loud speaker in any part of the house on either
Birmingham (7 miles), DaventrY (30 miles), and even
London (100 miles). I imagine that there must he
something wrong with nn' lay -out, since signals
continue to come through strongly when the erystalit
of the R.I. permanent detector are separated. No
adjustment of G.B. makei3 any difference to this.
I was not able exactly to follow the lay -out given in
" 1' W.," sinee I am Using an R.I. retroactive tuner its
place of coils.

The total failure of the Ferranti transformer
in the Hale circuit remained a mystery to me until
I read in a subsequent article on the Hale in "P.W."
that it is necessary, in the Hale circuit, to completely
insulate the transformer. .It then occurred to me
that the Ferranti transformer' has a terminal to
earth the casing, which I had duly connected up.
I have since verified that the Ferranti functions
normally in the Hale provided that the case is not
earthed. If this connection is made, .signalit instantly
disappear. I have since mounted the transformer
in my Hale circuit on a small ebonite base, to
thoroughly insulate it, with, I think. improved
results for control of reaction.

Possibly it is sonic trouble of this sort that your
correspondent is up against.

Wishing you all success.
Faithfully yours,

Hutia L. ALDIS,
" Giantlike," Ashleigh Road, .

Solihull.

The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.
Dear Sir,-I fixed up the two -valve " Hale" on

puhlieation, and ant mere than pleased with its
performance.; it is the " most satisfying " set that
I have ever tried. and I have been building sets for
four years, anything and everything front a crystal
to four valves.

For the last three weeks, however, I have been
experhnenting in an effort to add a stage of neutra-
lised but witlautt salisfaetion. I am sure there
must be a great number of people who would welcome
information on this addition.

Gratefully yours,
W. SCHOFIELD.

8, Grafton Street,
Ashto n- ler-I.y ne.

STRONG BRITISH VALVES.
The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.

Dear Sir,-I was very interested in the report of
the Cossor aeroplane tests which appeared in a recent
Issue of " 1'.W." Living in France. 1 imagined that
if the valve filaments could stand up to such extra-
ordinary treatment, they would stand a very good
chance of surviving the usual roughhandling of the
French postal authorities. On two previous occasions
I sent to England for other makes of valves-six in
all-but on arrival there were only two which I could
use, and the surviving filament of one of these was
evidently fractured, for it petered out a few days
later.

The astounding statements which followed the
aeroplane tests prompted me to try my luck again,
and I arranged to have three of the new Cossor valves
sent out to me. The parcel arrived, in the usual
chewed -up condition, and bearing signs of having
been used as a collision mat for docking the Channel
steamer. Two of the valves were adrift in the
wrapper, but fortunately the third, still in its box,
was between them. On testing the filaments I was
agreeably Surprised-they were all intact, and in
splendid condition. The valves have now been in
regular use for over a Month they are giving results
far superior to those obtained from any others I have
tried, and I think you will agree with me when I say
that the makers' claims for the special kalenised
filaments are in no way exaggerated.

In my opinion this little experience is interesting,
not only because it substantiates the accuracy of
your report, and upholds the makers' somewhat
modest claims, but because it proves conclusively
that there is at last an available valve with a real
" long life " filament at a very reasonable price.

Yours faithfully,
OSWALD J. RANKIN.

Petit Nice de Vouillant, Seyssinet (Isere), France.

CORRESPONDENCE
(Continued from, precious page.)

LEASTATP INI
PROGRAMME DELECTOR

Automatically gives the
items that appeal to you,
eliminates the boring
ones, and shuts off the
set for the night. Saves
valves and current.
Simplicity itself to
attach and operate.
Order one and get the
bent out of your pro-
gramme. Ask your dealer
or write to sole manu-
facturers. Price 27 13

The
CListeners'

Greatest
Comfort

FREDK. J. GORDON & CO., LTD.,
92, Charlotte Street, LONDON, W.I.

NON -CORROSIVE
"HARTEL" WET H.T. BATTERIES

Super -Capacity Leclanche Type.
As tested and recommended by Popular Wireless

of January 22nd.
Ensure Low Upkeep and Perfect Reception.

30 Volts Battery in Case 1316
60 , (4. tappings) 25(-
100 , (8 ) .. 42/-

Carriage 11 2/-, 3/- respectively.
Jars, 2/..; Saes, 2/-; Complete Cells. less :Fars,
3/6 doz., with perm. separations. Send Bd. Stamp

for Sample Cell. Manufactured solely by
Yorkshire Ignition Co., Ltd.,1 dr 3, Broomhall St., Sheffield

---- CABINETS !
Write for Illustrated Price List of Cabinets. Let
us quote you for ycur own designs and sizes.

F. DICEY, 9, BANBURY ROAD,
SOUTH HACKNEY. E.9.

EVERYTHING WIRELESS
On Easy Payment Terms.

SEND LIST OF YOUR REQUIREMENTS
' QUOTATIONS BY RETURN POST,
THE P.D.P. COMPANY, 41, Great
Tower St, E.C.S. Phase:' Royal 4479.

- LECLANCHE POROUS POTS.
Genuine miniature porous pots for Wet H.T. to
fit 21 :a 11 Jar, registering 1-4 volts; 3'- per doz.
Non-conductive Glass Jars, 1- doz Waved, 1/3
per doz. Sacs, 1,-6 doe. Zincs, 1:- doz. Send I Id.

stamp for Price List and Instructions.
Carriage and Packing extra.

Trade Inquiries:
THE ETON GLASS BATTERY CO.,
(Dept. P), 46, St. Mary's Road, E.10.

 ARJA " GUARANTEED TWO -VALVE RE-
CEIVERS, £5. Do not nth, this great opportunity of
securing a guaranteed two -valve, all -scat ion cc ceiver cow.
plete. Send at once for our illustrated eatalogna 'No. 9,
describing this instrument and others, post tree. SEND
NOW.-R. C. JONES, 75, Hargwyne Street,
Stockwell, S.W.9.

AMPLIFIERS: 1 -VALVE, 191-; 2 -VALVE, 30/,
2 -Valve All -Station Set, £4. Approval willingly
Wet H.T. Batteries-Jars, lines and Saes complete,
3/6 per dos. (18 volts). Post 9d. extra. Sample 6d.

3 doz. upwards post free, in divided cartons.
narflaill Lint Free.P. Taylor, 57,SttidleyRd..Stockwell.London.

HEADPHONES REPAIRED-,
Re -wound and re -magnetised 5/- per pair Load
Speakers repaired 5/-. Transformers rs-wound
each. Al) work puaranterd and tested before delivery
Write for Trade Prices. 'Phone: Clerk 1795.
MASON & CO., 44, East Rd., City Rd., N.1

(Wood's
Metal " (Post2 for a Bob!,
Free)

The of CLEAR STONE " mineral
combination

Our Triumph. " P.W." Test Report.
47 ISlicroamps. Excellent. Very sensitive and
stable. Refills. Sufficient for Two Permanent De-
tectors. Positively the Loudest Results on Earth,
S. LYONS, 119, Clerkenwell Road, E.C.t

ij 111..JA
Buy your Wireless parts
direct from the Warehouse
at Warehouse prices.
Every known component in stock.

Write NOW for list.

BUSH HOUSE,

I
mil cirri"!
00111111
11111 Milt
11111 II Mfg

35 Shudehill.
MANCHESTER
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(Continued from page 166 ) CAXTON WMELESS CABINtETSTECHNICAL NOTES.

principle, however, the first of which is the
fact that the electrical particles from the
radio -active substance are emitted with
such *a high velocity that they are uncon-
trollable by the ordinary methods adopted
in the wireless valve. A valve which
required no filament -heating current would
obviously he a very great boon,. and not the
least of its advantages would be the. fact
that it would be impossible to burn it out.
Selectivity.

Owing to increasing ether congestion
(this applies more particularly to the
United States than to the British Isles, at
any rate so far as B.B.C. broadcasting is
Concerned) another very desirable develop-
ment is a simple arrangement for increased
selectivity.

For this reason it is believed by many
that in crowded areas, as for. example in
cities and large towns, the outdoor aerial
is not only unnecessary for most purposes,
bnt. is, in fact, disadvantageous, and that
in the future the indoor aerial, and even the
loop aerial, will have precedence over
-others owing toita much greater convenience
and freedom from interference.
Quartz Standards.

Following uptr my remarks recently on
the use of quartz crystals for standardising
transmitting circuits, I have received an
interesting leaflet from Messrs. A. Hinder-
lich, I, Leehmere Road, London, N.W.2,
which gives 'a large amount of useful
information upon these crystals, together
with the prices of the unmounted crystals.

'The priced' appear to be. very reasonable,
and vary from 20s. to 60S., which is 'much
less than the prices mentioned previously
for the American crystals.

.1 Correction.
In the advertisement for the Ekco Com-

bined H.T., L.T. and G.B. Unit for D.C.
mains in the March 12th issue of "Popular
Wirelets," the word H.T. should be brack-
eted with (a), and L.T. with (b). The
advertisement then reads correctly.

Fixed Wave -lengths.
If the piezo-electric quartz crystal is

suitably arranged as part of a valve trans-
mitter, the frequency of the circuit will
remain constant, for years, to a few parts
in teri thousand. About 20 harmonics of
the standard wave -length are available
for calibration purposes. The unique ad-
vantage of a quartz crystal suitably
arranged is that it absolutely prevents
sudden small frequency changes. This
greatly increases the range and clearness of
a transmitting station, since the receivers,
once set, remain tuned in.

Readers interested in this matter cannot
do better than write to the address given
above for full technical information.
New Talking Pictures.

De Forest's phone -film is now commer-
cially established, and is becoming fairly
well-known. Talking motion pictures, in
which the synchronising of action and sound
is at all times assured, have been announced
and demonstrated recently by the American
General Electric company. This process,
which is the result of several years of
experiment in the General Engineering

(Continued on next page.)

THOUSANDS OF SATISFIED CUSTOMERS.
All Polished with new enamel that gives a glass hard surface that cannot he soiled or scratched.
Ebonite or Radon Panels Supplied and Perfectly Fitted at low extra eost. SENT FREE-Catalogue

Of Standard Wireless Cabinets in varittua. Sizes and woods.

Elstree "Solodyne"

Specially designed for this famous Radio Press Circuit. All details and dimensions conform
to their specification, enabling constructors to follow the layout without difficulty.

PRICES :

Light Fumed Oak 61/- Dark or Jacobean Oak 65/- Real Mahogany 68/ -
Prices include either "full front" with handsome solid raised panel, as illustrated, or beaded
doors, allowing ample space for tuning controls, etc. Glass panelled doors can also be

supplied at 3/- extra.
CASH WITH ORDER. CARRIAGE PAID U.K. PROMPT DELIVERY.
Packing Case 5:- extra repaid if Case returned within 14 days Carriage paid to Works.

CAXTON WOOD TURNERY CO., MARKET HARBOROUGH,
TRANSFORMERS REWOUND

Transformers, Phones, Loudspeakers, Re-
wound and Repaired to Maximum Efficiency.
All One Price 4,- each. Don't discard if burnt out. All
work guaranteed for 12 months. Write for 1 r
TRANSFORM CO., III, LINKS RD., TOOTING, LONDON, S.W.I7.

2 -Volt 40 Amp. Hrs. (Ignition)

816 816
EOM

Accumulators For Dull Emitter valves. 1,000 being
sold solely as an advertisement. This is our guarantee of
satis'act ion-or money refunded. Carriage paid United
Kingdom-PRICE as CO., 11, Hart Street, London. W.C.1.

ADANA AUTOMATIC SELF -INKING

PRINTING MACHINE
hi 45/®

Complete Plant
THIS massively con-

structed Printing -
Machine is the most
wonderful of its kind.
There are now over
10,000 users of these
plants, many saving
enormously in their
own work, others snak-
ing an excellent living.

Will print any class of matter from a
CHEMIST'S LABEL to an ILLUSTRATED MAGAZINE,
including Perforating, Creasing and Box -making. The
finest malleable iron and !Mid steel used in construction.
Simplicity to the extreme. No special skill required
Large numbers of boys are producing their School and
Scout Magazines. Printers metal type, case, complete
accessories, and excellently illustrated instructional book
included. Illus. particular, in two colours and samples
of work sent on receipt of stamped addressed envelope
Also sold by small weekly instalments. Ask for Terms.
The " ADANA " AGENCY (Dept. P.W.8),

34, King Street, Twickenham, Middlesex.
Printers should scrip for particulars el new system of

supplying First -Class Founders' Tote.

JARS ZINGS SAGS
Plain, Waxed, Special, High Capacity.

1.3 dos. a.us doz. 1/- doz. 1/6 din.
POST FREE on 3 doz. and over. Packed in special car-
ton with division for each cell ; con be used asa container
Li battery when snide up. Send 6d.,sample complete
unit, particulars and instructions THE SECRET OF
PERFECT WET H.T is our new perforated liner, in-
sulates inside of zinc, 4d. doz. WITH ORDERS FOR
COMPLETE CELLS WE SUPPLY LINERS FREE

Scam/es. Moulded Con. Speaker Parts Stocked.
SPENCER'S STORES, LTD.,

4-5 Mason's -Avenue Coleman Street, LONDON. E.C.2.
'Phone r London Wall 2292. (Nr. kink

immediate!),
you. fit tke.TZ:,

'r'1r:e1/PRIC6

mite 1/-
PURPLE LABEL

*I
O. RUSSELL

roil

WIRELESS CRY3TA LS SILL 8 MEET
0111MTNG HA M.

WIRELESS ROOM
For experiment s, assembling,
etc. Strongly made in sections
Easily erected in two hours.
8 ft. x 6 ft. 170/- Floor 30;-
9 ft. x 7 ft. 195!- 36'-

12 ft. X 8 ft. 275 50; -

Every kind of wood or asbestos building. LISTS FREE.
PERCY WHITE(Drpt. P), Thames St. Works, Staines

gfret141

cjw YOUNG'S

Every wireless
component ad-
vertised in this
paper can be
had per return
if ordered from

STOCKWELL ST.,
GLASGOW.

ALL APPLICATI,ONS FOR ADVERTISING SPACE IN "POPULAR
WIRELESS" MUST BE MADE TO THE SOLE ADVERTISING AGENTS
JOHN H. LILE, LTD., 4, LUDGATE CIRCUS, f ONDON, E,C.4.
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STANDARD
WET H.T. BATTERY

(LECLANCHE TYPE)

84 volt., 80 cell Battery.
Our Wet H.T. Batteries are giving great
pleasure to an ever increasing number of
satisfied people.
Worked on the principle of the Bell type
Leclanche Battery, Standard Batteries can
be regarded as a permanent solution to
the problem of High Tension Supply.
ECONOMICAL SILENT IN ACTION

PERMANENT
Below are prices of complete sets of cells to
give various voltages. The sets comprise
Sacs, Zincs, Jars, Electrolyte and Rubber
Insulating Bands.

Voltages
No. of
Cells

Sac No. x
or No. 2 Price

64 48 I ,E0 16 6
64 43 2 1 2 0
80 60 1 1 1 0
80 60 2 1 7 6

105 84 I. 1 9 0
105 84 2 -1 1 8 I

Terminal Sac 9d. dozen extra. Carriage forward,
Use. No. 1 Sacs for sets taking up to ;7 m&-arnps.

 No. 2 Sacs. for sets taking up toi 15'
OurOur new illustrated list is now available
containing full particulars with instructions
for use and maintenance and lots of useful
information. Sent free on receipt of name
and address and lid. for postage.

Trade Inquiries Invited.

WET H.T. BATTERY CO.,
12, Brownlow St., HIGH HOLBORN. W.C.1.
'Phone: Chancery 7846. By First Avenue Hotel

61,eflomfrib 'your
-Q--(A WIRELESS SET

OUR STANDARD
CABINETS

are DUSTPROOF and house
the whole apparatus, leaving
no parts to be interfered
with. All you do is
UNLOCK & TUNE IN.
Made on mass production
lines, hence the low prim.
Provision is made to -take
panel, from 16 by 7 up to
30 by 18 in.
Carriage paid and packed
free England and Wales.
Thousands supplied with

full satisfaction
MAKERIMPORT Co.
Dept. 5, Melvill Chambers,
50a. Lord St., LIVERPOOL.

lAxdx S41115 0.
Write to -day for descrip-
tive pamphlet and sug-
gestions for adapting your
receiver or panel in our
Standard Cabinets.

Immediate Delivery.

GA MI I. R E LLI
For Maximum Efficiency

Which to use and where to use them.
MULLARD'S NEW CIRCUITS. Radio for the Million.
For the " DRAKE P.M.- use GAMBRELL Centre

Tapped ,Coils B and E.
For the COLUMBUS P.M." use GAMBRELL

NEUTROVERN IA CONDENSER (Baseboard Type).
B.T.B. RESISTOR CIRCUITS

For the " RESISTOR 4" use GAMBRELL COILS
BI (40), B (50) C (75) D (100), El (150). E (200).

For the" RESISTOR 4" use GAM BRELL NEUTRO-
VERNIA CONDENSER. Designed for either Base-
board or panel mounting.

Ask your Dealer for these. If any difficulty, write us.
GAMBRELL BROTHERS, LTD,,
76, VICTORIA STREET, LONDON, S.W.1,

BUILD A LOUDSPEAKER
uUu.

SEAMLESS MOULDER. -.GONE
rov. 250

and BALANCEDa ARMATURE UNIT,
or a LISSENOLA, or BROWN A, you can
successfully construct an ultra -efficient Loud-
speaker Specialities separately or complete,
Illustrated lists and full particulars for of
COODMAN'S 27 FARRINCOON ST., E.C.4.
Also Spencer's Stores.4-5, !Wilson's Are, 1,1' .C.2

TECHNICAL NOTES.
(Conlloated front precious page.)

Laboratory of the above -mentioned Com-
pany, involves only slight changes in the
standard motion picture. -Projectors, since
it requires only the addition of a sound
reproducing attachment and a loud speaker
suitable for auditorium use: Both the
picture and the sound are recorded on the
same film.

One of the demonstrations has been with
music to accompany feature films, the music
being rendered hY a 'full concert orchestra.
Development in this field does- not require
any change in the technique of making the
original film. After -the original picture
film has been made and titled, the accom-
panying music is -played by a concert
orchestra and is reCorded on a film. The
picture and sound -records are then printed
on one film in the proper tithe relation.

Photo-Eleetrie " Eye."
To the casual observer the talking film

does not differ from the usual motion picture
-positive. It IS Of standard width, but along
the left margin there is a' strip a small
fketion of an inch wide on which is a series
of horiZontal light and dark bands and
lines, of varying width sand intensities.

The film is passed through the reproducer
at constant speed and as these light and dark
bands pass rapidly before a tiny slit in an
optical system, the amount of light is varied.
The ever-changing amount of light is re-
ceived by a photo -electric cell-the electric
eye-which is extremely sensitive to any
change in the amount of light striking it.

The more light received the more current
it will permit to pass through its circuit.
This current is -amplified and changed from
electrical to audible energy by an amplifier
and speaker.
Multi -valves.

A good deal has been heard lately about
multivalves ; ,these are, in effect, several
valves combined within the one glass bulb.
A company has been formed in the United
States for placing valves of this kind on the
market. The particular valves which they
are first manufacturing are of the three -in -
one variety.

In outward appearance the valve is
similar to those in use at the present time
except for the faCt that four extra terminals
are provided in the base for making con-
nection with the upper limbs inside the
Valve. According to the manufacturers,
this valve may be used with any standard
receiver with very few changes in the
wiring of the set. The volume from one
Of the new multivalves " is sufficient to
operate a loud speaker when the valve is
consuming 0.25 ampere at 5 volts.

A complete receiver may be built with
only one multivalve. If extra volume is
required at the output, an ordinary power
valve may he incorporated in the circuit.
The filament is cut into three sections, one
for each of the three grid and plate units,
connected together in series.

With a super -heterodyne set, two multi -
valves are required, one for the three inter-
mediate- amplifier stages and the other for
the two .detector stages and the audio stage,
and it is claimed that when, using this
combination a saving in filament current of
one ampere is effected. The new valve fits
into a standard socket having, as mentioned
abb-,4e; extra connections at the

eNPvi z 0-A
ito

wz-kw
2NALVE

LOUD SPEAKER BARGAIN.

This highly efficient 2 -Valve.
Loud -Speaker Set is' the finest
wireless value ever effered.
It gives a volume and quality of tone unattained
by any instrument of a similar price and is the
essence of simplicity. Fitted with coils' overing
all the British wave -lengths, including Daventry.
THE CABINET is of beautifully polished Oak, &
all components aro of the highest quality. Dull
Emitter NalVes with patent valve holders, &o.;
Battery. 2 -volt accumulator and complete Aerial
Outfit. LOUD SPEAKER of exclusive design
with unique magnetic system and' 17 6
improved mica diaphragm. Price

. .
TERMS: Our Bargain Of
Price is for deterred pay. Proved
ments.- Send 1016 now, & oXcienc3
complete purchase in 14
monthly payments of 10/8
If you wish to pay cash, 5
per cent discount Is allowed
Catalogue Post Free.
Up-tddate Crystal & Valve
sets at keenest prices
.l. G. Graves Ltd. Sheffield
Fullest

Approval

USE C.A.R. CIRCUIT
for SUPER -EFFICIENCY

44 European Stations on Loud Speaker:
The MONOTUNE 3 gives results on three valves
(det. & 2 L.F.) unequalled by any 4 -valve set.
You may duplicate these remarkable results-even on
a poor aerial. This wonderful performance is only
possible when you use the C.A.R. circuit recently
developed by C. P. Allinson, A.M.I.R.E., late of
RADIO PRESS and ELSTREE LABORATORIES.
Begin making this highly efficient receiver
to -day . . the No. x Constructone
tells you how. Fullest constructional
details and 15 photos, diagrams and
plans leave nothing unexplained.
DONT DELAY - GET IT TO -DAY Past Freefrom

The Constructone Publishing Co.;
Dept. K, 37, Drury Lane, London, W.C.2.

Money returned if not satisfied.

PRICE

216

WHEN replying to advertisements
please mention "Popular Wireless"

to ensure prompt attention. THANKS

CATWHISKERS & CRYSTALS ABOLISHED
for 10.;e

=
per year.
Guaranteed
bidets:duly.

l'at. No. 265.465.
Fixed Permanent Detector and S abilising Unit. No
Batteries required with Crystal Circuits. Indispen-
sable for Reflex Circuits. From all dealers, or post

ft -co from Patentees. 2,2.
A. W. GRIFFIN & 00.,Mannfacturers,REDDITCH

Iladiodomes
the most handsome and up-
to-date terminal indicators.
Keep terminals tight. All
wordings. Ask your dealer
for them or write for list to
MONEY HICKS 6' MILLS
2, Gray's Inn Road, W.C.r
and Wimbledon. Rd. Dn. 716954.

li'R
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THE MARK OF

of Better Radio

The future policy of RI., Ltd.,
is going to include many start-
ling developments. Watch
RI. and remember that R I.
Is The Name of The Future.
R.I. enterprise will soon show
another great step forward in
the production of radio instru-
ments outstanding in technical
design and construction.

BETTER RADIO

Adel, Ltd 2.?, Hyde St New Oxford St., London, LV,C,1
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p M VALVES Fop
tMusic COUPLING

The tremendous advantages given by the huge
emission, consistent high service and long life
of the wonderful Mullard P.M. Filament are
obtainable in new P.M. Valves designed to
give the very highest results with the Mullard
Pure Music Coupling (the ideal method of
low frequency amplification approved by the
Mullard Engineers and employed so success-
fully in Mullard P.M. Receivers described in
" Radio for the Million.")
These new P.M. Valves are available for
2 volt, 4 volt and 6 volt accumulators.
Apart from absoling purity in music and
speech reproductiOn, abundant volume is
obtained and H.T. Battery consumption id
considerably reduced.
Let these new Mullard P.M. Valves bring you
unequalled results in the resistance coupled
stages of your receiver, and give you the master
service and long life universally associated
with the valves with the wonderful Mullard
P.M. Filament.

Obtainable from all Radio Dealers

Mullard
THE  MASTER.- VALVE

ADVT. THE MULLARD WIRELESS SERVICE CO. LTD., MULLARD

NOW you may have
all the advaiptag$s

of the wondetitif
Filament in new special
P.M. Vilifies for resi t -
once capacity ampli
fication *

British T. lade
is a

British Factory.

For c-,01 accumulator
P.M.' II.F. 0.1 amp. 14'.
I'.° I. r L.F. cr 1 amp. 14/.

S. P.M. rA
(Resist. Capacity) crx amp. 14/-

1'.1.2 (POwert 0' 19 amp. 18.6

For 4 -toll accumulator or 3 dry eel:,
P.I\1.3 (General Porpose)

amp. 14f-
*P.M.3A (Resist. Capacity)

osi amp. 14'.
P.11.4 (Power) cy I amp. 18 6

Fel arrumula!or or 4 dry cedi
P.M./)( (General Purpose)

amp. 14'.
*P3I.51.1 (Resist. Capviity)

01 amp. 14d-
P.IN1.6'(Power) o'l amp. 18 6

S :tier power valves for las! L.E
P.M.234

(4 volts. 0.25 amp.) 22:6
P.M.256

(6 volts, 0.25 amp). 2216

HOUSE, DENMARK STREET, LONDON W.C.2.
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